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Preface

The initial take-up for broadband Internet connections was decidedly
sluggish, but in recent years the number of hone broadband connections
has grown at a tremendous rate. I suppose that the lack of initial interest
was not really all that surprising, considering the high installation cost at
that time, and monthly subscription rates that were also very high by
current standards. All the types of broadband connection ava lable at
that time required a visit from an engineer and the installation of some
equipment in the user's home, even if the broadband connection was to
be carried by the ordinary telephone lines.

Some types of broadband connection still require the services of an
engineer and the installation of some extra equipment, but most home
users settle for the simpler and cheaper alterrative of the so-called "self -
installed" broadband connection. With this method there is very little to
install, and it is just a matter of using a broadband modem instead of a
dial -up type, and fitting a low-cost filter at each telephone socket. The
only other installation required is to have the telephone line broadband -
enabled at the telephone exchange, and the cost of this is often absorbed
by the service provider. These days a basic broadband connection
usually costs no more than an unlimited dial -up type.

A broadband connection has two main advantages over a dial -up type,
one of which is that it leaves the telephone line free for making and
receiving ordinary telephone calls. The other is the increase in speed,
which these days is likely to be at least 40 times that of the best dial -up
connections. Even using a fairly "run of the mill" broadband cornection
opens up a range of possibilities that are beyond the capabilities of a
dial -up Internet connection. You can listen tc high quality stereo music
streamed from Internet -adio stations, watch streamed television
programmes, download CDs, movies, computer programs, and other
large files, and do anything that involves downloading large amounts of
data. Ordinary web pager load much faste-, and with broadband the
Internet becomes a much more usable and exciting place.

Sharing an Internet connection between two or three computers in the
same house via a simple network also becomes a practical proposition.
Sharing an Internet cornection is not totally impossible when using a
dial -up connection, but a slow connection tends to beco'ne a painfully
slow connection when snared among two or three computers! Sharing
a typical broadband connection still leaves each user with something
like ten times the bandwicth of an unshared dial -up connection



One way of sharing a broadband connection is to use a wired network,
and most modern PCs are supplied with network interface as standard.
The alternative is to use a wireless, or wi-fi netwcrk, which uses radio
signals rather than wires to carry the signals between the various devices
in the network. The wi-fi method is rapidly increasing in popularity, which
is not really surprising. Apart from avoiding the need to install any wiring,
it also gives tremendous freedom. With a laptop or notebook PC it is
possible to access the Internet and other equipment in the network from
anywhere in the house, or even outside in the garden. With the aid of
wireless hotspots, you can even access the Internet using wi-fi when
travelling around the world. Wi-fi is certainly one of the most exciting
and useful developments in recent years, and it is a technology that can
be of real benefit to most computer users.

And finally, this book is complemented by a range of colour illustrations
which are displayed in the 'Colour Gallery', pages (i) - (xvi).

Robert Penfold

Trademarks
Microsoft, Windows, Windows XP, and Windows Vista are either
registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

All other brand and product names used in this book are recognised
trademarks, or registered trademarks of their respec*.ive companies.
There is no intent to use any trademarks generically and readers should
investigate ownership of a trademark before using it for any purpose.
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1

Broadband
and wi-fi

basics

What is wi-fi?
Wi-fi is a relatively new techiology that enables computer equipment to
be connected together without the need for any cables. Instead, the
signals are carried via radio signals. Wi-fi and Bluetooth are sometimes
confused, but the two are different and totally incompat ble. Wi-fi is
specifically designed to p -o vide high-speed links in computer networks.
At its most basic a network consists of two computers connected tcgether
so that information on their hard discs can be shared. Pract cal networks
tend to be much more complex than this, with several PCs connected
together. and other resources such as printers and scanners shared
between them. The Internet is a form of network, which is, or course.
where the "net" part of the name comes from.

Bluetooth is less specific in nature, and is designed for use with a wide
range of gadgets. It can be used to connect all sorts of gadget to a PC.
including such things as rrobile telephones, cameras, and hard -held
computing devices. Although very versatile in that it can be used with a
wide range of equipment, 3luetooth has major limitations. It is really
intended as a means of connecting two gadgets. and it is of little use
when a number of devices must be connected into a network. Bluetooth
is also relatively slow, massing it time consuming when large amounts of
data must be transferred from one device to another. Anyway, Bluetooth
is outside the scope of this book and it will not be considered any further
here.

Wi-fi is only intended for operation over quite short ranges. In this respect
it is still perfectly suitable for links from one room to another, and from
one floor to another in a typical house or building used by a small
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1 Broadband and vil-fl basics

business. The specifications provided by wi-fi equipment manufacturers
can be a bit misleading, and often give the impression that wi-fi linkscan
span a few hundred metres. While such long ranges might be achievable
in theory under ideal conditions, in practice the operating conditions will
usually be far from ideal. Rather than free air between the two items of
wi-fi equipment, it is likely that there will be walls, floors, furniture, and
other obstructions that will hinder the radio signals and reduce the
operating range. This gives a more restricted but usually adequate
operating range.

What is broadband?
In the UK there are two main types of broadband ava lable, but exactly
what is available to you depends on where in the country you live. For
many, including me, only one type is available. The most widely available
form of broadband connection is one that is provided via an ordinary
telephone line, and this is an ADSL type. ADSL stands or Asynchronous
Digital Subscriber Line, and it is sometimes referred to as just DSL. The
basic scheme of things is to have two signals carried by one pair of
wires. One signal is the ordinary audio (voice) signal while the other is at
a very high frequency that is well beyond the limits of human hearing.
Some simple electronics are used to make sure that ordinary telephones
only receive the audio signal, and that broadband computer equipment
only receives the high frequency type.

While this arrangement is fine in theory, there are significant practical
problems. These stem from the fact that the ordinary telephone lines
are only designed to handle the low frequency signals from ordinary
telephone handsets. They do not work well when carrying high frequency
signals, and they tend to radiate the signal which can then cause radio
interference. This system could potentially blight radio reception
throughout the country, particularly on the medium and longwavebands.
The high frequency signal has to be kept at a very low strength in order
to reduce the problem with radio interference. This limits the speed that
an ADSL broadband link can have for a given range from the telephone
exchange.

In practice it is not quite as simple as that, since some telephone wires
provide a higher quality connection than others. The fact that you live a
few hundred metres from the local telephone exchange does not
guarantee that a very high speed connection will be possible, although it
certainly increases the chances. Another point to bear in mind is that
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Broadband and wl-fi basics 1

the equipment in your local exchange might not be able to handle a very
high connection speed.

Broadband speed
Most broadband users are attracted to this type of Internet connection
by the promise of much faster download speeds. The early ADSL services
operated at relatively low rates, with a download speed or 512 kilobytes
per second being typical, -he upload rate was usually much lower, with
a typical rate of 256 kilobytes per second. Evolving technology has
resulted in generally higher download rates, with most ADSL broadband
providers having one mecabit (1024 kilobit) or two megabit (2048 kilobit)
connections as standard Higher rates of up to eight megabits (8192
kilobits) per second are ofe red by many providers, but bear in mind that
this is the maximum rate and not a guaranteed minimum. In order to
achieve this sort of speed you have to live within range of a suitably
equipped telephone exchange, and have a connection of suitably high
quality.

Unlike a dial -up connection, the quoted ADS_ connection rate should
be genuine rather than theoretical. If a broadband Internet provide -states
that you will be proviced with a two megabit connection, then
downloading at two megabits from a suitable server should certainly be
possible. You will only get a ower rate if you live too far from the exchange
for the full rate to be achieved, or if the quality of the connection is too
low for some other reason. However, the broadband supplier should
explain any reduction in Ihe connection rate before you sign up to the
deal, or give the option of cancelling the contract if a full -speed connection
can not be provided.

With real -world broadba -lc there are a few factors that can result in
download rates that are sbwer than expected, but most of these are due
to limitations elsewhere in the system, and not due tc what could
reasonably be considered problems with the Internet connection. There
are one or two considerations that could result in a slight reduction in
the download speed. However, these will mostly produce reductions of
no more than a few percent, and are unlikely to be of any great p-actical
significance.

An important point to kee D in mind with ADSL broadband connec:ions is
that a super -fast download speed does not mean that the upload rate
will be fast as well. It seems to be quite normal for the uplcad rate to be
relatively slow at around 256 to 448 kilobits per second even when very
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1 Broadband and w141 basics

high download rates are used. In other words, the upload rate remains
much the same as it was in the days when a 512 kilobit connection was
the norm, with no more than a modest increase in upload speeds.
Another point to bear in mind is that a reduced download rate due to the
quality of the line or the distance from the telephone exchange will be
accompanied by a reduction in the upload rate, which could be as low
as 64 kilobits per second. This is not purely academic, and it can limit
the usefulness of the connection in some applications.

Relative speed
Any broadband connection should be much faster than a dial -up type.
Even a basic 512 kilobit per second broadband connection offers a
download rate that is about ten times faster than the true rate of a 56
kilobit dial -up connection. The increase I obtained when changing from
a dial -up connection to a 512 kilobit ADSL connection was actually about
a twelve -fold increase. This clearly makes it much quicker and easier
when downloading large files. Using a dial -up connection it would take
something like a day and a half to download the contents of a CD-ROM,
but the download time would be reduced to about three hours or so
using a 512 kilobit broadband connection. While th s is still far from
being instant, it represents a far more practical propcsition. In theory
anyway, it could be done in about 11 minutes using an 8 megabit per
second broadband connection.

A high connection speed is not just about reducing the download time
for large files. A broadband connection opens up possibilities that are
not available to dial -up users. It is possible to listen to streamed audio
via a dial -up connection, and the audio quality can compare well with
that of normal telephone quality. However, the bit rate is not high enough
for true hi-fi quality even with a mono signal, and the quality with a stereo
signal is likely to sound decidedly ropy at times. A broac band connection
at a rate of just 256 kilobits per second or more is more than adequate to
provide high quality streamed audio in mono or sterec.

It is becoming increasingly common for the Internet to be used for
streamed video, which usually comes complete with a streamed audio
track as well (see G.1 to G.10 in the Colour Gallery). A though there are
systems for sending audio and video over an ordinary dial -up connection,
these provide only very limited resolution and overall quality. The reliability
of these systems tends to be quite poor, which is presumably due to the
problems with the quality of the Internet connection rather than limitations
in the video encoding/decoding systems. A 512 kilobyte broadband
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Broadband and wi-fi basics 1

connection can provide m ich better results, but do not expect DVD quality
from what is, by video sta-icards, quite a low bit rate. A download rate of
at least one megabit a second is preferable for streamed video.

Installing broadband
I suppose it is not all that long ago that a broadband Internet connection
was something for businesses and the "well heeled". The cost was very
high, both in terms of the nitial expenditure and the ongoing fees for
maintaining the connection Getting everything set up and ready for use
normally involved a fair amount of hassle, with an engineer having to call
and install some equipment. You had to really need the advantages of
broadband in order to justi'y the time involvec and the cost.

Things have now changed, and in most cases there is no point in using
anything other than some form of broadband Internet connection. If we
take the cost first, these days it is not necessary to have an engineer call
and install some networking equipment. You can still do things this way
if you like, but it is not necessary and in most cases would involve extra
cost without bringing any real advantages. The more normal approach
for home and small busine=ss users is the so-called "self -install" system.
This name is perhaps a trfle misleading, since there is not really a great
deal of installation involved. Self installed broadband is covered in more
detail in the next chapter, b_it it basically just involves conrectinc a little
gadget to each telephone socket, and then connecting telephones,
computers, and fax machnes to these gadgets rather than direc: to the
telephone wall socket. This should take no more than a minute or two,
and these days the costs negligible.

The overall cost of setting up a broadband conrection is often surprisingly
low. and with some Internet service providers i" is free. Thee is a charge
for making changes to ycur telephone connection at the exchange, but
this is often absorbed or pa'tially absorbed by the service provider if you
take out a contract that lasts a year or two. In most cases it is necessary
to sign up for the service for at least a year anyway. Be careful when
choosing an Internet provicer, because you will probably have to pay for
the full term of the contrac even if you decide to switch to another provider
after a few weeks.

In addition to the little gizmo on each telephone outlet, to implement a
broadband connection it s also necessary to have a broadband modem
or a router that has a built-in modem. An ordinary modem of the type
used for a dial -up Internet connection is totally unsuitable 'or use with a
broadband type. At one time even the most basic broadband modem
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1 Broadband and wi-fi basics
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Fig.1.1 A "free" modem is likely to be basic, but it is a.'l that is needed
for a straightforward broadband connection

was quite expensive, but like most other items of computer equipment,
modem prices have fallen to low levels.

These days it is possible to obtain a good but basic broadband modem
at quite low cost, and a "free" modem is often induced as part of the
deal when starting a new broadband contract. The modem of Figure 1.1
was supplied as part of the deal when I recently switched to a new
broadband provider. It is a fairly basic USB broadbanc modem, but that
is all you need in order to get started, and will probably be perfectly
adequate in cases where only one desktop PC will De used with the
Internet connection.

Sharing
Something more advanced is needed if the connectior. will be shared by
two or more PCs, and it is then necessary to have a suitable modem
plus a device called a router (Figure 1.2). The router networks the PCs
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Fig.1.2 A router made by Li'iksys

and the modem provides the network with a shared Internet connection.
Any PC that is connected to the network has access to the Internet
connection. Strictly speaing, only one PC at a time can use the Internet,
but the high speed of a broadband connection means that this is not
normally apparent to the users. The router rapidly switches between
PCs, making it appear as though each user has his or her own Internet
connection.

The shared nature of the connection only becomes apparent if two or
more users try to simultaneously download large files. The files will
download successfully, but the individual download speeds will ba much
lower than when a single file is being dowrloaded. If one user can
download at 3 megabytes per second, two users will each obtain only
about 1.5 megabytes per second. This reduces to around one megabyte
per second for three users. A really fast broadband connection is
preferable for this type of thing, since it provides each user with what is
still a very respectable download rate.

It is generally cheaper if a combined router and modem is used (Figure
1.3), rather than separate units. The combined approach is certainly a
neater solution. It is important to realise that a normal router or modem/
router is not a wireless device, and it relies on cables tc connect the
system together. It is possible to use wi-fi adaptors with a conventional
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Fig.1.3 A combined modem and router made by D -Link

router in order to give it a wireless capability, but this is a cumbersome
and expensive way of handling things. The neatest and most cost effective
solution is to use a wi-fi router/modem (Figure 1.4).

Single wi-fi
One the face of it, there is no point in using a wi-fi modem/router in
cases where the Internet connection will only be used with one PC. In
practice it can still be worthwhile under certain circumstances. For
example, if you use a laptop PC at home and at work, using wi-fi to make
the Internet connection at both locations avoids having to keep plugging
and unplugging a modem. Apart from greater convenience, this avoids
wear on a socket which might eventually fail and requi.-e a costly repair
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Fig.1.4 This Linksys modem/router has a built-in wi-fi adaptor

Wi-ti is the obvious way of handling things if you have a laptop or notebook
PC that will only be used in or near your house, but you would like the
freedom to use it in any room, in the garden, or in an outbuilcing. It

would be possible to do this using a wired network, but installing all the
wiring would be a major task, and using the finished installatior woulc
be relatively inconvenient.

It can be advantageous to use a wi-fi modem/router with a single PC that
will only be used in one location. Suppose there is no telephone socket
close to the chosen location for the PC. One so ution is to add a telephone
extension socket somewhere close to the computer installation. Bear in
mind that USB cables can usually be no more than about 3 to 5 metres
in length, so a USB modem normally has to be in the same room as the
computer. This means that the telephone socket also has to be in the
same room as the computer. With the wi-fi approach it is necessary for
the modem/router to be close to the telephone socket, and a mains outlet
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1 Broadband and wi-fl basics

to provide it with power. The computer can then be anywhere in the
house, with no long connecting cables being required. This is likely to
be a more convenient solution that can be set up in a few minutes, but in
most cases it would be significantly more expensive.

Talk and surf
A big advantage of broadband, with or without an element of wi-fi, is that
it can operate at the same time as an ordinary telephone. The little
gadgets fitted at each telephone socket effectively split the telephone
line into separate telephone and broadband lines. The two signals are
actually carried by the same pair of wires, but as far as the user is
concerned they are separate entities.

This contrasts with a dial -up Internet connection, where you can make/
receive a telephone call, or use the Internet, but not both at once. You
can not use the Internet while someone else in the house is making a
telephone call. When you are using the Internet it is not possible for
anyone else in the house to make calls, and no one can receive any
either. It is possible to have simultaneous telephone calls and a dial -up
Internet connection, but this requires two separate lines, and you have
to pay for two lines. This could be more expensive
broadband deal. Being able to receive telephone calls while using the
Internet was the main advantage

I noticed when I first switched from
dial -up to broadband.

Always on
With a dial -up connection it is usual to only have an active Internet
connection when you actually need to access the Internet. Having a
permanent connection of this type would leave the telephone line
unavailable for use with ordinary telephone calls, and it might fall foul of
the "fair usage" rules of the Internet service provider (ISP). It is normally
a matter of going through the dial -up process when you need to use the
Internet, and closing the connection as soon as possible once you have
finished.

I suppose that the connection could be handled in this fashion with a
broadband connection, but with broadband there are much more
convenient ways of doing things. A broadband connection is always
switched on and available to the user or users. The connection process
is normally automatic with a single PC that uses a USB modem. The PC
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is connected to the Internet almost at once when the PC boots into the
operating system, and it is closed down when the PC is switched off.
Strictly speaking, the Internet connection is not permanent, but to the
user it seems as though it s.

The situation is a bit different if a modem/router is used. The usual way
of handling things is for the router to contain your broadband sign -in
information, and it will automatically connect to the Internet when it is

switch on. In most cases :hough, it is left running continuously. Once
connected to the Internet it will therefore remain that way for months or
even years. When a PC n the network is booted into the operating
system, it is automatically logged onto the network, and once it is part of
the network it has access to the shared Internet connection. Ary PC in
the network therefore has an active Internet connection from the moment
it boots up to the instant that it is switched off.

The practical consequerce of this is that broadband users do not have
to go through any form o' logging in process before they can access the
Internet. In order to surf the Internet it is just a matter of launching the
browser and away you go. The Internet connection is there whenever it
is needed.

Reliability
Despite the low transfer -a-.e, downloading large amounts of data using
a dial -up connection is possible, provided you have the determination
and patience of course. A lack of reliability can be a problem with dial -
up connections, so the chances of downloading a file for many hours
without interruption are probably quite small. There is a way around this
in the form of a program called a download manager, which enables an
interrupted download to be continued from where it left cff. At least, it
does provided the server at the other end of the system supports this
facility. Undertaking large downloads using a broadband connection
avoids the delays and hassle associated with using a dial -up connection.
The download times are relatively short, and it is unlikely that it will be
necessary to manually re-establish the connection to the server or the
Internet. Downloading large files is usually a quick and easy process.
There can occasionally be D ro ble ms, but this invariably seems to be due
to problems with slow and unreliable servers at the other end of the
system. Unfortunately, having a really fast and reliable Internet cornection
is of little benefit with this type of thing. It can still be difficult to download
a file that is stored on a slow and unreliaole server that is always
overloaded.
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Broadband drawbacks
Using broadband certainly has some major advantages compared to
dial -up connections, but are there any drawbacks? At one time it certainly
cost more to use a broadband connection, and the difference was very
substantial The ever increasing popularity of broadband has resulted
in a steady reduction in costs over the years, and the point has beer
reached where the extra cost for regular users is minimal. In fact it is by
no means certain that there is any additional cost at present. The best
budget broadband deals seem to compare quite well with dial -up
equivalents.

The situation is different for occasional Internet users. There are "pay as
you go" deals that are well suited to infrequent users, but I am not aware
of any broadband equivalent It is unlikely that there will be a broadband
"pay as you go" service. This is due to the need for the telephone line to
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De broadband -enabled at the user's local telephone exchange, and the
way in which the ISPs pay for wholesale broadband line rental Once
connected to a broadband service you can expect to pay for it even if
you hardly ever go on line.

As pointed out previously, the ISPs tend to advertise high broadband
speeds, but these are usually maximum speeds and are not guaranteed.
n fact there is little chance of actually achieving the highest speeds, and

actually connection speeds can be way below the theoretical maximums.
One reason for a lack of speed is that the distance from the user's home
*.o the telephone exchange is too great, resulting in signal evels that are
*.00 low to support the higher connection rates. Perhaps of more
'elevance in the current context, ADSL broadband might not be available
at all if you live in an out of The way place that s a long distance f-om the
iearest telephone exchange.
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It is easy to check online if you are in any doubt about the broadband
services available in your area. Any search engine should find several
sites that will check broadband availability for your location, and in the
example of Figure 1.5 I found the samknows site (http://movwsamknows.
com/broadband/checker2.php). This requires your te'ephone number
and postcode, and then it lists the available serv,ces (Figures 1.6 and
1.7). In this case the Max version of BT's broadband service is available.
meaning that an 8 megabit per second service is available.

The fact that a broadband Internet connection is always switched on
and operates at high speed is very convenient for the users, but it is also
convenient for hackers. Computer security has become an important
issue in recent years, and it is something that every computer user has

to tae seriously. It is
an especially

Congratulations, you are in a broadband enabled area important issue for
The following services are available in your location anyone using a

-

broadband Internet
 ST Wholesale ADSL connection.
 ST Wholesale ADSL Max
 TalkTalk (CPW) LLU A computer that has

a broadband Internet
Please select the options on the left for more information connection is
about broadband availability at your location.

connected to the
Confused about what's available to you? Internet continuously

while it is in use, even
Fig.1.7 Three broadband services are available if the user does not

actually access the
Internet. This makes

it vulnerable to attack practically from the instant it is switched on to the
moment it is switched off. The high-speed nature of the connection means
that a hacker can rapidly take over the computer if an attack is successful.
It is essential for broadband users to take a few precautions to protect
their computer systems from attack.

Cable
So far we have only considered ADSL broadband, but many Internet
users in the UK also have cable broadband as an option. The cable in
this case is of the fibre -optic variety, which avoids some of the problems
associated with an ADSL connection. In particular, the stated connection
speed is the one you should actually obtain. It does not matter how far
you happen to be from a telephone exchange or how many other people
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in your area are using the same broadbard service. This type of
broadband is totally separate from the normal telephone system.

The two cable operators in the UK have merged into a single company,
and are now part of Virgin Media. Unfortunately, the cable network falls
well short of covering the entire country. and in many areas it is simply
not an option. Unless the cable network runs past your house it will not
be possible to use this type of Internet connection. You can check whether
the cable network is available at your postcode by going to the Virgin
Media website and using their online checking service. This is the web
address:

http://allyours.virginmedia.com/websales/service.do?id=2&tuspart
=search

Points to remember

Wi-fi is a means of connecting computer equipment together without
using cables. The wireless connections are provided by radio links. Wi-
fi is not the same as Bluetooth, and these two types of wireless technology
are incompatible. Bluetooth is a general purpose system, whereas wi-fi
is specifically designed to provide high-speed links in computer networks.

The maximum operating ranges quoted by wi-f manufacturers often have
to be taken with the provebial "pinch of salt". In practice it is

that an operating range of 100 metres or more will be obtained, although
the range obtained should still be perfectly adequate for domestic and
small business use.

For most users there are two main advantages of a broadband
connection, one of which is that it does not prevent the telephone line
from being used to send and receive ordinary calls. Although a common
set of connecting wires are used, you effectively have separate nternet
and telephone lines.

The other main advantage is the relatively high rate at which data can be
downloaded. A modem broadband Internet connection is typically about
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40 times faster than a dial -up connection. Ordinary web pages download
much faster when using a broadband connection, but the extra speed
opens up new possibilities such as listening to high quality streamed
audio, and large files such as complete movies can be downloaded in a
reasonably short space of time.

The connection speeds quoted by ISPs are usually maximums. and not
guaranteed speeds. The highest speeds are normally dependent on
users living quite close to their local telephone exchange and having a
good quality connection to that exchange. Other factors also govern the
speed at which data can be downloaded, such as the number of active
users in the same area, and the quality of the server providing the data.

It is no longer necessary to have an engineer install equipment in your
home in order to use an ADSL broadband connection. With the self -
install version of broadband it is just a matter of using the appropriate
type of modem and plugging a gadget into each telephone socket. One
of these gadgets is normally used at every telephone socket in the house,
and not just the one that is used with the modem.

Cable broadband is carried by fibre -optic cables which do not suffer
from some of the problems associated with ADSL broadband and its
simple copper connecting wires. However, the cable network is far less
extensive than the ordinary telephone system, and it is simply not an
option for people in many parts of the country.
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Synonymous
Wi-fi has become synonymous with broadband Internet connections,
and also with laptop and notebook PCs. These days many of the
cheapest portable PCs came complete with a built-in wi-fi facility, and
although there will be other ways of making a connection to the Internet:
this is often the only way that will actually be used. Wi-fi is primarily
about convenience, and this convenience it most apparent when wi-fi is
used with portable devices

With the right equipment installed and set up correctly, you can use your
laptop PC to access the nternet at work without the need to have any
cables, or make any connections to the computer at all. Ta.(e the laptop
home and, once again. use it to access the Internet without the need for
any wired connections to the computer. Potentially. you could use the
laptop for surfing the Internet when visiting friends, relatives, clients, or
whatever. Provided they have a suitable wi-fi installation, it should be
possible for your wi-fi enabled laptop to use it. and whatever fac lities it
offers.

The popularity of wi-fi has resulted in things going a stage further Gaining
Internet access while trave ling can be difficult, and has usually meant
using a basic dial -up connection. This is adecuate for some purposes.
but a maximum download rate of around 50 kilobits per second has
major limitations. Any sizeable town or city in the UK is now equipped
with numerous "hotspots" where, for a fee, laptop PCs having a wi-fi
facility can access the Internet. Wi-fi hotspots are now starting to appear
in more out of the way places as well. In most cases a hots pot provides
an Internet connection at fast broadband speeds, making it possible to
send and receive data at a nigh rate.
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Of course, wi-fi is not restricted to use with portable computers. The
convenience of wi-fi is most apparent when it is applied to portable
computers, but it also applies to desktop PCs. Wi-fi is also being applied
to other types of computer equipment, such as printers and scanners,
which is a trend that seems likely to continue. The tangle of wires required
to get a typical computer system fully operational has long been a source
of jokes in the computer world, as has the difficulty of getting everything
connected properly and working in harmony. Anything that reduces the
number of cables in a PC installation is clearly an attractive proposition.

Wires?
Before considering wi-fi we will deal with the world of wired networks. It
is reasonable to question why a book about wireless networking should
start with details of wired networks, or include wired networks at all for
that matter. After all, who needs wired networks any more? While it is no
doubt possible to have a network that is completely free from connecting
cables, there are still good reasons for learning about conventional
networking.

One reason is that there is a strong element of "learning to run before
you can walk" if you dive straight in with wireless networking. It is much
easier to learn about wireless networks when you already understand
the basics of the wired variety. It is a good idea to bear in mind that a wi-
fi network is based on a conventional type. Essentially, there is no
difference between the two types other than the fact that one uses cables
and the other uses radio links.

Another important point to keep in mind is that few real world networks
are based entirely on wireless connections. The two types of network
can be freely mixed, and in practice it is quite normal for them to be
intermingled. With a PC and a wireless modem/routeron the same desk
and less than a metre apart, a wireless connection could be used to link
them. On the other hand, a lead costing a tenth as much will do the job
just as well in this situation. In fact the lead will almost certainly permit
faster communication and will avoid the security issues associated with
wireless network connections. Do not use wireless links just for the sake
of it. If a wired link is the more practical option, use one.

Network interfaces
In days gone by there were actually many different types of interface
used in networking. The cheapest network systems relied on the standard
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PC serial or parallel ports, but they often provided nothing more than
basic data swapping between two PCs. The rate at which data could be
exchanged was quite slow. More recently a similar facility has been
available using USB ports, but USB 1.1 ports are not very last by
networking standards, but high-speed transfers are possible using USB
2.0 ports.

The main drawback of these ultra -simple networking systems is that their
expansion potential is strictly limited. In most cases it is nonexistent
rather than limited, and they are only of use if ycu will never need anything
beyond a simple link between two computers. Another drawback is that
the cables tend to be relatively expensive, which negates the main point
of using the computer's built-in ports. One of these basic links could
actually cost more than using a "real" network. This will certainly be the
case if your PCs have bui t -in network ports, and this is now quite a
common feature

In the early days of PCs there were numerous interfaces designed
specifically for networking, and some of these coexisted for many years.
A standard network port gradually emerged as :he Ethernet type became
more popular and the others gradually "fell by the wayside". No doubt
there are still many PCs that are networked by way of an alternative
interface, but Ethernet is the only type that is currently in widespread
use with PCs. If you have a PC with a built-in network port r will certainly
be an Ethernet type, and it is the only networking method that will be
considered in this book.

Ethernet ports are sometimes referred to as 10/100 networking ports.
The two figures refer to the original speed of th s interface and the speed
of the improved version. They operate at speeds of 10 and 100 megabits
per second. Note that the speeds are in megabits per second and not
megabytes. There are eight bits per byte, and with a practical networking
system it is necessary to send more than just the raw data. Transfers at
about 1 and 10 megabytes per second might be possible, but in practice
it is likely that the transfer rates would actually be somewhat lowe-. Even
being pessimistic about the performance of an Ethernet port, a 100
megabyte file could be transferred in less than 20 seconds, which is
more than adequate for mcst purposes.

It is assumed here that the system can handle the higher operating speed,
and any reasonably modern Ethernet port should be capable of doing
so. When setting up a new network it is very unlikely that any 10 -megabit
equipment will be on offer from the retailers, and if any should be on
offer it would definitely not be a good idea to buy it. Modern 10/100
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Fig.2.1

Ethernet equipment
costs so little these
days that there is little
point in bothering with
old and inferior
pieces of equipment.
There is good
compatibility between
10 -megabit devices
and the modern 10/
100 variety, but as
one would probably
expect, a link only
operates at the lower
rate if one device is a
10 -megabit type.

Note that 10 and 100 -
megabit cables are
different. Although a
10 -megabit cable will
work with a 10/100
Ethernet system, it will
only support
operation at the

slower rate. Again, the cost of a modem cable that operates at the higher
speed is now so low that there is little point in using old 10 -megabit
cables. These days the 100 -megabit cables are the only networking
type that are likely available in the shops.

The Ethernet port is to the right of
the two USB ports

Adding ports
It might be necessary to install Ethernet ports in some of the PCs in the
system. but the network has to be designed before a final decision can
be made. As already pointed out, few practical wi-fi systems are totally
wireless, but no Ethernet ports will be required if you should take this
option. It might not be necessary to add any ports even if large parts of
the system are cabled. Many PCs are supplied complete with an Ethernet
port, and in the example of Figure 2.1 it is in the mair cluster of ports.
next to the USB types and below the PS/2 mouse and keyboard ports.
Most modern portable PCs have an Ethernet port, and n the example of
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Fig.2.2 The Ethernet port is the one on the right

Figure 2.2 it is the port on the right. The one on the left is the port for the
built-in dial -up modem.

An Ethernet socket looks a bit like the type of telephone socket used in
the USA and some other countries, and the sockets often used for
broadband modems in the UK. Ethernet connectors are different trough,
and they are physically incompatible with any :ype of telephone socket.
This is important, because some networking equipment has a socket to
handle connections to telephone line or a modem. Using incompatible
connectors ensures that errors are avoided when installing the cables.
Ethernet equipment uses RJ-45 connectors, and the cables are
sometimes referred to as RJ-45 cables. However, they are more Jsually
referred to as Ethernet or networking cables

Although modern laptop and notebook PCs often have an Ethernet port.
in a wi-fi system it would be normal to use the wireless option for any
portable device. This avoids having to plug the computer into the system
each time you return to base, and disconnect it again when you wish to
go out with it again. Also. the wireless apprcach makes t possible to
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Fig.2.3 Removing the left-hand side panel gives access to the
expansion slots

use the computer anywhere in the house. or even outside in the garden.
It might be preferable to use a wired connection when security is of prime
importance, or when large amounts of data must be transferred, but the
wireless option is otherwise the better choice.

Adding an Ethernet port to a desktop PC is normally straightforward
provided there is at least one PCI expansion slot free. The cost of generic
Ethernet cards is extremely low, and those from the well-known
manufacturers are not expensive. In order to add the card it is necessary
to gain access to the interior of the PC, and this usually means removing
the appropriate two or three screws at the rear of the unit. With some
form of tower case this enables the left-hand side panel (as viewed from
the front) to be pulled clear (Figure 2.3). Note that removing the other
side panel will not give access to the expansion slots With a desktop
case it is the lid of the case that has to be removed.
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Fig.2.4 Two types of expansion port blanking plate

There is usually a fair sprinkling of screws on the rear panel of the case.
so look at the way the case is put together and be careful to remove the
right ones. It is unlikely tha any harm will be done if you should manage
to remove one or two screws that (say) holc the power supply unit in
place, but replace the screws immediately if a mistake is made
Fathoming some of the more stylish cases car be difficult, but if it doubt,
the documentation supplied with the PC should explain how to gain
access to the expansion slots

Blanking plate
Before the network card can befitted it is necessary to remove a blanking
plate in the rear of the case 'or the particular slot you will be using Cases
used to be supplied with blanking plates that were screwed to a bracket
at the rear of the case. This type is not used a great deal these days, but
it is still to be found in some of the more up-market cases Including
screw -fixing type, there are three main forms of blanking plate cffrently
in use.

The original type is held in place by a single screw per blanking plate. A
bracket of this type is shown on the right in F gure 2.4 If you undo the
screw using a largish cross -point screwdriver the bracket should pull
free without any difficulty. It is advisable to keep the bracket so tne hole
in the rear of the case can be blocked up again if you remove the
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Fig.2.5 A new case that still has a full set of blanking plates

expansion card at some later date. The bracket's fixing screw will be
needed to hold the expansion card in place.

Probably the most popular kind of bracket these days is the type that is
partially cut out from the rear of the case. In order to remove one of
these it is necessary to twist it to and fro until the thin pieces of metal
connecting it to the main casing fatigue and break. Figure 2.5 shows the
rear of a new case with all of the brackets in place. In Figure 2.6 two of
the brackets have been twisted round slightly to show how they can be
broken away from the main casing. There is little point in keeping this
type of bracket since it can not be fitted back in place again.

The third method has brackets that clip into the screw holes in the main
case. A bracket of this type is shown on the left in Figure 2.4. These can
be twisted slightly and pulled free, and the process is reversible provided
the bracket is not seriously distorted during removal. It is therefore
worthwhile keeping these brackets as they can be fitted into the case
again should the need arise.

With the metal bracket removed, the network card (Figure 2.7 and G11/
G.12 in the Colour Gallery)) can be removed from its anti -static packing
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Fig.2.6 The plates can be twisted and eventually broken free

and pushed into position ol the motherboard Some cards and slots fit
together quite easily while other combinations are less accbmmcdating.
Never try the brute force method of fitting expansion cards intc place.
Using plenty of force is virtually always the wrong approach when dealing
with PCs. but it is certainly asking for trouble when applied to expansion
cards. Apart from the risk of damage to the card itself there is also a
likelihood of writing off the motherboard.

If a card seems to be reluctant to fit into place, check that the metal
bracket is slotting correctly into place between the case and the
motherboard. With some PCs the bottom end of the bracket has to be
bent away from the circuit board slightly as it otherwise tends tc hit the
motherboard rather than firing just behind it. _ook careful y to see what
is blocking the card. It can be quite dim inside a PC, so if necessary, get
some additional light inside the PC using something like a spot -lamp or
a powerful torch.

Probably the most common problem is the card being slightly too far
forward or back. This is the same problem with the metal bracket. but
manifesting itself in a different manner. The bracket is fitting into place
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Fig.2.7 A PCI expansion card that provides an Ethernet port

correctly, but the rest of the card is then out of al gnment. If the
misalignment is only slight, you should be able tc ease the card
backwards or forwards slightly and then into place.

Where there is a large error it will be necessary to form the bracket slightly
in order to get the card to fit properly. In one or two cases where all else
has failed, slightly loosening the screws that fix the motherboard to the
chassis has provided the solution. Presumably in these cases the
motherboard has been bolted in place when it is fractionally out of
position. Loosening the mounting bolts and then fitting the expansion
card shifts it into the correct position. The mounting bolts are then
retightened, and fitting further expansion cards should be perfectly
straightforward.

The mounting bracket can be fixed to the bracket at the rear of the case
(Figure 2.8) once the card is correctly in place. Where appropriate, use
the screw removed along with the blanking plate. It is otherwise a matter
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Fig.2.8 The expansion cards are bolted to the rear of the case

of looking through the odds and ends supplied with the PC, which should
include at least one fixing screw per free expansion slot.

Although it is an Ethernet card that has been added in this example, the
process is much the same for other PCI expansion cards. This includes
PCI wi-fi adaptors. One slight difference when installing a wi-fi card is
that it usually has an aeral fitted on the bracket at the rear of the card.
The aerial tends to get in the way when installing one these cards, so it is
best to unscrew the aerial so that it is easy tc fit the card n place. The
aerial is easily fitted again once the card has been physically installed.
Note that it is not a good idea to run any radio transmitting equipment
without an aerial connec-ed.

Shocking truth
,f you are new to handling DC components it s important :o realise that
most of them, including practically all expansion cards, are vulne-able to
damage from static charges. I think it is worth making the poirt that it
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does not take a large static charge complete with sparks and "cracking"
sounds to damage sensitive electronic components. Large static
discharges of that type are sufficient to damage most modern
semiconductor components, and not just the more sensitive ones.

Many of the components used in computing are so sensitive to static
charges that they can be damaged by relatively small voltages. In this
context "small" still means a potential of perhaps a hundred volts or so,
but by static standards this is not particularly large. Charges of this
order will not generate noticeable sparks or make your hair stand on
end, but they are nevertheless harmful to many electronic components.
Hence you can "zap" these components simply by touching them, and
in most cases would not be aware that anything had happened.

An obvious precaution when handling any vulnerable computer
components is to keep well away from any known or likely sources of
static electricity. These includes such things as computer monitors,
television sets, any carpets or furnishings that are known to be prone to
static generation, and even any pets that are known tc get charged-up
fur coats. Also avoid wearing any clothes that are known to give problems
with static charges. This seems to be less of a problem than itonce was,
because few clothes these days are made from a cloth that consists
entirely of man-made fibres. There is normally a significant content of
natural fibres, and this seems to be sufficient to prevent any significant
build-up of static charges. However, if you should have any garments
that might give problems, make sure that you do not wear them when
handling any computer equipment or components.

Static -sensitive components will be supplied in some form of anti -static
packaging, and this is usually nothing more than a plastic bag made
from a special plastic that is slightly conductive. There is quite a range
of anti -static packaging currently in use, but an expansicn card is unlikely
to be supplied in anything more elaborate than a conductive plastic bag.
This effectively short-circuits the edge connector of the card so that no
significant voltage can build up between the terminals.

Although it is tempting to remove the components from the packing to
have a good look at them, try to keep this type of thing to a minimum.
Ideally it should be completely avoided. When it is necessary to remove
the card from its packing, always make sure that both you and the plastic
bag is earthed before the component is removed. Simply touching the
earthed chassis of a computer while holding the component in its bag
should be sufficient to ensure that everything is kept free of static charges.
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Fig.2.9 An anti -static wristband, lead, and earthing plug

The computer must be snitched off and the power should also be
switched off at the mains socket The chass s of the computer will stil
be earthed provided the trains lead is connected to the computer anc
the mains socket. There is a risk of a charge gradually building up in
your body. but touching the earthed chassis of The computer every minute
or so will prevent this from occurring

Wristbands
If you wish to make quite sure that your body remains slatic-free. you
can earth yourself to the computer by way of a proper earth hg wristband.
This is basically just a wristband made from electrically conductive
material that connects to the earth via a lead and a high value resistor
The lead is terminated in a dip that permits easy connection to the chassis
of the computer. The resistor does not prevent any static build-up in
your body from leaking away to earth, but it will protect you from a
significant shock if a fau t should result in the earthing pcint becoming
"live". A variation on this system has a special mains plug that enables
the wristband to be safely earthed to the mains supply Earthing
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"Crossed" cable

Fig.2.10 The most basic network consists of two PCs and no other
equipment

wristbands are available from some of the larger computer component
suppliers, and from electronics component retailers.

A typical wristband, complete with lead and special earthing plug, is
shown in Figure 2.9. Note that these are sometimes sold together as a
kit, but they are also sold as separate items. Make sure you know what
you are buying before you part with your money. The wristband on its
own is about as much good as a monitor without the rest of the PC. It is
possible to buy disposable wristband kits, but if you are likely to do a fair
amount of PC upgrading from time to time it is probably worthwhile
obtaining one of the cheaper non -disposable types. With intermittent
use one of these should last many years. If you do not want to go to the
expense of buying a wristband, the method of periodically touching the
earthed chassis mentioned previously should be just as effective.

That is really all there is to it. Simply having a large chunk of earthed
metal (in the form of the computer case) near the work area helps to
discourage the build-up of any static charges in the first place. The few
simple precautions outlined previously are then sufficient to ensure that
there is no significant risk to the components. Do not be tempted to
simply ignore the dangers of static electricity when handling computer
components.

When building electronic gadgets I often ignore static precautions, but I
am dealing with components that cost a matter of pence each. If one or
two of the components should be zapped by a static charge, no great
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"Straight" cableE 1111111

Router

Fig.2.11 A basic network for two PCs that uses a router

harm is done. The cost would be minimal and I have plenty of spares

available. The same is not true when dealing with computer components,

some of which could ccst in excess of a hundred pounds. Also, the

computer would remain out of commission until a suitable replacement

spare part was obtained

Basic network
With all the PCs in the sys:em equipped with Ethernet ports it is time to

design and build the network. The most basic network barely justifies

the "network" description, and it just consists of one PC connected direct

to the other via their Ethernet ports (Figure 2.10). It is important to realise

that Ethernet ports ar2. not primarily designed for this method of

connection, and this setup will not work if a normal network cable is

used. The cable required when linking two PCs is usually called

something like a "crossed" or "crossed-ove-" cable. A normal network

lead is usually described as a "straight" cable.

The setup shown in Figure 2.11 is essentially the same as the one of

Figure 2.10. and it provioes a link between the two PCs. The PCs are

linked via a networking router, and the two cables are of the "straight"

variety. In the arrangeme -It of Figure 2.10 the crossed -over connections

in the cable makes each PC "look" like a router to the other ,DC. This
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Printer server

Router

Fig.2.14 Any printer can be connected to the network via a printer

server

either. These days there are plenty of printers, including some relatively

inexpensive types, that have a wi-fi interface. These are used in much

the same way as printers that have an Ethernet interface, but no

connecting cable is required, and the router must be a wi-fi type. It is

likely that wi-fi will largely supplant the normal Ethernet interface in this

application. Other wi-fi enabled devices are becoming available, such

as hard disc drives, and it seems likely that this :rend will continue.

With the aid of a suitable gadget it is possible to connect practically any

printer into the network via the router, but it is not usually cost-effective to

use this method. The gadget is called a printer server, and it simply

goes between the router and the printer (Figure 2.14). Real-world printer

32 servers often have the ability to drive more than one printer. This method
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Router

Fig.2.15 Any printer can be shared without using any extra equipment

has the major advantage of making the printer or printers available at all
times to any network use Furthermore, it does so without increasing
the workload of any PCs that are not accessing a printer. The only real
drawback is that cost of a printer server is Teater than that of many
inkjet printers. These days it can even be higher than the cost of a budget
laser printer.

The more common approach with small networks is to install the Printer
on one of the PCs in the usual way (Figure 2.15). The printer can then
be designated as a shared resource and made available to any PC on
the network. This system works well in most respects, but it does have
one slight drawback. The printer will only be available to the network
when the PC it is connected to is switched on. A printer that has i s own
network connection is avadaple to the system at all times, as is one driven
via a printer server
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Broadband modem

Router

Fig.2.16 A system like this enables a modem and Intemet connection
to be shared

With the setup of Figure 2.15 it can be necessary to switch on one PC so
that another one can use the printer. Another slight drawback is that the
PC which drivers the printer has an increase in its workload when other
PCs access the printer. Even so, this method is still the most practical
for most home and small business networks.

Internet sharing
Sharing an Internet connection is probably the main reason for home
and many small business users organising their individual PCs into a
network. However, it is only fair to point out that sharing an Internet
connection does not work well with an ordinary dialup connection. In
practice, a 56k modem is unlikely to achieve transfer rates of 56k, since
this figure assumes a technically perfect connection. A technically perfect
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Fig.2.17 A typical external USB broadband mcdem

connection is unlikely to be achieved even if you happen to live next
door to the telephone exchange.

In real -world computing a connection rate of about 48k is typical, and in
some areas even this might not be achievable. A rate of 48k is not
particularly fast with just one person using the connection, and it becomes
painfully slow when shared between (say) three people. When a'l three
use the Internet simultaneously they have an effective connection rate of
just 16k each. Downloading relatively simple web pages can be very
slow at this sort of speed, and downloading large files would take so
long that it would probably not be a worthwhile proposition.

It is generally considered tc be more practical for each computer to be
connected to the Internet via its own modem, with users taking it in turns
to use the Internet. This requires one modem per computer and a
telephone socket for each modem. However, most PCs have a modem
as standard, and most premises are now well equipped with telephone
sockets. Any extra hardware required is likely to be cheap, but in most
cases it will not be needed.
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Sharing broadband
The situation is very different with broadband, where connection speeds
are much greater. These days a standard ADSL broadband connection
has a download speed that is likely to be one megabit per second or
more. The PC I am using to produce this book is connected to the
Internet at a notional eight megabits per second. The download speeds
in fringe areas are much less than the rates avertised by the Internet
service providers, but for most broadband users the download rate is
around 512k or more. In my case it is usually quite close to the claimed
eight megabits per second.

Even a 512k connection rate is at least ten times faster than the actual
connection rate achieved with most 56k modems. Three users accessing
the Internet simultaneously would each have an effective connection
speed of just over 170k. In other words, they could still connect to the
Internet at a rate more than three times better than a single user with a
56k modem. With an eight megabit connection, three users would each
have a 2.66 megabit connection. Even if the actual speed was significantly
less that the stated figure, it would still be about one hundred times faster
than a dial -up connection, and each user would have an available
bandwidth of more than a megabit per second.

It is only fair to point out that some broadband providers have terms of
service that limit or ban the sharing of a broadband connection. It is

unlikely that you will encounter any restriction of this type with a
broadband package aimed at business users, but there are often "strings
attached" to the low-cost deals for home users. The self -install broadband
packages often have restrictions, and in some cases there is an outright
ban on shared connections.

Pressure from users and widespread flouting of the rules has led to some
easing of the restrictions. Many providers now permi*. sharing between
two or three users, but anything beyond this is likely to be outside the
terms of service for low-cost broadband deals. Sharing a broadband
connection between two or more households is unlikely to be permitted.

One way of sharing a broadband connection is to have the modem
connected to one PC, with the Internet connection then being designated
as a shared resource. This gives a setup of the type shown in Figure
2.16. Broadband modems are available in the form of PCI expansion
cards, but the external USB type (Figure 2.17) is probably more popular.
This method of sharing a broadband connection is cheap and easy if
there is an existing network. You need little more than the modem and a
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microfilter for each
telephone socket.
The microfilters are
needed to prevent the
normal audio
telephone signal from
interfering with the
high frequency
broadband signal,
and vice versa.

Microfilters Fig.2.18 The most common type of microfilter
A microfilter usually
has a short lead that
plugs into the telephone socket, and a couple of sockets on the main
unit (Figure 2.18). One socket is for a telephone and the other is for the
broadband modem. You can also obtain microfilters that look ratter like
a two-way telephone adapter (Figure 2.19), but one of the sockets is for
a broadband modem. Note that it is normally necessary to nave a
microfilter per telephone socket, and not just one filter at whichever socket
happens to be used with the modem.

It is possible to use an
ordinary modem with
a telephone line that is
broadband enabled,
but the modem must
be used via the
ordinary telephone
socket of a microfilter
It is possible that the
filter will produce
some loss of
performance,
although no problems
were evident when I
tried using a modem
with two different
microfilters. Although
it is unlikely that you
would need to use a Fio.2.19 An alternative form of microfilter
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Fig.2.20 A combined router and ADSL broadband modem

dialup connection when a broadband type is available. an ordinary
modem might still be needed for sending and receiving faxes. Also, it is
a good idea to have a dialup connection available as a backup in case
the broadband connection fails for some reason. Obv ously the backup
will be no use either if the lines goes "dead'', but it does sometimes
happen that the broadband connection is inaccessible while the line
works fine in other respects.

Fig.2.21 There are four Ethernet sockets and one telephone type
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Modem/router

--2_72ali ,

:274 .41,

Fig.2.22 This is the most convenient method of sharing an Internet
connection

A rather different scheme jf things is normally used for a broadband
connection that is installed oy an engineer. The engineer usually installs
a box that has an Ethernet socket on the front, and this is connected into
the network by way of a suitable router. The ordinary telephone
connections are left unchanged, and they co not require the use of
microfilters. There is no exact equivalent of this for self -install systems.
but it is possible to obtain a broadband modem that has an E:hernet
socket for connection to the network. With this arrangement a microfilter
is still required at each telephone socket.
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Fig.2.23 An alternative method of sharing an Internet connection

Modem/router
Probably the most popular means of sharing a broadband connection
between a few computers is to use a combined moderr and router, such
as the one shown in Figure 2.20, which has four Ethernet sockets on the
rear panel (Figure 2.21). There is also a telephone socket which is
connected to a telephone wall socket via a microfilter A combined
modem and router is used in a setup of the type shown in Figure 2.22.
This is basically just a standard network, but with the important difference
that any PC connected to the router is automatically provided with Internet
access. It is possible to obtain much the same effect using a separate
router and broadband modem (Figure 2.23), but combining the two units
gives a neater solution.
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If you decide to use a setup like the one in Figure 2.23, bear in m nd that
you can not use any broadband modem with any router. The router
must be one that is designed to be used in this way. Also, most routers
have an Ethernet socket for the modem, and can only oe used with
modems that have an Ethernet socket. It could be difficult :o track down
a router that will work with a modem that only has a USB interface Some
broadband modems have two interfaces (see G.13 in the Colour Gallery),
so that they can be used with a USB port on a PC, or an Ethernet network
connection.

Using a gadget that combines a router and modem, possibly with a firewall
or other functions, is certainly the best method. Setting up the network
is generally much easier using an all -in -one solution, and it helps to reduce
the amount of cabling. Most wireless networks have wired connections
as well, but you must avoid having the wireless name become ironic!
Try to keep everything neat and simple, with nc more "boxes" and cables
than is really necessary.

An advantage of the current low prices of computer hardware is that it is
usually possible to design a system that accurately matches your
requirements, rather than having to compromise due to cost
considerations. Depending on the equipment you have to start with, a
setup of the type shown in Figure 2.22 might cost a little more than one
like Figure 2.16. The cost is likely to be small though, and the arrangement
of Figure 2.22 is much better from the users' joint of view

With the setup of Figure 2 22 the modem/router is usually left running
continuously, making an Imernet connection always available to any PC
in the network. With the arrangement of Figure 2.16 it is necessary to
have the right PC switched on in order to access the Internet using any
of the others. Another point to bear in mind is that the PC connected to
the modem becomes a form of router, and this will place additional claims
on its resources. Using a modem combined with or connected to the
modem avoids any overhead on any of the PCs in the system. All the
additional workload is handled by the router

In the past it was common for an old PC to be given a new lease of life by
using it to operate as a router or router/modem. This might appear to be
a very environmentally friendly way of doing things, but it is less "green"
than it seems. A modern router or modem/router consumes little power,
and costs little to run. A PC has a much highe- power consumption, and
if left operating for long periods every day will soon run up significant
running costs. The situation is better if the PC is a laptop or notebook,
since a portable PC consumes far less power than any ncrmal desktop
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type. However, in the long term, using any form of corr puler as a router
is likely to cost much more than buying a new router or modem/router.

Firewalls
In addition to those already mentioned, there are a fedv more practical
differences between using an arrangement of the type outlined in Figure
2.22 and one like Figure 2.16. In practice it is usually easier to configure
the arrangement of Figure 2.22, because the Internet connection will be
automatically shared between the PCs in the system. With the setup of
Figure 2.16 the modem is a resource of one PC, and it will only be shared
if it is designated as a shared resource, which requires some additional
setting up.

Perhaps of greater importance, the setup of Figure 2.22 gives greater
security. It is worth making the point that security is row an important
issue for all Internet users, but it is of even greater concern for broadband
users. Some form of firewall to keep hackers at bay should be considered
essential rather than an optional extra for a broadband connection. A
firewall can be either a piece of hardware or a program. A firewall's
basic function is much the same whether it is implemented in software
or hardware.

Some people seem to think that a firewall and an antivirus program are
the same, but there are major differences. There is often some overlap
between real world antivirus and firewall programs, but their primary aims
are different. An antivirus program is designed to scan files on discs
and the contents of the computer's memory in search of viruses and
other potentially harmful files. Having found any suspect files, the
program will usually deal with them. A firewall is used to block
unauthorised access to your PC, and in most cases it is access to your
PC via the Internet that is blocked. Bear in mind though, that a software
firewall will usually block unauthorised access via a local area network
(LAN) as well.

Of course, a firewall is of no practical value if it blocks communication
from one PC to another and access via the Internet. To be of practical
value it must only block unauthorised access to any part of the system.
When you access an Internet site your PC sends messages to the server
hosting that site, and these messages request the pages you wish to
view. Having requested information, the PC expects information to be
sent from the appropriate server, and it accepts that information when it
is received. A firewall does not interfere with this type of Internet activity
provided it is set up correctly.
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It is a different matter when another system tries to access your PC when
you have not instigated the initial contact. The firewall will treat this
attempted entry as an attack and will block it. Of course, the attempt at
accessing your PC might not be an attack, and a firewall can result in
legitimate access being clocked. Somethinc like P2P file swapping is
likely to fail or operate in a limited fashion. The sharing of files and
resources on a local area network could also be blocked. A practical
firewall enables the user to permit certain types of access so that the
computer can work normally while most unauthorised access is still
blocked. However, doing so does reduce the degree of protection
provided by the firewall.

Broadband risks
As pointed out previously, using a firewall is considerec to be much
more important when using some form of broadband Internet access.
One reason for this is situp y that with a high-speed connection i: will be
less obvious if someone is accessing your PC. With a slow dial -up
connection the additional flow of data would slow things down and be
more readily apparent. Another, and perhaps more important reason, is

with most types of broadband connection you are either provided
with a fixed Internet address, or the address only changes infrequently.
Having found your PC it is possible for a hacker to go back to t again
whenever it is switched or. With a dial -up connection your Internet service
provider (ISP) normally provides a new Internet address each time you
logon to their system.

Another point to bear in mind is that with a broadband connection the
PC is usually connected to the Internet all the time that it is operating,
and not just when you decide to go online and do some surfing. With
many PCs this means that there is a connection to the Internet virtually
all day every day. Even i you are provided with a new Internet address
each time the PC is switched on, it will probably be operating with that
address for many hours before it is switched cff again. This still leaves it
relatively vulnerable to attack.

With some types of modem the Internet connection does not close down
when the PC is switched off. The modem remains connectec to the
Internet all the time unless it is switched off, which most users do not
bother to do. Quite reasorably, they would like the Internet connection
to be ready for use whenever any PC in the system is switched on. With
the modem left running, the system retains the same adcress for what
could easily be weeks or even months. Strictly speaking, this does not
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Fig.2.24 The Norton.com homepage

give the system a permanent address, but it does provide hackers with
plenty of opportunities to return to your computer system.

Built-in firewall
A combined router and modem provides what is effectively a built-in
hardware firewall. The router ensures that the received data is sent to
the correct PC. It also ensures that any data sent from one PC is kept
separate from any data from the other PCs. The router uses a process
known as network address translation (NAT), and it provides the firewall
action as a by-product of the sharing process.

The only device in the system that can be recognised externally is the
router. Anything on the other side of the router is "invisible" to the outside
world. The router uses the real Internet address prov ded by your ISP
but the PCs in the system use a sort of fake address based on the real
one. The router makes the necessary adjustments to incoming and
outgoing data so that everything runs smoothly.
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Many combined firewall and routers additionally have a system known
as Stateful Packet Inspection (SPI). This keeps track of incoming and
outgoing packets of data to check that incoming packets are genuine
replies to outgoing requests. If a hacker should manage to find a way
through the router, this system should ensure that their fake packets of
data are detected and ignored.

I tested the firewall capability of a Netgear DG834G by going to a couple
of websites which run tests that are supposed to shock you by showing
how vulnerable your PC is to Internet attacks. The first site tried various
methods of attacking the system but was unable to access any of the
PCs in the network. In fact it was unable to detect a computer at the
appropnate Internet address. Results were much the same at the second
site. This lack of success was due to the fact that the system at the test
site was "talking" to the router and not the PCs on the other side of the
router. There is no point in trying to hack into a PC that is not there.

Security is obviously important for all Internet users, but it is especially
important for anyone that t -as a network conrected to the Internet via a
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broadband connection. Ycu are potentially providing hackers with a
high-speed link into all the QCs in the system. It is a good idea to use
one of these test sites on a iewly installed or Lpgraded network, just to
make sure that hackers have no easy way into the network. Make sure
that you use one that is provided by a reliable source. Spoof sites of
various types seem to be a growing threat on the Internet.

Probably the best know of the test sites is the one run by Symantec, the
producers of the Norton -ange of security software and other utilities.
The home page for their site (Figure 2.24) is at

www.norton.com

The Symantec Security Check link is in the Downloads section near the
bottom left-hand corner of the page. This produces the brief information
page shown in Figure 2.25. Press the Go button to move onto the next
page (Figure 2.26) where a security scan or a check for viruses can be
made. In this case it is the security scan tnat is required, and the
appropriate Start button is operated. The check then begins, and a page
with a bargraph display shows how things are progressing (7igure 2.27).
Online virus scans take minJtes or even hours but this type of check is
quite fast. After a minute cr so the list of results should be displayed
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(Figure 2.28). The top three checks in the list are the ones that are of
interest in the current context, and a basically secure system should
pass all three.

It is unlikely that the barrier provided by a router, or any other type of
firewall for that matter, can ever be one hundred percent effective against
hackers. However, it certainly makes it very difficult to hack into one of
the PCs in the system. This is probably all you need to do in order to
avoid attacks from hackers. If your PC system proves to be difficult to
penetrate it is likely that any hackers will go elsewhere n search of easier
pickings.

Additional firewall
The firewall action provided by a router is quite effective, but it can still
be beneficial to have an additional firewall. This can be provided by a
program running on the PC, but some combined modems and routers
have a "proper" firewall built in. If you need firewall software, there are a
number of well known firewall programs available, one a program of this
type is sometimes included in suites of utility programs. A firewall program
is sometimes included with network hardware such as a router/modem.
Fortunately, personal firewall programs, unlike the highly sophisticated
business firewalls, are reasonably inexpensive. In fact one or two free
firewall programs are available. Software firewalls all operate in essentially
the same manner and use the same techniques.

One of these techniques is to monitor Internet activity and alert the user
if a non -authorised program tries to access the Internet. Initially there
might be alerts when running programs that involve legitimate Internet
access, but once you have set up the firewall to recognise legitimate
Internet traffic this should no longer be a problem. This form of monitoring
is guarding against software such as Trojans and spyware, that try to
send information obtained from your PC to another system on the Internet.

A basic hardware firewall will not guard against this type of thing, because
it will consider any Internet access that originates frcm your PC to be
legitimate. A software firewall that provides this type of monitoring will
detect and block Internet activity from any program that you have not
granted Internet access. Although a basic hardware firewall is very good
at guarding against external attacks, it will not prevent an internal attack
if you should download a Trojan or similar program. For the ultimate in
security a hardware firewall therefore has to be backed up by appropriate
software protection.
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Another technique used by software firewalls is essentially the same as
the SPI facility provided by some combined modem and routers. The
vast majority of incoming messages are in response to a -equest sent
from the PC. The firewall inspects received packets of data and 5locks
them unless they are the result of a request for data sent by the PC. Of
course, a facility of this type provided by a software firewall is superfluous
if you are using a combined modem and router that incorporates SPI, as
it just duplicates an existing feature

Whether implemented in software or hardware, this method gives
excellent security, but some facilities might be lost because they require
the initial contact to come from the remote system. For examp e, any
form of P2P network is likely to operate in a restricted fashion. Like
hardware firewalls, the software variety normally has a facility that permits
exceptions to be specified so that these facilities can be reinstated.

Ports
When dealing with firewalls you are almost certain to encounter the term
"ports". In a computer context this normally means a socket on the PC
where a peripheral of some kind is connected. In an Internet context a
port is not in the form of any hardware, and it is more of a software
concept. Programs communicate over the Internet via these notional
ports that are numbered from 0 to 65535. It enables several programs to
utilise the Internet without he data for one program getting directed to
another program.

Software and hardware firewalls usually have the ability to block activity
on certain ports. The idea is to block ports that are likely to be used by
programs such as backdoor Trojans but are not normally used for
legitimate Internet traffic. A backdoor Trojan could be set :o "listen" on
(say) port 80, and send the data it has collected once it receives a
message from a hacker. By blocking any activity on port 80, the "irewall
ensures that the backdocr Trojan can not send any data, and that it will
not be contacted in the first place.

Using this method gives a basic hardware firewall some ability to combat
backdoor Trojans, spywa-e and other attacks that originate frorr within
the system. If a program is designed to collect information 'rom your PC
and send it via a particular port, blocking that port will defeat the program.
Clearly it is not possible :o block all ports, bLt blocking those hat are
often used by "spy" prog-ams gives an improvement in security.
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Fig.2.29 The initial screen of Zone Alarm Pro

Note that most software firewall programs will block this type of activity
anyway, because the firewall will detect that an unauthorised program is
trying to use the Internet. It will alert the user and only permit the data to
be sent if the user authorises it. Presumably the user would "smell a rat"
and deny permission for the Trojan to access the Internet. Where a
trigger message is required, most hardware firewalls would prevent the
message from the hacker from reaching the Trojan. and would also
prevent the attack from succeeding. Even so, it is useful to block ports
that are likely to be used for hacking the system. Doing so makes it that
much harder for someone to "crack" your system, which is what Internet
security is all about.

False alarms
Many of the early firewall programs had a major problem in that they
were a bit overzealous. While you were trying the surf the Internet there
were constant interruptions from the firewall informing you of attacks on
the system. In reality these attacks were wholly or largely nonexistent.
What the programs were actually detecting was normal Internet activity,
and many of the false alarms could be prevented by setting up the
program to ignore certain programs accessing the Irternet. Some of
these programs were virtually unusable though.
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Modern firewall programs mostly operate in a rather less " n you, face"
fashion, and produce fewer interruptions. Even so, it is usually necessary
to go through a setting up process in order to keep down the number of
false alarms, and further tweaking may be needed in order to get things
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working really well. Of course, if you would like to be informed about
every possible attack on the system, most firewalls will duly oblige
provided the appropriate settings are used. This certainly gives the
ultimate in security, but it could make surfing the Internet a very slow and
tedious process.

Zone Alarm
There are plenty of software firewalls to choose from, and most of them
are capable of providing your PC with a high degree of security. Black
Ice Defender is a popular program that has the advantage of requiring
little setting up before it is ready for use. ZoneAlarm is another popular
firewall, and it exists in free, trial, and full commercial versions. It is quite
easy to set up and use, and the free version represents a good starting
point for private users wishing to try a good quality firewall at minimum
cost. All versions of this program are reasonably easy to set up.
ZoneAlarm Pro will be used for this example. and this program has a few
more facilities than the basic (free) version.

Figure 2.29 shows the initial window produced once the installation
process has been completed. This simply explains that there are a few
processes to complete before the program is ready for use. The options
available at the next screen (Figure 2.30) are for two of Zone Alarm Pro's
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Fig.2.33 You can choose which programs are granted Internet access

now or later

optional extras. One of these is a routine that blocks pop-up
advertisements and third -party "spy" cookies. Pop -ups are row so
widespread on the Internet that they have become a major nuisance.
Apart from being irksome they can slow down your Internet connection
by increasing the amount of data that has to be downloaded. This can
be a serious drag on ycur surfing if you do not have some form of
broadband connection. A pop-up blocker is therefore a very useful
feature.

Cache cleaning is the other option. Copies of many Internet fi es are
kept on a PC so that they do not have to be downloaded again when the
relevant pages are revisited. Anyone undertaking a lot of surfing is likely
to end up with many megabytes of cached Internet files on their PC's
hard disc. These files should eventually be removed by Windows, but
the cache cleaner provides a neater solution by preventing a rrassive
build-up from occurring in tne first place.

Things then move on to a window (Figure 2.31) where you choose the
types of Internet access tiat will produce alerts. You can opt to t-ave an
onscreen message appear when any access is blocked, or for no alerts
to be issued. Note that tie program will still continue to block Internet
access as and when it sees fit, even if the alerts are completely switched
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Fig.2.34 You can start the program or view a tutorial

Network Contkiitratkort

ZONE

Welcome to the Network
Configuration Wizard!

New Newell, Detected: IP Address 168.168.0.0

Zone/Uarm Pro has detected a new network connected to your computer This
wizard will help you decide what level of securrly to set for this network

A network is a connection from your computer to another compu er or to
1 ) an Internet connection (DSL, cable modem, dial -up. etc I

To continue. click Nerd

,! - 'ID'S wizard next time a new net., ate( te0

Fig.2.35 The program has detected a network, and it .'ias to be
configured so that Zone Alarm will permit file sharing
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IC'

The wizard haS determined that thf detected network is a private iehvork If you trust his
network, you may want to snare resources (ties. posters) with it

I trust this network and want to share resources

1

I DO NOT trust this network OP I am on a public access point such as an airport, hotel, or colee
shop

Prni ate networks are usually local networks found in zi home or business 0 e other
computers, printers. ec m your home or office )

To r onpnue N.4

Fig.2.36 The network can be enabled or blocked

off. The middle option results in an alert being produced when the
program considers that attempted access is probably the result of an
attack by a hacker. This is the default option and is probably the best
choice.

The next window (Figure 2.32) enables the program to be passworc
protected. This is only necessary if someone else has access to your
PC. This is followed by the screen of Figure 2.33. Here ZoneAlarm lists
programs that it thinks will reed Internet access. The list will include the
default browser and any other programs that are required for normal
Internet access. By default, these programs will be given Internet access.
but other programs will prcduce a warning message if they attempt to
use the Internet. Access wi I then be allowed only if you give permission
You might prefer to choose which programs will be granted access during
the setting up process rather than dealing with- it later as programs try to
access the Internet As most programs do not require Internet access, it
is probably easier to grant access as and when necessary.
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IP Address 168 168 0 0

Please name this network so you can easily identity it later

fty'tTetwork

To continue. click Nett

......41111111:21111:11111=11
Fig.2.37 Here you give the network a name or accept the default

0

You have successfully completed the Network C onfiguration Wizard The
network has been configured as shown

,M -r lAy Network

Aikkess: 1,8 168 0 0

Ili,: Prraate network

:Aube: Trusted Zone (File and print sharing allowed)

For more information on configuring network :ones, see *About Network Zones in the Help
files

To close this wizard, click Finish

Do not snow MIS Waal(' nett time a new network us aetected

1=M=4111:::11.=11=1.
Fig.2.38 Use this window to review the selected settings
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Fig.2.41 An alert produced by a program trying to access the Internet

The next window (Figure 2.34) gives the option of starting the program
or viewing a quick tutorial. It is definitely a good idea to look at the
tutorial, but it can be viewed at any time by running ZoneAlarm Pro and
operating the Tutorial button.

Network
The PC used for this demonstration has its Internet connection provided
by a broadband modem that has a built-in router, with two other PCs
connected to the router. This network was detected by Zone Alarm Pro
(Figure 2.35), and the Network Configuration Wizard was launched.
Remember that a firewall will block any network access, including the
LAN (local area network) variety, unless instructed otherwise. At the
next screen (Figure 2.36) you have the option of enabling this network or
blocking it. Obviously it must be enabled in order to permit the system
to go on working properly.

The window of Figure 2.37 enables the network to be given a name of
your choice, or you can simply settle for the default name. The next
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Fig.2.42 This alert was p,-oduced by an adware component

window (Figure 2.38) simply shows the settings you have chosen and
provides an opportunity to go back and changes them. Finally, the
program is run (Figure 2.39). In normal use the program runs in the
background and it is only necessary to go to this screen i` you need to
make changes to the setup or view the statistics produced by the program.

Operating the Firewall tab switches the window to look like Figure 2.40,
and the degree of securty in each zone can then be adjusted via the
slider controls. Unless thera is good reason to change the setting for the
Internet Zone, it should be left at High. The other tabs permit easy control
of other aspects of the pogram, such as alerts (Figure 2.4' ). Therefore,
if you find any of the init al settings unsatisfactory it is easy to change
them.

In use it is likely that the program will initially query potertial problems
that are really just a normal part of PC's operation. In the example of
Figure 2.41 an alert has been triggered by an image editing program
trying to access the Internet. Although there is no obvious reason for
such a program requiring the Internet, many programs these days use
the Internet to regularly look for program updates. Operate the Yes button
to permit Internet access o the No button to block it. Tick the checkbox
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if you would like this answer to be used automatically each time the
program tries to access the Internet.

Sometimes the alert will genuinely find something that is amiss. In Figure
2.42 the alert shows that a file called msbb.exe has tred to access the
Internet. Some delving on the Internet revealed that this is part of the
Ncase adware program, which was supposedly uninstalled from the PC
a few weeks earlier. Clearly it had not been successfully uninstalled,
and some further work was needed in order to banish it from the system.

Internet security can be a bit irksome, and it is something that all of us
would probably rather just ignore. Further security measures are needed
when wi-fi links are added to a network, and this subject is covered in
chapter 5. Unfortunately, security is an issue that no Internet user can
afford to ignore these days, and it something that network users really
must take seriously.
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Points to remember

Over the years many types of interface have been used for networking.
These days the only interface commonly used for networking PCs is the
Ethernet type, which is also known as a 10/100 network interface. The
two figures in the 10/100 name refer to the speeds (in Mbits per second)
of the original and current versions of this interface.

Many PCs now have a bu It -in Ethernet port as standard, but this facility
is easily added to a desktcp PC. It is just a matter of fitting a PCI Ethernet
expansion card. It is also possible to obtain USB Ethernet adapters for
use with desktop and portable PCs. Note that a USB 2.0 adapter is
needed in order to utilise the full speed of the Ethernet interface.

If you add a PCI Ethernet or wi-fi card to a PC, take the necessary
precautions to avoid damaging anything with static charges. A few simple
handling precautions are al that is needed to avoid problems.

A network can use wi-fi for every link, but this is unlikely to be the most
practical solution. For snort links a wired connection using Ethernet
ports will cost less, provide faster transfers. and give better secu-ity.

The most basic network consists of two PCs linked via their Ethernet
ports. This requires a "crossed" cable and not the more usual "straight"
type. In order to network more than two computers it is necessary to
have a router, with the Ethernet port of each PC connected to the router
by way of a "straight" cable.

It is not necessary to buy any software in order to implement a basic but
useful network. The built-in networking facilities of Windows permit files,
folders, or even complete discs to be shared. It is also possib e for a
pnnter connected to one PC to be used by other PCs in the network.

Some printers can be connected direct to the network and used by any
PC in the system. This facility is not available using low-cost printers,
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but it is sometimes available as an option. Any printer can converted
into a network type by using it with a device called a 'printer server".

It is possible to share the Internet connection of ore PO via the network.
In practice this is not a very good way of doing things though. If the PC
that has the Internet connection is switched off, aA the other PCs in the
network lose their Internet connection. The PC connected to the modem
acts as a kind of router, and this can be a significant drai-i on its resources.

Using a broadband modem connected to a route  (or a single unit that
combines both functions) provides an always -on Internet connection for
every PC in the network. It does so without increasing the workload of
any PC in the system, and need not cost very much.

Antivirus programs are of limited use against hackers. In order to keep
hackers at bay it is essential to use either or software or hardware firewall.
Ideally, both should be used if you have some form of broadband
connection, especially if it is of the "always on" va-iety.
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Going wi-fi

Why wireless?
Back in the early days of radio it was apparently quite common for a
non -technical person on seeing dozens of wires inside a set to ask why
it was called a "wireless". A wireless network perhaps lives up to its
name rather better than the early radio sets Laptop PCs are often
supplied complete with a built-in wi-fi adaptor and aerial, leav ng no
outward sign of any wireless networking capaoility. With a desktop PC
there will often be an ante ira at the rear of the PC, but no other outward
signs of its wi-fi capability. Some PCs have a short lead that connects to
a box of electronics and a vi-fi antenna, but nothing more than this is
normally required, and many wi-fi setups have no wiring worth mentioning.

For many users the lack of connecting cables is the only real advantage
of the wi-fi approach, but tie greater convenience of wi-ti networking
should not be underestimated. For most users it is a major plus point. A
short lead from a computer to a router or other piece of networking
equipment is not difficult to implement, particularly if the two pieces of
equipment are on the same desk. No do-it-yourself skills are likely to be
required.

The situation is very different when the items to be linked are on opposite
sides of the room. An "off tie shelf" lead (G.14 in the Colour Gallery) is
all that is needed to connect the two pieces of equipment, but keeping
the lead tucked away discretely out of sight is more difficult. This is not
just a matter of making things look pretty, and there is the safety aspect
to consider. A lead placed where people keep tripping over is obviously
unsafe, although in practice it is probably the networking equ pment
that is most likely to suffer. It becomes increasing difficult to keep things
neat and safe as more equipment is added to the network. A certain
amount of do-it-yourself ability is needed in order to install the wiring
properly, but it is not too difficult to make a good job of it.

Installing the wiring becomes much more difficult when leads have to be
run from one room to another. This type of thing is still within the abilities
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of the average handyman with an electric drill, but it is not everyone's
"cup of tea". Also, it is not a practical proposition unless you are prepared
to have holes for the cables drilled in the walls, floors, and ceilings. Apart
from aesthetic considerations, having a house entwined with various
networking cables could adversely affect its resale value. In the case of
a listed building, it is unlikely that permission to install the wiring would
be obtained.

It is usually possible to use ready-made cables, but this could mean
having to use some standard lengths that are substaitially longer than
you require. You then have to hide a few metres of cable safely out of
the way where no one will trip over it. The bits and pieces needed to
make your own custom cables are readily available, out this is a more
difficult approach. Surprisingly perhaps, making your own cables can
be relatively expensive when all the costs are taken into account.

Drawbacks
Having the longer links provided by wi-fi equipment has a huge advantage
for most network users, but there are a few disadvantages to take into
account when considering the wi-fi option. The obvious one is the higher
cost, although as technology becomes cheaper this becomes a less
significant drawback. At the time of writing this book the additional cost
is still significant, although for slower wi-fi equipment it is becoming much
less of an issue. In fact we are reaching the stage where wi-fi could be
cheaper than a setup that requires long connecting cables.

It is a matter of pricing the various options and making your own subjective
assessment with the prices prevailing at the time. Bear in mind that it is
not necessary to have a network that is fully wired or Lilly wi-fi. The two
types of network are essentially the same, and tne two types of
interconnection can be mixed. With a typical home or small business
network there will often be just one or two links that could really benefit
from a wireless connection, which should help to keep any additional
cost well within reason.

The relatively slow speed of wireless systems is another potential
drawback. Although a wired network has a notional speed of 10 or 100
megabits per second, in the real world any equipment you use will support
the higher rate. A modern Ethernet system therefcre works at 100
megabits per second and you can forget the lower rate. You will never
use it. Some wired networking equipment can operate at even higher
speeds, with 1000 megabits per second being typical. Wi-fi systems
normally operate at relatively pedestrian 11 or 54 megabits per second.
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In practice, even a transfer rate of 11 megabits per second could be
perfectly adequate. For many users, the main point of networking a
system is to share a broadband Internet connection. These days an
ADSL connection usually operates with a download rate of about 2
megabits per second, with an upload rate that is only a fraction of that
figure. In many areas it is possible to obtain much faster connection
speeds, with maximum speeds of 8 or even 12 megabits per second
being available. Allowing for inefficiencies in the systems, the slower
type of wi-fi link can just about handle the sharirg of an ADSL broadband
Internet connection. It is possible that it would slow things down slightly,
but probably not enough to be of any practical importance. The faster
type of wi-fi link can easi y handle the sharing of even the speediest
ADSL broadband Internet connection.

Wi-fi connections are also perfectly adequate for some types of file
sharing. It is popular to use a home network to permit music files stored
on one computer to be played on another PC in the system. Music files
generally operate at about 64 to 256 kilobits per second, with a few
operating at up to about 512k per second. Th s is again well within the
capabilities of a wi-fi connection. Many of the videos playec on PCs use
a similar bit rate, but high quality video requires higher rates that could
stretch a wi-fi system. This is not of significance to most home and small
business users though.

The speed of a wi-fi system is likely to be sluggish when trans erring
large files or large numbers of files from one PC to another In theory it is
possible for a system operating at 11 megabits per second to transfer
more than one megabyte of data a second, but in practice the transfer
rate could be little more than half this rate. To transfer 500 megabytes of
data would therefore take at least eight minutes, and could well take
closer to 15 minutes. For this type of thing transfers at 54 megatits per
second are preferable, enabling 500 megabytes of data to be transferred
in around one and a half to three minutes. A 100 megabits per second
wired network would complete the task in little more than half the time,
but would still be something less than instant.

Range
Although, on the face of t, a wi-fi link is more than adequate for most
users, there is a "fly in the ointment" that should not be overlooked. The
quoted speeds for wi-fi ecuipment are the highest that canoe achieved,
and they require quite strong signal levels. Do not be misled by the
ranges quoted for wi-fi equ pment, which are often something Ike 100
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metres, and in some cases much higher figures such as 300 metres are
quoted. A usable signal may be obtained at a range as large as 100
metres, but only with clear air between the aerials. Where longer ranges
are quoted, these are usually for operation at speeds well below the
maximum transfer rate. Again, they will be based on the assumption
that the eqipment is operating under perfect conditions.

When using a wi-fi link from one room to another there will inevitably be
walls, floors, ceilings, and all -manner of obstructions between the aerials.
How much (or little) effect these have on the signal strength is not totally
predictable, and the only way to find out is to use a "suck it and see"
approach. Buildings that have large amounts of metal in their structure
can be problematic, but a reasonable operating range should otherwise
be obtained. A range of 10 or 20 metres is usually possible, even when
the equipment is operating under awkward conditions. At longer ranges
it becomes increasingly likely that the transfer rate will be significantly
less than notional 11 or 54 megabits per second.

When reduced speed is obtained, results should still be just about
adequate for sharing a broadband Internet connection, audio files, etc.,
but a wired network would probably be a better choice for transferring
large amounts of data. An unfortunate truism is that wi-fi equipment

it would be by far the most
convenient solution. With a large distance plus walls and floors between
the two units to be linked, using a connecting cable is very difficult. In
this situation a wi-fi link is a much easier option that avoids the awkward
wiring, but getting a strong signal is likely to prove difficult. In practice it
is likely that many users will be prepared to put up with reduced speed
in order to avoid the inconveniences of installing wiring.

Security
Computer security has become a major issue in recent years. There
seems to be a significant number of criminals continually thinking up
new scams or finding ways of reworking old ones. The early viruses
were produced by individuals who were really just showing off, and trying
to show how clever they were. It has now become rather more sinister,
with people trying to find ways of extracting money from companies or
private individuals using what we now know as cyber crime. All Internet
users now have to take security very seriously, but it is particularly
important to the growing band of users that have a broadband connection.

You do not have to be a computer genius to see that using wi-fi links has
the potential to let hackers "eavesdrop" on your network or even gain
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access to it. At the most basic level, anyone operating a wi-fi equipped
PC within the range of your system could have free Internet access by
way of your network and Internet connection. This would probably not
matter a great deal if you have an unlimited broadband connection. The
unwanted guest would effectively reduce the bandwidth of the Irternet
connection, but probably nct to a significant degree.

Someone using your Internet connection could prove costly if you have
capped access, where extra has to be paid if more than a certain amount
is downloaded each month. Either way, are you really unconcerned
about others gaining access to your network for a bit of freeloading?
Most of us value our privacy and would prefer to keep the network totally
closed to outsiders, even if they have no really sinister intent.

Of course, some hackers trying to enter the network might have a sinister
motive. With no security measures in use, someone could potentially
hack into your network and gain personal in'ormation stored on the
system, or even steal passwords or other sensitive information. Unless
the network is used for purely unimportant applications such as games
or entertainment. it is essertial to take steps to keep it secure. Even if
the system is only used for trivia, you would p-esumably still prefer not
to have strangers using your Internet connection and accessing your
PC.

Accidental access
Another potential problem is that even if there are nc intentional
freeloaders making use of your network, it is possible that people will
unintentionally use your network's Internet connection. Many laptop PCs
have wi-fi software that automatically searches for a wi-fi network each
time the computer is booted into the operating system. It seems to be
quite common for these prc grams to search fo- the normal network first,
and then search for any other usable network f the normal one can not
be detected. Secure netwcrks will be ignored because there is no way
for the software to access them, but any unsecured networks seem to
be treated as legitimate Internet access points.

Presumably the idea of doing things this way is so that the computer
connects to your own network whenever it is in range, making it
unnecessary for you to make the connectior manually each time the
computer is used at home or in your office. If the normal network is not
available, it is assumed that you are away from home and require a wi-fi
hotspot to provide an Internet connection. The problem with this system
is that it results in your PC connecting to the Internet via any available
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network when it is used away from base, even if you do not require an
Internet connection.

In fact this has to be regarded as a serious issue whether you are the
owner of the network or the laptop PC. It is a concern for the owner of
the network, since he or she could find themselves sharing their Internet
connection with a large number of people over a period of time. It is a
problem for the owners of laptop computers, since they could find
themselves inadvertently connecting to various wi-fi networks. While
these are likely to be completely innocent in nature, there is a risk that
your computer will automatically sign onto a network that has been set
up to trawl for passwords and other information that could be useful to
fraudsters. It is also possible that you will think that your computer has
connected to a secure network when it has actually connected to another,
and totally unsecure network. You might then use the connection to
exchange sensitive information, not realising that this information could
easily be stolen by hi-tec eavesdroppers.

The number of wi-fi users that do not take any security measures is higher
than most people would probly expect. When I was briefly without a wi-
fi network when switching from one broadband provider to another, my
laptop PC soon found another network and signed onto it without any
difficulties. When using the same laptop at a friend's house it once again
found a wi-fi network and signed onto it. In this case I made a quick
check and found that there were five networks within range, three of
which were unsecured! This is apparently quite typical. G.15 in the
Colour Gallery shows an example where two out of five networks are
unsecured.

The moral of all this is clear. If you set up a wi-fi netwcrk, make sure it is
secure or you will probably find that it is being shared with other users,
by accident or otherwise. If you use a wi-fi equipped portable PC, ensure
that it only connects to a wi-fi network when you need it to do so, and
that it connects to the right one.

Security is covered in chapter 5, but it is worth making the point here
that much wi-fi equipment will install very easily. Indeed, in some cases
it requires no setup information at all from the user. However, equipment
of this type is installed without any of the built-in security measures being
implemented. There is a temptation to simply "let well alone", and not
bother with implementing the security measures. With the network
working well, why risk messing up the installation? Taking this attitude is
definitely a mistake though, and it is a good idea to read the instruction
manuals and get everything set up properly as soon as possible. Setting
up a network to make it secure is quite simple and does not take long.
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Interference
The range of frequencies available for use with wi-fi networks is quite
narrow, but the allocation is broad enough to permit a number of channels
to be accommodated. As will be explained later, there are actually two
bands available for this type of equipment, and these are at frequencies
near 2.4GHz and 5GHz. At present the vast majority of wi-fi devices
operate in the 2.4GHz bard, and this book is primarily about this type of
wi-fi equipment.

Even though there are several channels, congestion is still a potential
problem. This depends on where you live, and to some extent it is a
matter of luck. I live in a part of the country that has quite a high population
density, but I used my home wi-fi network for a year or two before the
networks of any other users were detectable in the area. The current
popularity of wi-fi is such that there are now three other networks operating
nearby. A 100 metres or so down the road it is possible to detect half a
dozen wi-fi networks. Although the short range of this equipment is
normally considered to be a drawback, in this context it is definitely an
advantage. In fact a range of a few miles would render wi-fi networks
unusable as in many areas irterference from otter networks would render
most systems useless.

The short operating range largely avoids this problem in suburban and
rural areas, but if you operate a wi-fi network In a town it is quite likely
that you will find that you are far from alone. Switching away from the
default channel should avoid any major problems with interference from
other systems. As wi-fi becomes more popular it could be difficult to
find a totally clear channel in heavily built-up areas, giving a more imited
operating range. In fact this is already the case in some parts of the
country. Bear in mind that having several systems nearby could reduce
the range somewhat ever if they are not operating on the same channel
as your system.

Many wi-fi users are probably under the impression that a band has
been set aside specifically for wireless networking. Unfortunately. this is
not the case, and wi-fi shares the 2.4GHz band with several °the- types
of equipment. These include such things as some cordless phone
systems, baby monitors, Bluetooth devices, video senders, cordless
headphones, and even microwave ovens. These devices all ado to the
congestion, and can potentially block some channels completely. They
also add to the general ncise on the band and tend to limit the maximum
operating range. Again, in suburban and rural areas any problems should
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be minimal, but performance could be seriously compromised in some
parts of towns.

Hotspots
If you have a wi-fi enables laptop or notebook PC, it is often possible to
access the Internet while on the move using what are called "wireless
hotspots". These offer Internet access in numerous locations around
the world, with many towns and cities in the UK now having large numbers
of these hotspots. A wireless hotspot is a wireless access point that
connects to some form of Internet service. This will typically be a high-
speed ADSL broadband connection, but it could be some other type of
broadband service. It should certainly be something much faster than
an ordinary dialup connection, but bear in mind that you might have to
share the service with other users, which could noticeably slow things
down. Here we are not just talking about any contention ratio of the
Internet connection itself. The bandwidth of the hots Dot, whatever that
may happen to be, might be shared with others uses of that hotspot.
Even so, the connection speed should be quite fast.

The idea is to have hotspots in restaurants, cafes, motorway service
stations, hotels, trains, airports, or anywhere convenient for potential
users. As one would expect, these services are not usually free, and the
hourly connection rates are quite high. Even so, this method can be
cost-effective for those requiring Internet access on the move. The speed
of the connection is also likely to be much faster tha-i the alternatives,
such as using an ordinary telephone socket and the computer's built-in
dial -up modem.

There might not always be a hotspot available, but the same is true of
the alternatives such as using an ordinary modem and telephone socket.
Some hotspots are provided free of charge, so you might get lucky from
time to time and obtain free Internet access. Note that simply utilizing
any unsecured wireless network that happens to be in range is illegal.
You should only use a wireless network if you have the necessary
authorisation to do so. If your laptop PC locates and automatically
connects to an unsecured wi-fi network rather than a true hotspot, you
should disconnect the PC from the network immediately. It is quite likely
that you will otherwise be on the wrong side of the laws governing these
matters.
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Fig.3.1 The default is for a search of the United States

Locating hotspots
Hotspots are aptly named, and due to their very limited area of coverage
it is important to be in the -fight place in order to access one. Simply
being in the right general area is unlikely to be good enough. The number
of hotspots is increasing all the time, and at the time of writ ng this there
are well over one thousar d of them in the London area. Even sc, it is a
good idea to locate potential hotspots before setting out on a journey
There is a very useful site a' this address.

www.wifi411.com

It defaults to a search of tf-e United States (Figure 3 1), but the menu
near the top of the page enables the UK to be selected. Then the search
can be refined further by using the other menus to select the appropriate
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Fig.3.2 A search has been set up for Southend-on-Sea

part of the UK, and then a town within that area. It is also possible to
select a particular network provider and a type of location (hotel, bus
station, etc.). The checkboxes enable the search to be limited to either
free or commercial access points, but the number of free services is so
small that it is probably pointless to search for them a one.

A search for any access points in Southend-on-Sea (Figure 3.2) produced
six results (Figure 3.3), with no less than five of these being part of the
BT Openzone network. Four sites in the list are at cafes and restaurants,
two are at payphones, and one is at a store owned by a well-known
computer chain. The train and bus stations are conspicuously absent
from the list, and as yet neither of these seem to be used much for wireless
hotspots in the UK.

There are other hotspot search engines, and these two are well worth
trying:

www.jiwire.com

www.hotspot-hotel.com
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Fig.3.3 The search located six hotspots in the town

The first of these is ownei by Intel, and using it to search for hotspots in
the Southend-on-Sea area produced an impressive 22 results (Figure
3.4). However, it actually searched a much wider area than the wifi4l 1
search engine, and most of the sites listed were. actually in nearby towns.
The second site is owned by BT and it is necessary to go througn a free
registration process in order to reach the search engine (Figure 3.5).

A conventional search engine is available in the left-hand section of the
window, or you can use the maps to the right cf this. Left -c icking the UK
map first produces a larger map of the UK (Figure 3.6), and left -clicking
on this produces a large-scale map of the selpcted area (Figure 3.7). It

is then possible to obtain a scrollable street plan of that area (Figure 3.8)
so that the locations of hotspots can be precisely identified. A list of the
hotspots together with addresses is provided beneath the stre9t plan.
See G16 to G21 for a more colourful version of a hotspot .search.

Roaming
You will probably enco Jr ter the term "roaming" when dealing with
wireless hotspots. This can simply be a reference to the fact that you
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Fig.3.4 Some 22 results have been produced for the general
Southend-on-Sea area

can literally roam with your laptop and still stay connected to the Internet,
but remember that you can not roam far. At best you can only be about
100 metres from the hotspot's aerial, and the maximum range could well
be much less than that.

More normally, this term refers to something that is more akin to "roaming"
in the mobile telephone sense of the word. In other words, there are
agreements between rival service providers that permit users of one
service to go online using the equipment of another hotspot provider.
Given the patchy coverage at present, this type of thing can make life
much easier for users. However, the added convenierce of roaming is
likely to cost extra, where it is an option at all. At sone locations it is
possible to gain instant access to the hotspot by purchasing a voucher
over-the-counter at the location. In other cases it is possible to sign up
and pay online using a credit or debit card.
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Standards
Computer standards have tended to be something of a joke in the past.
Standards have not only been a problem in the world of computing. The
electronics industry in ge feral has experienced problems with competing
standards, which inevitably results in many people buying gadgets that
soon become obsolete. In fact competing standards car. ultimately kill
the product, producing a situation where there are no winners and plenty
of losers.

An additional problem wit-i computer standards is that manufacturers
have tended to "do their own thing" rather than rigidly adhering to agreed
standards. It is difficult to understand why a manufacturer would release
a product that does not strictly adhere to the rules, but this was quite
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common in the past. Possibly it was the result of cost cutting, or perhaps
it was just poor design work that was to blame. Anyway. even something
as basic as trying to get a printer to work properly with a serial or parallel
port used to be very difficult Although "off the shelf" leads were usually
available, ready-made leads often proved to be inadequate.

Fortunately, the situation has improved somewhat over the years, and
wi-fi is certainly free from many of the problems associated with wired
interfaces. Inevitably though, there is more than one standard to contend
with. The wireless netwo-k ng equipment in common use confcrms to
the standards laid down by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, or the IEEE as it is more commonly called. All the wi-fi
equipment falls within the 802.11 standard, but there are three versions
of it (802.11a. 802.11b, and 802.11g). Table 1 summarises the important
differences between the three 802.11 standards.

The ranges quoted here are theoretical, and would probably not be
obtained in practice. These are the maximum ranges at tle maximum
operating speed, and longer ranges can be achieved at lower speeds.
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Bear in mind that ranges quoted for operation outdoors assume that
there is clear air between the aerials. Walls, fences, and other solid
objects between the aerials, particularly if they are made from metal, will
substantially reduce the range.

I tried operating a 802.11 b link between two systems about 100 metres
apart, hoping that there would be a sufficiently strong signal to permit
one system to use the broadband Internet connection of the other. In
practice the two systems remained oblivious to each other, with neither
system picking up a discernible signal from the other. There were a few
trees and other obstructions between the two aerials, and that was
sufficient to shield each aerial from the other unit's signal. The only way

Table 1
Standard 802.11a 802.11b 802.11g

Maximum speed 54Mbits/s 11 Mbits/s 54Mbits/s

Real -world speed 20Mbits/s 4.5Mbits/s 20Mbits/s

Range (outdoors) 30 metres 120 metres 50 metres

Range (indoors) 12 metres 60 metres 20 metres

Band 5GHz 2.4GHz 2.4GHz

Users 64 32 32

Total UK channels 8 13 13

Separate channels 8 3 3

Compatibility 802.11g 802 11b

Wi-fi certified Yes Yes Yes

to find the maximum usable operating range is to try it and see, but
slightly pessimistic forecasts are usually the most accurate.

As already explained, the maximum range indoors is heavily dependent
on the type and number of obstructions between the two aerials. A
couple of plasterboard walls are unlikely to have much effect on the
range, but a few substantial brick walls could massively reduce it. A
large metal radiator in the wrong place could totally block the signal. In
difficult surroundings, 802.11b equipment probably offers the greatest
chance of providing usable results.
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5GHz band
802.11a equipment has the advantage of not operating in the overused
2.4GHz band, and it also permits twice as many users per access point.
However, for a home or small business network it is unlikely that more
than 32 users will need tc use an access point. There are some
drawbacks to 802.11 a equipment, and probably the most important one
for most potential users is that the cost is much higher than for equivalent
802.11 b and 802.11g equipment.

The economics of networking are at least as capricious as those for
other aspects of computinc, but at the time of writing this, opting for
802.11a equipment means paying more than twice as much for the
privilege. Another important 'actor to bear in mind is that there is relatively
little 802.11a equipment avai able, although choce and availability should
improve in due course. Because 802.11a equipment operates on a
different band, it is totally incompatible with tne other two standards.
802.11b and 802.11g equipment can be freely mixed, but transfers will
obviously be at the lower rate if one unit in a link is of the 802.11b variety.

Note that it is possible to obtain 802.11a equipment that is compatible
with the other two standards. However, this compatibility is presumably
obtained by combining 802.11a and 802.11g gadgets in a sing19 box.
As one would expect, the extra hardware required tends to make these
units relatively expensive. They are extremely versatile though.

Channels
On the face of it, the 802.11a standard provides fewer channels than the
other two standards. In realry it is actually better, since its eight channels
do not overlap, and they are genuine channels. The 13 channels of the
other two systems overlap to some extent, so significant interference
between units operating on adjacent channels is quite possible. In fact
the channel overlap problem is so great that it is only possible to have
three totally separate channels. Together with its operation on the 5GHz
band, this makes 802.11a equipment a safer choice in areas where there
is severe congestion.

Wi-fi Alliance
In theory, equipment manufactured to conform to one of the three IEEE
standards should work perfectly with any other equipment designed to
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Interoperable with 

Cert. ID WCO2162

Fig.3.9 A typical certification badge

meet the same standard (or a
compatible one). In reality it is
never as simple as this with such
complex technology, and there
have been incompatibility issues
in the past. In some cases the
level of performance obtained
was below expectations. and in
extreme cases no usable link was
obtained.

The Wi-fi Alliance was formed in
1999, and its purpose was to
certify that wi-fi equipment fully
conformed to the appropriate
standard anc would operate
properly with any equipment of
the same or a compatible
standard. A certified 802.119
access point should therefore
operate perfectly with any
certified 802.11b or 802.11g

wireless adaptor. Wi-fi certified equipment carries the Wi-fi logo, and it
should also have a badge of approval (Figure 3.9 and G22 in the Colour
Gallery)). The badge shows which standard or standards the equipment
is compatible with, and it also indicates whether it has protected access.
In other words, it shows whether the equipment has built-in security
measures to keep unauthorised users out of the system.

Is it essential to obtain equipment that has wi-fi certification? In theory it
is safer to do so. but the fact that a unit lacks certification does not
necessarily mean that it lacks full compatibility with the -elevant standard.
In fact, such equipment is likely to be perfectly usable. The wi-fi badge
of approval is not as common as one might expect, and there is plenty of
good quality equipment available that does not sport :he wi-fi logo. On
checking a mixture of "big name" and generic wi-fi units I found that very
few had the badge of approval.

The cost of gaining approval has certainly deterred some manufacturers
from seeking certification for their products. Added costs are obviously
unwelcome when making any products, but they are particularly unhelpful
when producing cheap generic devices. There is little chance of obtaining
approved products if you take the cheap generic route, and customer
support is often poor or nonexistent with these units. On the plus side,
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generic products are almost certain to be based on exactly the same
chips as equivalents from the well-known companies.

For those with limited experience of dealing with computer f-ardware it is
probably better to opt for equipment from one of the well-known
manufacturers such as Netgear, Belkin, US Rojotics. and 3Com. If the
equipment is from a respected company and it also has certification, so
much the better. If it does not have certification, at least there should be
a proper customer support service to get things sorted out. and you are
protected by your statutory -fights

Bluetooth
There is a common misconception that Bluetooth and wi-fi equipment
are the same. or that they are to some extent compatible. The confusion
is perhaps understandable, since Bluetooth equipment uses the same
2.4GHz band as most wireless networking equipment, and its function is
much the same. It

provides a wireless
link between two
pieces of electronic
equipment. Despite
the superficial
similarities, the
purpose of Bluetooth
is very different to that
of wi-fi equipment.

Wi-fi is an extension of
the Ethernet
networking system,
and when using wi-fi
equipment you have
what is essentially an
Ethernet based
network. A typical wi-
fi network will include
some wired Fg.3.10 Bluetooth is Jsed fora wide range

connections using of products, including headsets

standard Ethernet
ports and cables. Bluetooth is not intended for networking, although it
could probably be used to provide networking Using Bluetooth
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equipment in this fashion would be doing things the hard way though,
and wi-fi equipment performs this task much more efficiently.

The real purpose of Bluetooth is to link two devices, and it is a general-
purpose system which is designed to accommodate practically any two
pieces of equipment that could be usefully linked. Bluetooth is used for
such things as connecting a computer to a printer, a laptop PC to a
desktop computer, and a notebook PC to a mobile phone. It can even
be used for a non -digital application such as cordless headphones and
hands -free headsets (Figure 3.10).

Wireless links have been used with PCs for many years in the form of
IrDA infrared links. The main problem with the infra -red approach was
that it was basically just a short range line of sight system, although for
many purposes this was perfectly adequate. When uploading from a
digital camera or a laptop computer to a PC for example, the two devices
would probably be more or less side -by -side anyway. Another limitation
of IrDA is that it is based on a standard serial port, and it has the relatively
low bit rates associated with this type of port. The maximum transfer
rate is usually about 115kbits (0.115Mbits) per second, and in some
cases is much less than this.

Bluetooth is designed to be a sort of universal versicn of an IrDA link,
with a higher level of performance. It is designed to operate with low
levels of power consumption, making it suitable for use with small portable
devices such as phones and palmtop PCs. With a maximum transfer
speed of only about 1 Mbit per second, which is actually more like 0.77
Mbit per second in practice, Bluetooth is not particularly fast by modern
computing standards. It is only about one tenth as fast as an 802.11b
link for instance. The transfer speed is adequate for many purposes
though, and it is nearly ten times faster than an I rDA link.

The range of a Bluetooth device is about 10 metres, and because it uses
a radio link rather than infrared, the signal is able to pass through many
types of object. It can be blocked by large pieces of metal though. It is
possible to obtain signal repeaters that can boost the range to 100 metres,
but Bluetooth is normally used in applications where a range of 10 metres
is adequate. In other words, applications of the type where IrDA or a
short cable would otherwise be used. It was never really intended for
use between two buildings, or even between two rooms.

Although Bluetooth devices have a very short operating range, they still
need security measures in order to keep hackers at bay. Security
measures are built into the system, and Bluetooth gadgets have unique
identifying codes that can be used to prevent any unat.rhorised use. For
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instance, a Bluetooth mobile phone could be set up so that it would only
connect to the Internet when used with your own Pocket PC.

Bluetooth 2.0
There is an improved version of Bluetooth (version 2.0) that has two
main advantages over the original. One is that The maximum data rate is
increased by a factor of three to 3 Mbits per second. However. in practice
the maximum transfer
rate for data is about
2.1 Mbits per second.
This is a significant
improvement when
compared to the
original version, but it
is still rather slow by
wi-fi standards.
Another improvement
is a reduction in
power consumption
by around 50 percent.
This is clearly a big
advantage when
Bluetooth is used in F'g 3.11 A Bluetooth 2.0 adaptor that plugs
small battery powered into the USB port of a PC
equipment. Bluetooth
2.0 is backwards compatib e with the original version. but the increase
in speed is obviously los: when a Bluetooth 2.0 gadget is used with a
device that only supports version 1.

0 Bluetooth'

Piconet
When Bluetooth devices 'ock-on to each othes' signals they form what
is termed a piconet, or a small network in o:her words. One gadget
initiates contact, and this is the master device. This unit negotiates all
data transfer paths between devices in the network. and there can be up
to seven slave units in additon to the master. In practice it is unlikely that
eight units would be netwo-ked using Bluetooth, and in most cases it is
used with just two devices. However. it could be used in a situaticn such
as a Bluetooth enabled printer being fed from several PCs.
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Any Bluetooth device has the wherewithal to control a piconet, and the
master slave relationship has to be flexible so that the equipment can
adjust to suit practically any situation. With a simple swap of data between
two devices, the one that initiates the connection becomes the master
device. Any other units that join the piconet will automatically operate as
slaves.

This simple scheme of things does not suit all situations, and it would
not work in the printer setup mentioned previously. The first computer to
access the printer would become the master unit, but for this network to
operate properly it is necessary for the printer to always be the master
device. This enables the printer to properly control the flow of print jobs.
The way around this is for a master device to be temporarily demoted to
slave status when it links with a device that must have master status.

Channels
Bluetooth uses the same 2.4GHz band as 802.11b and 802.11g wi-fi
units, but the channelling is arranged differently. The lower bit rate of
Bluetooth permits a larger number of channels to be accommodated,
and there are some 79 separate channels. There is no need to select a
channel, since a system of channel hopping is used. Devices "hop"
1600 times a second in an attempt to avoid conflicts.

The system used with Bluetooth is called Adaptive Frequency Hopping
(AFH), and it is designed to avoid interference from any devices that use
the 2.4GHz band, and not just other Bluetooth equipment. As signals
within the band come and go, Bluetooth devices will adapt to the changing
situation in an attempt to make the best possible use of any free channels.

Bluetooth had quite a long gestation period, and when first launched its
level of take-up was somewhat underwhelming. It is backed by the
Bluetooth Special Interest Group (www.bluetooth.corn), which has over
2000 members including huge companies such as Intel and IBM. It is
gaining in popularity and is in widespread use, but has yet to fully achieve
its creators' aim of becoming a worldwide standard for short-range
communications without cables. It may well will do so in due course,
but the relatively slow data transfer rates make the current versions
unusable in applications where large amounts of data are involved.

Incidentally, Bluetooth is named after a Harold Bluetooth Gormson. He
is not one of the brains behind the system, but was in fact the monarch
of Denmark just over a thousand years ago. Apparently, he managed
the difficult task of uniting two Baltic states, which seems to a rather
tenuous link to modern wireless technology.
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Points to remember

The main advantage of wireless networking is the obvious one of avoiding
the need to thread cables around the house r office. This is a huge
advantage for a home system where unsightly cables are deemed to be
unacceptable, or where adding cables is simply not allowed for some
reason.

The ranges quoted for wi-=i systems have to be taken with the proverbial
"pinch of salt". The quotec ranges might be achieved in practice, but
typical operating ranges seem to be somewhat less than the specifications
would suggest. Operation is still possible with low signal strengths, but
not at anything like the full quoted transfer rate.

Inefficiencies in the system mean that data can not be transferred at the
quoted rates. In practice it is likely that the actual rate will be a little
under half the quoted figure. Note also that the rates are in tits per
second, not bytes per second. Divide speed f gures by eight in order to
obtain a transfer rate in bytes per second.

There is only one standard for wi-fi equipment, which is the IEEE 302.11
standard. However, matters are complicated by having three different
versions of it (802.11a, 802.11b, and 802.11g). While the 832.11a
equipment has potential advantages, it relatively expensive, difficult to
obtain, and is incompatible with the other two

It is 802.11b and 802.11g equipment that are used in most home and
small office wi-fi systems The faster 802.11g equipment is compatible
with the 802.11b variety, but when a link uses the two types of equipment
it obviously operates at the slower rate.

Bear in mind that it might be easy to set up a wireless network by simply
accepting the defaults, but doing so will almost certainly leave the system
wide open to hackers. Modern wi-fi equipment has built-in security
measures, and it is impertant to protect your system by ensuring that
these are properly set up
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The short operating range helps to avoid problems with interference due
to there being too many wi-fi users in the vicinity, but it is still a potential
problem in heavily built-up areas. The problem is worse with 802.11b
and 802.11g equipment which has fewer non -overlapping channels, and
shares the 2.4GHz band with other types of equipment.

A wi-fi equipped laptop or notebook PC can be used to access wireless
hotspots at cafes, libraries, computer shops, etc. With a few exceptions,
use of wireless hotspots is not free though. The cost of access can be
quite high, but the same is true of the alternatives. The download speed
when using hotspots is usually quite fast, and is typically via a 512k or
1024k ADSL Internet connection.

Many wi-fi equipment manufacturers now have their devices approved
by the Wi-fi Alliance, but some do not bother. It is obviously reassuring
to have approved equipment in your wireless network, but gadgets from
any of the large manufacturers should have full compatibility with the
relevant standards. As always, cheap generic equipment is a bit more
risky and often lacks worthwhile customer support.

Bluetooth is not used for true networking, and is not really an alternative
to 802.11 wi-fi equipment. It can be used for something like wireless
printer sharing, but in most cases it is only used to prov de a link between
two devices such as a notebook PC and a mobile phone. It has a relatively
low maximum data transfer rate of 1 Mbits per second, but this is adequate
for many tasks.
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Practical wi-fi

Getting connected
A few years ago there was a relatively limited range of wi-'i equipment
available, and the prices were very high by the standards of todai. The
popularity of wi-fi has resulted in tumbling prices and an explosion in the
number of wi-fi related devices on offer The reduction in prices has
made using wi-fi much more affordable, and the huge range of equipment
on offer means that there are gadgets to suit practically any rea -world
wi-fi situation. A drawback of this diverse range of equipment is that it
can be very confusing for newcomers. However, there is no need to
become fazed by the sheer numbers of wi-fi items that are availab e, and
a few mainstream items of equipment are all that most users will ever
require.

Fig.4.1 A Surecom 802.11b USB adaptor
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Fig.4.2 Using a USB extension cable enables the position of a USB
wi-fi adaptor to be adjusted easily

Any computer that will be connected to the network via a wireless link
must be equipped with a wi-fi adaptor of some kind. The available options
depend on the type of PC. but for a desktop type the main options are a
USB wireless adaptor or a PCI type. Provided a spare USB port is
available, the USB option is the easier to install. Some of these units are
similar in appearance to the popular USB pen drives that contain flash
memory. and a few of these devices do actually combine the two functions
of wi-fi adaptor and pen drive. The example shown in Figure 4.1 is purely
a wi-fi adaptor, which is the more usual approach. There is normally no
outward sign of an aerial with these units, as it is contained within the
plastic case.

The adaptor can be plugged straight into a USB port of the PC. or
connected via a USB extension lead. Using any unit of this type directly
plugged into a USB port is convenient, but it leaves the device vulnerable
to damage. The risks are probably greater when the device is used with
a heavy desktop PC. If someone should happen to knock against the
adaptor it is possible that the PC will remain in place and that the adaptor
will give way. This would probably render it unusable, and repairs are
usually uneconomic with low-cost units such as these adaptors.
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Fig.4.3 This Netgear adaptor connects to the PC using an ordinary
(A to B) USB cable

I prefer to use a short extension cable with any small USB gadgets. In
the current context this method has the added advantage of permitting
the adaptor to be moved s ightly. which can be useful if a "blind' spot is
giving problems with poor performance. Note that it is not a normal A to
B USB cable that is required. but an A to A extension lead This has the
larger A type socket at one end and an A type plug at the other (Figure
4.2).

USB wi-fi adaptors are also available in the fcrm of a small box That sits
on top of the PC and connects to the USB port via a short cable. Figure
4.3 shows a neat unit of this type made by Ne-.gear This type of adaptor
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Is connected to the
USB port via a
standard A to B cable,
and the rear of the unit
has the smaller B type
USE; connector
(Figure 4.4). This is
the type of cable this
is used with scanners,
prin:ers, and most
other USB gadgets,
but a suitable lead is
normally supplied
with the adaptor.

This style of wireless
network adaptor

Fig.4.4 The USB socket on the rear of the unit tends to be more
expensive than the
type that is designed

to plug straight into a USB port, but one reason for this is that many of
them are 802.11g devices. The cheap "pen drive" adaptors are 802.11b
devices. An advantage of the box and lead style adaptors is that, as
standard, the box part can be easily repositioned in order to find the
position that gives optimum results. This is a definite advantage for an
adaptor that will be used with a desktop PC, but the pen drive type units
are probably a better choice for use with portable PCs.

'V es if ens

Speed
802.11b adaptors usually have a USB 1.1 port, but they will work perfectly
well with USB 2.0 ports. On the face of it, a USB 1.1 port is adequate for
an 802.11b adaptor, since it operates at more or less the same maximum
speed as the adaptor. In practice it is not quite as simple as that, because
USB 1.1 only permits a single device to use half of the available bandwidth.
This ensures that one device can not hog all the bandwidth to the
detriment of the others. Unfortunately, it also means that USB 1.1 wi-fi
adaptors might not operate quite as fast as expected, although any
shortfall is likely to be quite small.

There is little point in using USB 1.1 for an 802.11g adaptor, because the
speed of the USB port would be far too low to accommodate the transfer
rates possible with the adaptor. It is possible to use an 802.11g adaptor
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Fig.4.5 This PCI card prov'des four USB 2.0 ports

with a USB 1.1 port if tha: is all that is available, but data transfers will be
limited by the relative slowness of the USB port. USB 2.0 can handle bit
rates well above the 54Moits per second of the 802.11g standard. In fact
USB 2.0 can handle rates of up to 480Mbits per second in bursts, although
the sustained rate is sign cantly lower than this. An 802.11g USB adaptor
is therefore be capable of operating at full spied with a USB 2.0 port.

Note that it is possible to aid USB 2.0 ports to a desktop PC that is only
equipped with USB 1.1 pans. It is just a matter of adding a PCI expansion
card that has what will typically be two or four USB 2.0 ports. The generic
card shown in Figure 4.5 (and G.23 in the Colour Gallery) has four ports
and costs only a few pounds. Of course, the PC must have at least one
spare PCI expansion slot, but this will not be a problem with most PCs.
Windows XP is designed to operate with USB 2.0 ports, but Windows
ME and earlier versions of Windows are not. However, provided you are
careful to obtain a card that is supplied with drivers for Windows ME, it
should work perfectly well with this operating system.
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Fig.4.6 This passive USB 1.1 hub has lour ports

Unfortunately, hardware drivers for older versions of Windows are now
far from standard, so getting any new hardware to work with Windows
Me, etc., is increasingly difficult. These operating systems are no longer
supported by Microsoft and are officially obsolete. Even if you can get a
USB 2.0 port to work with an ageing PC there is no guarantee that the
wi-fi equipment connected to it will be usable, or that the wi-fi software
will be compatible with the old operating system.

Hubs
Many PC users augment the two built-in USB ports of their PCs using a
PC hub, such as the unit shown in Figure 4.6. This plugs into one of the
existing USB ports and effectively splits it to provide extra ports. The
hub shown in Figure 4.6 (and G.24 in the Colour Gallery) has four ports,
but taking into account the port on the PC that it occupies, it provides
only three extra ports. A simple hub of this type works well with many
devices, but it is less than ideal for gadgets that obtain their power from
the USB port. By splitting a single port into three or four ports, the amount
of power available from each of these ports is reduced.
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Fig.4.7 A PCI w-fi adaptor complete with aerial

Particularly with USB 1.1 ports, which can supply less power than the
USB 2.0 variety, this can result in devices failirg to work when used with
a simple hub. On plugging in the device, Windows responds with an
apologetic message expla ning that the hub :an not provide sufficient
current to power the device you have just connected. 802.11 adaptors
are not low -power devices, and will probably fail to work if connected via
a hub.

The easiest solution is to Lse a powered hub, which has its own mains
power supply unit and does not draw any power from the PC's USB
port. A unit of this type should be able to supply the full quota o' power
to each of its USB ports. and it enables USB devices to be used without
increasing the drain on the PC's power supply. The main problem with
a powered hub is that you nave the hub itself, plus what is invariably an
external mains power supply unit to power it. With two extra boxes and
a lot of wiring, it is not a particularly neat solution. Where possible, it is
better to provide extra USB ports using a PCI expansion card.
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A USB 1.1 hub will normally work with a USB 2.0 port, but the additional
ports are of the slower USB 1.1 variety. In effect, you a converting one
fast USB port into several slower ones. This might suit your requirements,
but it is better to leave your options open by using a USB 2.0 hub with a
USB 2.0 port. A USB 2.0 hub will normally work with a USB 1.1 port, but
it will only provide USB 1.1 ports.

any form of USB wi-fi adaptor.

PCI adaptor
In some ways a wi-fi PCI card (Figure 4.7) is a neater solution than using

Apart from the aerial, everything is kept
within the main
housing of the PC.
This avoids having to
use a lead or having
the adaptor
protruding well out
from the rear of the
PC. These days most
PCs have a free PCI
expansion slot, but
USB ports soon seem
to be used up.

There are drawbacks
as well though. and
one of them is that the
aerial is not placed in
a favourable position.
It is in amongst the
leads at the rear of the
PC. Even if you can
manage to keep most
of tie leads away
from the aerial, it will
still oe very close to
the metal case (Figure
4.8). This situation is
considerably less

than ideal, and is likely to compromise results. Matters are compounded
by the fact that repositioning the aerial to avoid a "blind" spot means
moving the entire base unit.

Fig.4.8 A PCI wi-ti card and a tower case is
not a good combination
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Fig.4.9 The aerial can be unscrewed from the card

_,_311111
4 *,  

Fig.4.10 Close-up of the connectors on the aerial and the PC/ card
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oy,

Fig.4.11 A PC card is a popular way of adding a wi-fi adaptor to laptop
and notebook PCs

There is a possible solution, but this is dependent on the aerial having a
standard fitting and being detachable from the card. Most PCI adaptors
do have a standard connector for the aerial, which is easily unscrewed
from the card (Figure 4.9 and G.25 in the Colour Gallery). Figure 4.10
shows a close-up of the connectors on the card and the aerial. Note that
it is usually necessary to temporarily dismount the aerial so that the card
can be installed in the PC.

One way of using the aerial away from the rear of the PC is to use an
extension cable. An alternative is to obtain a new aerial complete with
cable. The second method is likely to be much more expensive, but it
might be possible to obtain an aerial that has a built-in stand so that it is
easily mounted on top of a PC, on a desktop, etc. Unfortunately, aerials
and extension cables are less widely available than the wi-fi adaptors
themselves, and they seem to be relatively expensive.

The obvious way of adding a wi-fi adaptor is to have a device that connects
to a standard Ethernet port. Strangely, I have not enccuntered a simple
adaptor that uses this method, although more complex wi-fi devices do
use this method of interfacing. There is a drawback to using an Ethernet
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port for a wi-fi adaptor. wh ch is that it is not possible to draw power from
this type of port. This woulc make it necessary to have a mains adaptor
to power the device, which would be less convenient than drawing power
from the PC. Of course. no adaptor is needed for PCI or USB wi-fi
adaptors.

PC card
In the past it was only the mare upmarket notebook and laptop PCs that
were equipped with a wi-f adaptor as standarc, but it is now a feature of
virtually all portable PCs. including the "budget" types. It is therefore
unlikely that it will be necessary to add a wi-fi adaptor to a new nolebook
or laptop PC. Of course, t could still be necessary if you wish to use an
existing or secondhand portable PC with a wi-fi network. New portable
PCs generally have
the wi-fi capability in
addition to an
ordinary Ethernet
port, so that a wired
connection can be
used when no wi-fi
option is available.

PCI wi-fi adaptors are
not usable with
portable PCs. but
modern laptop and
notebook PCs usually
have at least a couple
of USB ports. One of
these ports should
work perfectly well
with any USB wi-fi
adaptor. The other Fig.4.12 This Netgear CF card is actually
option, and probably a wi-fi adaptor
the more popular
one, is to use a "PC" (PCMCIA) card (Figure 4.11) This simply slots into
the PCMCIA expansion sot of the portable computer The aerial is built
into the card. Bear in mind that a significant percentage of portable PCs
now have something othE r than a PCMCIA expansion slot, so check this
point before ordering a ry -fi card. and ensue that you guy o le that
matches the expansion sot of the computer
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Many small computing devices such as PDAs and Pocket PCs can now
have wi-fi connectivity, but you really need to investigate what options (if
any) are available for your particular devices. The most common ploy is
to have a Compact Flash (CF) card that is actually a wi-fi adaptor, such
as the Netgear card shown in Figure 4.12. Secure Digital wi-fi cards are
also available. Of course, not every gadget that takes one of these
memory cards can use the wi-fi versions, so it is important to check
compatibility with your portable equipment before buying anything.

Access point
Fitting a PC with a wi-fi adaptor gives the wireless equivalent of a PC that
has an Ethernet port and a network cable, but with nothing at the other
end of the cable. In order to produce a functioning network it is necessary
to have a device that will act as a control centre and merge the individual
PCs into a proper network. This device is known by a variety of names,
but it is mostly called a "base station" or an "access point". The term
"access point" is probably the one that is used the most in the UK, and it
is the one that will be used in this book.

The exact function of the access point varies somewhat, as it is often
merged with other functions such as an ADSL modem to provide an
Internet gateway. However, its core function is always to avoid chaos
and ensure that each device in the system communicates with the others
in an orderly fashion. It receives transmissions from devices in the system
and distributes them to the network.

Apparently it is possible to use a PC with a wi-fi adaptor as an access
point if the PC is equipped with a suitable program. This method seems
to be little used in home and small business networks though, and it is
not a setup that I have ever used. The more usual approach is to have
the access point in the form of a standalone unit, leaving the PCs in the
system free to get on with other things. There is probably no point in
using an improvised setup based on a PC and a wi-fi adaptor when a
"proper" access point can be obtained at quite low cost.

Ad Hoc
It is not essential to use an access point, and two wi-fi equipped PCs that
can receive each others signals can establish a network in what is called
"Ad Hoc mode". This is the wi-fi equivalent of two PCs oeing connected
together using their Ethernet ports and a crossed -over cable. The wi-fi
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version is actually more versatile in that it enables easy communication
between any two PCs that are within range, and no cable swapping is
required. However, proper networking effectively provides a simultaneous
connection between every unit in the system, and is even more versatile.
Although it is not without attractions, the Ad Hoc method of networking
is inferior to using an access point, and is little used in practice.

Note that when installing and setting up a wi-fi adaptor it might be
necessary to specify the mode of operation that you wish to use. The
adaptor's control software tnen seeks signals from the appropriate type
of wi-fi unit. With Ad Hoc mode selected, the software searches for signals
from other wi-fi adaptors. and will only communicate with that type of
unit.

The other mode is called Infrastructure mode, and it is used to imp ement
full networking. Infrastructure mode can only be facilitated with :he aid
of an access point. Some wi-fi adaptors star. in what is effectively Ad
Hoc mode so that they can search for and list al the available wi-fi signals.
By default they will probably connect to and use any access point that is
found. As always, it is necessary to read the supplied documentation in
order to determine the exact way in which the equipment operates.

As pointed out previously, the main advantage of using Infrastructure
mode and an access point is that it enables communications between
numerous devices to take place simultaneously. In effect. everything in
the network is connectec to everything else in the network all the time.
In this respect it is the same as a wired network. With Ad Hoc working
only two devices can be lir ked at any one time. Another advantage is
that the access point can provide what is termed a "bridge". In other
words, it can provide a bridge between wi-fi equipped devices and wired
network devices. This is an important poirt, because `ew practical
networks are purely of the wi-fi variety.

Of course, a wi-fi network can be purely that, with everything in the :system
communicating via radio links. No doubt there are many networks that
perform very well using nothing but wi-fi links. In practice though, a
totally wi-fi network is unlikely to be the best solution. With the access
point on the same desk as one of the PCs, there is little point in using a
wi-fi link between the two A cable will do the job better and at a traction
of the price.

A typical wi-fi network wculd therefore use a setup of the type shown in
Figure 4.13, with one PC wired to the access point and a printer, with the
other PCs linked via wi-fi adaptors. Apart from file sharing between the
PCs in the system, it could also be set up to give all three FCs ac.cess to
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Fig.4.13 A typical wi-fi network has one PC wired to the access point
and a printer, with the other PCs networked using wi-fi

the printer. Obviously this arrangement can be modified to suit individual
requirements. For example, there could be other PCs close to the access
point, and a wired link might be more practical for these PCs. On the
other hand, it could be inconvenient to have the access point very close
to any of the PCs in the system, and a fully wi-fi network could then be
used.

Internet gateway
The access point can act as a simple hub, but most users opt for a
router, which is unlikely to cost much more. If the network will be used
to share a broadband Internet connection, it is a good idea to obtain a
router that has provision for a modem, or to obtain a router that has a
built-in modem. It is not essential to do so, and a setup of the type
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G.11 A PCI Ethernet card

G.12 The two indicator lights show when the card is connected to a
network correctly, and when the port is sending or receiving data
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G.13 Some modems have 'JSB and Ethernet interfaces. It might be
possible to use two computers with the modem, with one
connected to the USB port and the other connected to the
Ethernet port, but not all dual port modems support this type of
operation
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G.14 Long ready-made Ethernet cables are available, but getting them
installed in a tidy fashion can be time consuming
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CERTIFIED

G.22 With this for of wi-fi certification the letters in the coloured ovals
indicate the particular standard or standards that the equipment
complies with. Low cost wi-fi equipment usually has the "b" and
"g" markings, but not the "a" marking because operation on the
5GHz band is not usually supported
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G.23 This USB PCI expansion card provides lour extra ports

G.24 A passive lour -port USB hub (there are two more ports on the
other side)
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G.25 A PCI wi-fi adaptor card and its aerial

G.26 The latest version of the Netgear DG834G is smaller than the
original, but has the same set of ports. The yellow sockets are
the Ethernet ports, and the one at the left end of the panel
connects to the modem input of the micro -filter
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G.29 Modems often have indicator lights than can indicate the nature
of a problem
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Modem

Fig.4.14 A modem connected to the access point and router is the
best way of sharing an Internet connection

shown in Figure 4 13 will permit the Internet connection of one FC to be
shared.

However, the modem connects to one of the PCs in the system, and it
will only be available if that PC is switched on. The PC connected to the
modem becomes a form of router, and handling this task wi.I use a
significant proportion of its processing power A modem connected to
a router or a modem combined in one unit with a router is a much better
way of handling things, and any extra cost involved should be minimal.

Things are different with tt-e network of Figure 4.14, where the modem
and router would normally be left running 24 hours per day. Ary PC in
the network can then access the modem via the router regardless of
whether any of the other PCs are switched on. Sharing the Internet
connection in this fashion does not increase the loading on any PC in
the network. The access point and router handle the extra workload of
sharing the connection. A combined modem and router usually includes
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Fig.4.15 The Netgear WGR614 wi-fi router

additional facilities such as NAT and a firewall, and it provides what is
termed an "Internet gateway... Some of these facilities might be provided
by a separate modem and router, but the integrated approach is neater
and generally provides the most features.

Using separate units is an attractive proposition if you already have either
the modem or the router. This method will only work if the modem and
the router are designed to use the same type of interface. This usually
means an Ethernet port rather than a USB type. Consequently. if you
already have a broadband modem that uses a USB interface it might not

be possible to use it
in this arrangement. It
is certainly worth
checking to see what
is available, since
networking gadgets
with new features are
appearing all the time.
On the other hand,
the cost of combined
modems and routers

Fig.4.16 The rear of the WGR614
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Fig.4.17 The Netgear DG834G is a combined access point, router,
ADSL modem, and firewall

has fallen substantially in recent times, and buying one of tiese units will
probably be well worth the small additional outlay.

Wi-fi routers
The Netgear WGR61 4 wi-fi router (Figure 4.15) is an example of a device
that is designed to operate using an external ADSL or cable modem.
The rear of this unit is shoNn in Figure 4.16, and the socket on the extreme
left-hand side is for the mains adaptor. This unit is fully wi-fi enabled, but
the group of four Ethernet sockets permit up to four wired connections
to the router. The single Ethernet socket to the right of these handles the
connection to the modem

A typical way of using a router of this type is to disconnect the modem
from the PC and connect it to the appropriate Ethernet port of the router
instead. A standard Ethernet cable is then used to connect the PC to an
Ethernet port in the group of four on the router This PC can then access
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Fig.4.18 The rear of the Netgear DG834G

the Internet in much the same way as it did previously. as can any other
PCs that are wired to the router or use a wi-fi link. The NAT feature of the
router ensures that each PC only receives the correct data from the
Internet, and to each user it seems as though they have an individual
Internet connection. Having the modem connect direct to the router
rather than a PC provides a simple form of firewall that hides the PCs
from hackers. This type of firewall has its limitations though. A "proper"
firewall in the WGR614 helps to keep hackers at bay and will try to thwart
DoS (Denial of Service) attacks.

The Netgear DG834G shown in Figure 4.17 (and G.26 in the Colour
Gallery) is similar to the WGR614 in that it contains a wi-fi enabled router
that also has four ordinary Ethernet ports for wired connections.
Additionally though, it has an integral ADSL modem. The socket near
the right-hand end of the rear panel (Figure 4.18) is not an Ethernet type.
It is the type of telephone socket used for self installed ADSL connections.
It is connected to the telephone socket via the appropriate lead and a
microfilter.

Like the DGR614, the DG834G has a NAT feature that makes the routing
"transparent" to users, who each appear to have their own Internet
connection. It also incorporates a fairly sophisticated firewall that gives
protection against DoS (Denial of Service) attacks and uses stateful packet
inspection (SPI) to ensure that received packets of data are in response
to requested data. It is possible to have unrestricted access from the
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Internet to one PC, whicn s necessary for some types of use such as
hosting web services and certain types of peer -to -peer file sharing. It

even incorporates content filtering so that access to certain types of site
can be controlled.

Installation is largely automatic with the installation program detecting
and making the optimum connection to your Internet service provider
(ISP). Many complex wi-fi gadgets now largely install themselves, but
bear in mind that it is necessary for the user to set up some parameters
in order to get the most from the equipment. In particular, the user must
set up the wi-fi security measures needed to prevent outsiders using the
system for free Internet access, and to keep information on the PCs
secure.

Other devices
For many users, all that will be needed are one or two PCs wired to a
router and modem, plus a few PCs, PDAs, etc., connected to the network
via a wireless link. However, there are plenty of additional wi-fi gadgets
available if you should need them. Probably the most popular wi-fi
gadgets are the printer acaptors. There are actually two wireless options
available here, because i-. is possible to use B uetooth or wi-fi to provide
a cordless connection to a printer.

Bluetooth is the more simple option. One approach would be to have a
Bluetooth printer adaptor fitted to the printer, or to use a printer that has
this facility built-in (assuming you can find one). Each PC could then
have a Bluetooth adaptor to give it access to the printer. With tne PCs
already networked, this definitely seems to be doing things the hard
way.

It would have the advantage of making the pr nter available at any time,
and access to it would not be dependent on a certain PC being operational
at the time. The main drawback is that it would be adding a wireless
network to a system that already had a wireless network, which would
be a complicated and expensive way of doing things. In theory, the
Bluetooth equipment should manage to channel hop and avoid any major
interference between the two systems, but in practice the -e would be a
slight risk of the wi-fi netwcrk's performance suffering.

With an existing wi-fi network in place, there are several ways of ;haring
a printer As standard, Windows permits any printer connected to any
PC to be shared with all the other PCs in the network, and no additional
software is required. With tne printer connected to one of tne PC.3. it can
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Fig.4.19 A printer server that uses a wired connection to the router.
Wi-fl printer servers are also available

be set as a shared resource and used by any PC in the system provided
the host PC is switched on. The obvious drawback of this system is that
it might be necessary to keep switching on a PC simply to permit users
of other PCs to access a printer. The big advantage is that it requires no
additional hardware, and it enables a printer to be networked at zero
cost.

Printer servers
Another option is to have the printer connected to the network via a
wired or wi-fi network printer server. This is effectively an extremely basic
computer that enables a printer to connect direct to the network via an
Ethernet port or a wi-fi link. In fact some of these units have support for
two or more printers. The wired printer server from Netgear shown in
Figure 4.19 has support for two printers. The wi-fi version shown in Figure
4.20 also incorporates a router. The main advantage of a printer server
is that it can be left running continuously at practically no cost, making
the supported printer or printers always available.
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Fig.4.20 This wi-fi router has a built-in printer server

The principal drawback is tnat printer servers are not particularly cheap.
When used with a low-cost inkjet printer it is likely that the printe server
would cost more than the printer Some of these devices do not support
all the features of the printer due to a lack of bidirectional opera:ion. In
other words, the PCs can send data to the printer, but the printer might
not be able to send back in'ormation such as the amount of ink left in the
cartridges. In most cases the printer is still perfectly usable though.
There should not be a problem with lost printing facilities proviced you
obtain a modern server Printer servers often have only one type of printer
interface, so make sure that it is the right type if your printer also has
only a single interface.

Many up-market printers have a built-in printer server or it is available as
an optional extra. Practically every printer intended for the corporate
market has this feature, and few big business users would seriously
consider a printer that was not capable of network operation Few printers
for home and small business use have network connectivity as standard,
and it is not really a common option either. It is a feature of a few printers
though, and the HP 5850 inkjet printer (Figure 4.21) has a built-in 802.11 b
wi-fi adaptor. As one would reasonably expect, Ethernet and wi-fi
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Fig.4.21 The HP 5850 printer has a built-in 802.11b wi-fi adaptor

connectivity significantly add to the cost of a printer, but also add greatly
to its flexibility.

Note that it is not just printers that can be connected direct to the network.
It is also possible to share scanners and multifunction devices, and
possibly other gadgets as well. The choice is relatively limited though,
and it tends to be only the more upmarket "professional" equipment that
offers network connectivity. However, things move on and wi-fi is gradually
speading into other items of equipment such as digital cameras and
external mass storage devices.

Although the Windows XP Help system seems to suggest that there is
built-in support for sharing scanners, this is not actually the case. There
is only built-in support for sharing printers, and you need additional
software in order to use ordinary scanners via a network. Sharing network
enabled devices, whether of the wired or wi-fi variety, should not be a
problem. If any supporting software that is required should be supplied
with any networked device.
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Extending range
As explained previously tne theoretical ranee of a wi-fi system and its
performance in the real -world range are often very different, with the
range obtained in practice tending to fall short of the theoretical maximum.
In some cases it falls well short of the theoretical maximum. This does
not necessarily matter, and in many situations there is no need for a
large operating range. Unless a wi-fi system is being installed in a very
large building, trying to stretch the system to its limits is unneoessary.
However, there are gadgets available if you should need to extend the
range of a link in the system.

Some of this equipment is fairly straightfo-ward, such as aerials for
outdoor use. Operating from one building :o another often produces
poor results even though the aerials seem to be within range. This
problem is due to the use of indoor aerials that require the signal to go
through at least two walls on its way from one end of the link to the other.
The signal absorption can be quite high, giving a much lower than
expected range.

By having both aerials outside it is often possible to have "clear air"
between them, and something in the region of the full 100 metre cperating
range should be obtained. A significantly onger range is possible if
reduced operating speed can be tolerated, tut it is probably best not to
take some of the claims 'or these aerials too seriously. For one tiling, the
greater the operating range, the lower the chance of having a path
between the aerials that is totally clear of obstructions.

Directional
The simple aerials normally used with wi-fi networks are omnidirectional,
which means that they transmit with equal strength in all directions. When
receiving signals, they are equally sensitive in all directions. The
omnidirectional term is riot strictly accurate, because immediately above
and below the aerial (which should be vertical) there are two "blind"
spots. With most types of radio communication this is unimportant, but
it should be borne in mind when installing a wi-fi network on two or more
floors of a building.

In addition to the "blind" spots, signal strengths tend to be reduced when
an aerial is higher or lower than the aerial at the access point. The range
obtained on floors above and below the access point could therefore be
less than the range obtained on the same loor In fact this is almost
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certain to occur, because there is the added signal absorption of the
floors and ceilings when a link is established between different levels of
a building. These factors almost certainly account for the disappointing
results that are sometimes obtained when using wi-fi equipment in a
multi-storey building.

A directional aerial gives better results in one or possibly two directions.
With several pieces of equipment using a wi-fi link to the network,
omnidirectional operation is essential for the access Point. It has to
communicate with various pieces of equipment scattered around the
building. It is highly unlikely that they will be conveniently placed so that
they are all in more or less the same direction relative to the access
point.

The situation is different when there are only two devices to be linked. A
directional aerial is then acceptable at both ends of the link. When there
are more than two wi-fi units in a network, a directional aerial can normally
be used for anything other than the access point. Unless Ad Hoc
operation is used, all the other devices in the system communicate via
the access point, and do not directly communicate with anything else in
the network. They can therefore communicate with the network by way
a directional aerial aimed at the access point.

We are all familiar with directional aerials. Ordinary television aerials
and satellite dishes are common examples of directional aerials, and for
good results they have to be aimed quite accurately at the transmitter or
satellite. The point of a directional aerial is that it provides gain. In other
words, using a directional aerial produces a stronger signal when
transmitting. A stronger transmission in one directior is obtained by
having a weaker signal radiated in other directions. Increased sensitivity
is obtained when a directional aerial is used for reception, but only in
one direction. The sensitivity of the aerial is lower in all other directions.
The more highly directional an aerial is made, the greater the gain that
can be obtained.

Using a directional aerial can significantly increase the operating range
of a wi-fi system, but it also makes it more difficult to get everything set
up correctly and working well. Also, directional aerials are relatively
difficult to obtain and expensive. It might be necessary :o search online
for a specialist supplier of wi-fi equipment in order to find something that
suits your requirements.

Try to organise the network in a way that minimises the risk of range
problems occurring. The access point should be somewhere near the
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Fig.4.22 This unit provides a wi-fi link from a PC to a hi-fi system

middle of the building sc that it is reasonably close to all the wi-fi enabled
devices. Having the access point at one end of the building maximises
the chances of problems. especially where there will be one or more wi-
fi devices at the other enc of the building.

The rest
An access point, some wi-fi adaptors, and possibly a printer sharer or
two, are all that is necessary for normal networking. Not surprisingly
perhaps, the designers of computing equipment have come up with
various other wi-fi gadgets to make your network even more useful. Some
of these units will probab y sink without trace in due course, tut a few
provide genuinely useful functions.

With PCs being used increasingly for entertainment purposes, and in
particular for playing and managing audio files, a wi-fi link between your
computer network and hi -ti system is potentially very useful. In fact there
does not have to be a network, and a wi-fi link between a standalone PC
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and a hi-fi system could be very useful. Units of this type sometimes
have a built-in display, like the one on the Slim Devices Squeezebox
(Figure 4.22). The alternative is to use a television set to provide the
display so that audio files on the network can be listed, and the desired
files then selected. There is usually the option of playing the files via the
sound system of the television.

It should be possible to use essentially the same method to link Mpeg
and other types of video file to a television set. I am not aware of a unit
that will do this, but it is possible to obtain a webcam that has a built-in
server and 802.11g wi-fi adaptor. The Linksys Wireless -g Internet Video
Camera is an example of a wi-fi webcam. A large bandwidth is needed
for even the low resolution output of a webcam, and the Linksys unit
therefore uses a 802.11g wi-fi link. It can handle a respectable maximum
resolution of 640 by 480 pixels and it has a sound channel.

On the face of it, this is an application that is ideal for a Bluetooth link,
with its low power consumption. The relatively low bandwidth would
limit the performance, but most webcams use a USB 1.1 interface, which
has a similar bandwidth. Surprisingly perhaps, I can not find any
Bluetooth Webcams for sale.

Accelerators
The maximum speed possible using 802.11 wi-fi equipment is the 54Mbits
per second provided by 802.11g equipment, but you might find
equipment advertised as offering something more like 100 or 108Mbits
per second. The increase in speed is obtained by using some form of
accelerator technology, which seems to mean changes to the way in
which the packets of data are encoded and decoded. The radio side of
things just uses standard 802.11 technology. Faster versions of 802.11 b
and 802.11g devices are produced.

Note that in order to take advantage of the speed increase it is necessary
for all the wi-fi devices in the network to use the same accelerator
technology. This will probably mean using wi-fi units that are all from the
same manufacturer. Also bear in mind that the quotec speeds are for
operation under ideal conditions. In real -world situations the data rates
could be much lower, although they could still be higher than those
obtained without the use of acceleration.
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Points to remember

A basic wireless adaptor for a desktop PC can be in the form of a PCI
expansion card or an external USB device. USB 2.0 is required in order
to make full use of the speed available from an 802.11g adaptor The
obvious method of interfacing via an Etherret port seems to be little
used in practice. Most USE wi-fi adaptors will not work in conjunction
with a passive USB hub.

A notebook or laptop PC can be interfaced to a basic wi-fi adaptor using
a USB port, but a PC card is the more popular choice. Some other
portable computing devices can be wi-fi enabled, and a common ploy is
to use a special version o' a Compact Flash card. Many of these wi-fi
gadgets only suit a limited range of devices, so always checK corndatibility
with your particular PDA (or whatever) before buying anything.

Most practical wi-fi networks are based on a device called an access
point. This acts as a sort of control centre, with all other devices in the
network communicating v a the access point rather than directly. The
access point often provides other facilities, such as bridging to wired
network devices, a firewall, and possibly even an ADSL broadband
modem.

Any printer connected to a PC in the system can be set as a shared
resource so that it can be used with other PCs in the network. This
avoids the need for any additional hardware, but the printer will only be
available if the PC driving it is switched on. A printer server enables a
printer to be connected direct to the network so that it is always available.

Bluetooth can provide a cordless connection from a PC to a printer, or
from several PCs to a single printer. Providing access to a printer via the
main network is a simpler and cheaper way of handling things :hough.

It is possible to network devices without using an access point, and this
method relies on using the Ad Hoc mode of operation. This gives only a
very simple form of networking, with two devices at a time communicating
directly. Consequently, this mode is little used in practice.
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A directional aerial can be used to extend the range of a wi-fi network,
but the aerial for the access point normally has to be an omnidirectional
type. Having the access point near the middle or the network helps to
avoid problems with inadequate range.

There are numerous wi-fi units that provide functions which you never
knew you needed! Some of the more specialisEd urits are genuinely
useful, such as wi-fi units that enable audio files stored on a computer to
be played on a hi-fi system.
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Installation
and security

Easy as...
At one time it required a celain amount of technical knowledge in order
to successfully install and use practically any piece of PC hardware. Even
installing a very simple piece of equipment such as a mouse could be
fraught with difficulties. Something as complex as setting up a network
was stnctly for the professio la's, and possibly for suitably expert computer
enthusiasts.

The increasing use of PCs in small businesses and in the home made it
necessary for the equipment manufacturers to make equipment more
user-friendly so that non -expert users could install and use it. A though
you could be forgiven forth nking that they have failed, modern computer
equipment is much easier to deal with than is equivalents from ten or
twenty years ago. One problem is that modern PCs are far more complex
than the early types, and they are used with a wide range of sophisticated
peripheral devices. A great deal of effort has gone into making it possible
for home and small business users to install and use complex computer
equipment.

Installation
As always in the computer world, things are still not as straightforward
as they could be. Manufacturers always seem to come up with their
own versions of standards, which renders them something less than
truly standard. Each piece of equipment has to be insta led in its own
particular fashion. Before installing any computer hardware, including
Ethernet and wi-fi devices, it is essential to read the instruction manual.
Realising that few peop e can be bothered to read the manual, many
manufacturers now include a "Quick Start" leaflet, or something similar
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At the very least you should look through the leaflet to determine the
recommended method of installation. Failure to do so can result in a lot
of wasted time due to a failed initial installation, and everything then
having to be uninstalled and reinstalled correctly. With t le more awkward
devices it can be difficult and time consuming to get everything working
once an installation has failed. Windows just keeps going back to the
incorrect version despite your best efforts, and you enc up going around
in "ever decreasing circles".

It is increasingly common for manufacturers to recommend that the
software is installed first, with the hardware being added once the drivers
are safely installed. In theory it should be perfectly all right for the
hardware to be fitted first. The Plug and Play facility of Windows should
then find the hardware and install the driver software In practice this
method can be problematic, with Windows trying to install the wrong
drivers, failing to recognise the right drivers, or continually detecting the
hardware and trying to install the already installed drivers. Following the
manufacturer's installation instructions "to the letter" should minimise
the risk of running into problems with the drivers.

It would seem reasonable to assume that the drivers supplied with the
new hardware will be fully tested and working. Matters are often very
different in practice, with minor problems often occurring when the
supplied drivers are used with some PCs. Also, it has been known for
manufacturers to rush out new hardware with the drivers not being tested
as comprehensively as they should be. This can cause major problems
for anyone that tries to install them. I have obtained one or two pieces of
cheap generic hardware where the supplied discs were clearly for another,
and totally different piece of hardware!

It is a good idea to search the manufacturer's web site for any updated
drivers before trying to install any new hardware. If you do find more
recent drivers, read any installation instructions that come with them.
The installation method often differs from that for the drivers supplied
with the hardware. Even where the supplied drivers work all right, there
might be improved drivers that provide more features, faster operation,
or whatever. It is always a good idea to use the latest driver software that
can be found.

In the case of generic hardware there might not be a manufacturer's
web site where you can seek new drivers and other support. The drivers
supplied with this type of software are often those provided by the
producer of the chips on which the hardware is based. A computer chip
manufacturer's web site will usually have the latest drivers for their
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products. Failing that, the retailer's customer support service is the only
hope. Generic hardware is cheap, but you are unlikely to obtain the
same sort of support that is available when "big name" products are
purchased.

Firmware
With the more complex networking equipment you will scmetimes find
that there is more than just improved driver software available. Complex
networking devices such as combined routers and modems are based
on a microcontroller, which is essentially a fairly basic but capable
computer on a single chip This computer runs a program that is built
into the hardware. Because the program is a mixture of hardware and
software it is usually termed "firmware".

In addition to improved criver software it is now quite common for
manufacturers to make better firmware available. The firmware is usually
stored in some form of flash memory within the peripheral gadget Unlike
normal computer memory, this type retairs its contents when the
equipment is switched off, out it can still be reprogrammed. Sometimes
the firmware upgrades provide improved performance or extra features,
but they are mostly usec to fix minor bugs.

It is certainly a good idea to look for firmware upgrades and install any
that you find. A firmware upgrade is not something to be undertaken
lightly though, and mista <es can render the equipment unusable. Read
the manufacturers instal ation instructions very carefully at least once,
and follow them precisely. Installing new firmware is usually a very simple
process and it should all go smoothly provided silly mistakes are avoided.
Probably the most popular silly mistake is to download the wrong
upgrade. Computing equipment tends to be sold under a range of similar
names and numbers, so De careful to ensure that the download is for the
exact piece of equipment you are using.

A manufacturer sometimes recommends installing a firmware upgrade
before using a piece of equipment in earnest. This is unusual :hough,
and usually means that a serious bug has been found in the original
firmware. Unless an equipment manufacturer recommends otherwise,
it is probably best to get :he equipment installed and working before
undertaking any firmware upgrades. A detailed description of
downloading and installing new firmware is covered at the end of this
chapter
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Setting up
Both wired and wi-fi networking equipment can require a lot of complex
setting up before it is ready for use. Fortunately, the equipment
manufacturers have realised that most users are not going to spend
large amounts of money to get things installed by a professional, and
that they would prefer not to spend months becoming an expert on
networks just so that they can install and set up a simple home or small
business network.

Consequently, practically all modern networking equipment is supplied
with drivers and other software that makes setting up and using the
network reasonably simple and straightforward. The installation software
will usually scan the PC, Internet connection, etc., and then go through a
largely automatic setting up procedure. However, there could still be
some work to do in order to get things working really well and securely.

It is advisable to install the access point before adding anything else to
the network. In general, wi-fi adaptors are very easy to install, and the
process is largely automatic. However, without an access point to
communicate with it is difficult for a wi-fi adaptor to set itself up correctly
and do anything worthwhile. It is assumed here, that there will be at
least one PC that has a wired connection to the access point. In a fully
wi-fi network it is clearly necessary to have at least one PC with an installed
wi-fi adaptor before it is possible to contact and set up the access point.
It is still probably best to have the access point switched on before
installing the wi-fi adaptors, but it is advisable to check the access point's
instruction manual for guidance on this matter.

Setting up the access point is different depending on whether it is an
add-on to an existing wired network, a type having a built-in router, or
one having both a router and broadband modem. The process also
varies somewhat from one manufacturer to another, and can even be
different for various models from the same manufacturer. One example
is provided here, and it demonstrates some basic pr nciples, but it is
essential to read the instruction manuals before installing any wi-fi
equipment. The manuals should give concise guidance and fully explain
any unusual aspects of installation. The examples given here can do no
more than give some idea of the stages involved in setting up a wi-fi
network.
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Fig.5.1 The Ethernet adaptor is listed in Device Manager, but a device
such as a router or access point will not be found here

Standalone
It is important to realise tnat the access point is unlikely to appear in the
Ist of installed units in Device Manager. As pa/ of the setting up process
you might have to install a control program for the access point on one
of the PCs, but this will be an ordinary piece cf software and not a set of
device drivers. After ins'.a ling new hardware it is normal to look for its
entry in Device Manager to check that there are no problems. Looking
in the Network Adapters section of Device Manager will show an entry
for the Ethernet or wi-fi adaptor fitted to that PC (Figure 5.1). bit there
will be no entry for the access point.

-he reason for this is simply that the access point is not a device installed
on one of the PCs. It has its own built-in microcontroller, and it has to be
regarded as akin to a PC n the system. The same is true of a printer
server and any other stardalone units in the system. Obviously it is

necessary to have some means of making adjustments :o the access
point's settings, and this is normally achieved either using a control
program in one of the networked PCs or using web -based configuration
software. Either way the process is usually handled by a wizard, and will
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Fig.5.2 The supplied usemame and password are required in order to
start the web -based configuration process

probably be largely automatic. It is probably best to avoid units that do
not offer a user-friendly method of installation and sett ng up.

The so-called web -based method of configuration is increasingly
common, and as such it does not use a configuration program in one of
the networked PCs. Instead, you run a browser program such as Internet
Explorer, and then use a special web address. It then appears as though
you are configuring the device via a series of web pages but these pages
are embedded within the device's firmware, as is any supporting software
for them. The configuration is therefore achieved using an ordinary
browser running on one of the networked PCs, together with firmware
within the access point.

Settings
A web -based setup program is used for the Netgear DG834G, which is
an all -in -one 802.11g access point, ADSL modem, router, and firewall.
The setup pages can be accessed by typing the appropriate address
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Fig.5.3 This page shows the current settings

into a browser, or by clicking the link on the page that is launched when
the installation disc is run Either way, it is necessary to use the supplied
username and password wen prompted (Figure 5.2). The initial setting
up procedure is largely automatic, but with a device that contains a
modem it is necessary to supply basic connection information, such as
the username and password for your broadband account This
information should have been provided by your Internet service provider
(ISP) when you signed on to the account.

The connection information is stored in the modem and there is no need
for you to provide it in order to gain access to the Internet. Normally the
unit is left running continuously, so once it has connected to the Internet
it stays connected. Any PC in the network then has instant access to the
Internet at any time. Of course, things can go wrong, and over a period
of time it is likely that for ore reason or another, the Internet connection
will be lost. Switching the unit off, waiting a few seconds, and then
switching it on again will force it to reconnect, using the stored usemame,
password, and other connection data.
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Authentication Success

Getting IP Addresses 81 86 106 121

Getting Network Mask 255 255 255 255
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Vi Done ejt Internet

A page like the one in
Figure 5.3 is
displayed once the
initial setting up has
been completed.
This page shows the
current settings in the
main section, and
these are some
menus in the right-
hand section. A
scrollable Help page
is available on the
opposite side of the
screen. Operating
the Connection
Status button near the
bottom of the screen

Fig.5.4 The Connection Status window produces the small
window shown in
Figure 5.4. This

confirms that a connection to the Internet has been made, and provides
two buttons that enable the modem to be disconnected and reconnected.
The Show Statistics button produce a small window like the one of Figure
5.5, which shows things like the number of data packets handled by
various parts of the system.

It is the menus down the left of the screen that are of importance in the
current context, as these give access to screens that control numerous
settings. Most of these should not be altered, and it s definitely not a

good idea to start
experimenting with
settings that you do
not understand.
There are some
settings that can be
usefully altered
though, and one of
these is the password
used to access the
setup pages. The
default password is
the same for every
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Fig.5.5 The Router Statistics window
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Fig.5.6 The unit is not secure until the password has been changed

unit, so you must change it in order to genuinely password protect the
system. Operating the Password menu option brings up the page of
Figure 5.6. This operates in the standard fashion, with the old and new
passwords being entered, followed by the new password again in case
a mistake was made the first time.

Security
Note that this password is the one used to gain access to the setup
program so that changes can be made to the configuration of the modem,
router, etc. This password does not provide protection against hackers
gaining access to the network via a wi-fi link. Any reasonably modern
access point should offer at least two types of protection against hackers,
and in this case the security settings are accessed via Wireless Options
in the Setup menu. This brings up the page shown in Figure 5.7.

Most of the settings here are the basic ones for a wi-fi link, such as the
region, channel number, and name of the access point. It is not essential
to charge the name, but tiere is obviously scope for confusion if you
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Fig.5.7 Most access points offer two types of security

live in an area that has several wi-fi networks in operation. With everyone
using the default name it is likely that the same name will be used for two
access points in the same area.

The DG834G is an 802.11g device, and as such it is compatible with
802.11b units. One of the menus enables it to be restricted to 802.11b
or 802.11g operation. It can be advantageous to change the channel
used by the system, and the reasons for this are discussed in the next
chapter The rest of the system adjusts to the channel used by the access
point, so changing the channel used by the access point effectively
changes the channel used by the entire network.

Three security options are available in the lower part of the screen, and
the default option is for security measures to be disabled. It is best to
use this setting initially, since it gives unrestricted access to the system,
making it easy to get it working with the other wi-fi units in the network. It
is important to implement one of the security measures at an early stage
though, especially if the PCs in the network are used for anything where
security is important. This includes online ordering of goods and services,
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Fig.5.8 Selecting WEP security produces further options

online auctions. Internet banking or other online financial dealing, and
private correspondence.

WEP
The original and most basic form of wi-fi security is called Wired Equivalent
Privacy. or WEP. This has been used with wi-fi equipment from the outset,
and it is based on an encryption and decryption technique. -he idea
was to make wi-fi links as secure as the wired variety, and it is from this
that the name of the system is derived. For WEP to work it is necessary
for each wi-fi unit to have it enabled and to use the same key. The key is
a large number used int* encryption and decryption process, and it is
the WEP equivalent of a password.

An advantage of WEP is tl-at any wi-fi gadget should be capable of using
this security system, regardless of its precise function and which company
produced it. Note that WEP is only used fcr wi-fi links and nct for the
wired variety, which are ntrinsically more secure. Even where a network
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Fig.5.9 The WPA key is entered in the text box

has a mixture of wired and wireless links, WEP security will only be used
for the wireless links. Also note that the encryption and decryption
process will reduce the speed of data transfers.

The level of security obtained depends on the number of bits used by
the encryption process. Older equipment sometimes supports nothing
beyond 64 -bit operation, but modern wi-fi devices support at least 128 -

bit encryption. Obviously you should use the highest level of encryption
that your equipment supports, but note that all the devices must use the
same level. If some devices support 256 -bit operation while others offer
no more than 128 -bit encryption, the whole system has to use 128 -bit
encryption.

In the DG834G setup program, the bottom section of the page changes
when the WEP option is selected, with some new menus and textboxes
appearing (Figure 5.8). One of the menus offers 64 -bit or 128 -bit
encoding, and provided the other wi-fi units support it, 128 -bit encoding
should be used. The encoding type can be either Open System or Shared
Key. and all units in the system must use the same setting. In this case
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Fig.5.10 Addresses car to blocked using iris page

there is an automatic option as the default. This can be cnanged to one
of the other settings if automatic operation fails to work properly.

A WEP key can be generated by typing a short phrase into the appropriate
textbox and operating the Generate key. Four keys are produced for 64 -
bit operation, but only one is generated for 128 -bit encryption. The key
will usually be in hexadec mal, which means that it will be comprised of
numbers from 0 to 9 plus 'he first six letters of the alphabet (A to F). If it

is generated in the form o` a hexadecimal number by the access point's
software, make sure that the software for your wi-fi adaptors is set up to
accept the key in the same form.

W PA

While WEP is adequate to keep casual hackers out of a home or small
business network, it is vulnerable to determined hackers armed with the
appropriate tools. This deterred larger business users from installing wi-
fi links in their networks. With systems carrying sensitive information
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Fig.5.11 This page is used to edit or add firewall rules

that could be worth millions to competitors, it was clearly not a good
idea to use links that were anything less than total y secure. The
equipment manufacturers' answer to this problem was a new and
improved form of security called WPA-PSK (Wi-Fi Protected Access Pre -

Shared Key). These days it is often just called WPA.

In this example there is a WPA-PSK security option, and selecting it
produces a textbox (Figure 5.9) where the net key is acded. This must
be at least 8 characters, and can be up to 32 ASCII characters (numbers,
letters, etc.) or up to 64 hexadecimal digits (0 to 9 and A to F). One
reason for the better security provided by WPA is that the user enters the
same key when setting up the network, but the key used for encryption
and decryption is periodically changed by the system. The idea is that it
is more difficult to find patterns that give away the key if it is changed
from time to time. Also, by the time a hacker has founo a key it is likely
that the system will no longer be using it.

It is clearly a good idea to use WPA where it is felt that the basic security
provided by WEP is inadequate, but there can be practical difficulties in
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Fig.5.12 This page is used when defining your own firewall rules

using WPA. The obvious one is that it is not part of the original wi-fi
scheme of things, and it is not available with all wi-fi units. Note though,
that it might be possible to add this facility via a firmware download.

802.11i
WPA was produced by the Wi-Fi Alliance rather than by the IEEE, and as
such it does not form part of any 802.11 standard. The IEEE has worked
on the problem of security, and its solution to the problem is known as
802.11i, but this is not a wi-fi standard of ff-e same type as the other
802.11 standards. It is concerned with security and not with frequencies,
transfer speeds, and the Ike.

Commenting on 802.11i is difficult because it seems to be used to a
limited extent at present Although this standard has been in existence
for some time, the number of wi-fi units that are equipped to use 802.11i
still seems to be relatively li-nited. It should be an improverrent ccmpared
to both WEP and WPA, and is the obvious security system to use provided
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Fig.5.13 The program scans for access points

your equipment supports it. Bear in mind that a security measure such
as this is only usable if every wi-fi gadget in the system supports it. Where
optimum security is of paramount importance it clearly makes sense to
obtain equipment that does support the 802.11i standard, if possible.

Other settings
There will probably be other types of setting available via the configuration
program, and there could be large numbers of them if the access point
includes features such as a built-in modem and firewal. Most of these
can simply be left at the default settings, and you should definitely not
"play" with them. It is worth investigating any firewal settings, and it
might be necessary to adjust these in order to get ever/thing working in
a fashion that suits the way you use the Internet. Even if the default
settings prove satisfactory, there could be some useful additional features
available from the firewall.

The DG834G has the ability to provide some basic content filtering. It

can be set to block sites that contain a certain text string in the domain
name, or it can block specified addresses (Figure 5.10). A specified PC
in the network can be given access to the blocked sites. Further control
over the firewall is provided by the Firewall Rules page (Figure 5.11).
The existing rules can be edited and it is also possible to add your own
(Figure 5.12). It sometimes necessary to add rules or alter the existing
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Fig.5.14 The Statistics sec'ion includes a graph showing the amount
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rules in order to make firewalls work successfully with services such as
video conferencing, and some peer -to -peer file sharing systems.

Adaptor installation
Installing a wi-fi adaptor is usually more straightforward than installing
an access point, because the adaptor is much more limited in scope
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Fig.5.15 This section gives information such as the firmware version
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An access point is "its own boss", and often acts as much more than just
an access point. A wi-fi adaptor is just an ordinary peripheral, and it is
essentially just a wireless version of an Ethernet port. Jnlike an access
point, a wi-fi adaptor is installed in the normal fashion, it will use device
drivers, and it will have an entry in Device Manager.

Before installing any PC add-on it is advisable to check the manufacturer's
web site for updated drivers. Most device drivers seem to go through
various changes during the lifetime of the supported products. Follow
the installation instructions "to the letter", especially when dealing with
USB devices, which can be a little pernickety.

Note that it is not necessary to remove an Ethernet card or switch off a
built-in Ethernet port in order to install a wi-fi adaptor. The two can
successfully coexist in the same computer, but obviously you should
only use one or the other to connect to the network. There is a slight
advantage in removing or switching off the Ethernet port. Leaving an
Ethernet adaptor installed and operational results in the computer's
resources being consumed by a port that is not used. On the other
hand, having a working Ethernet port in each PC and a long network
cable is useful insurance. If a wi-fi link becomes troublesome, a wired
connection can be used until the problem has been sorted out.

Control program
Double-clicking on the adaptor's entry in Device Manager will bring up a
properties window, and this might have sections that give control over
such things as the default channel, the country setting, and the network
type. Clearly this is very useful, but it is not used for everyday control of
the adaptor. There will be a control program that scans the band for
access points and will automatically connect to the network if it finds the
correct access point. This might be the only means of controlling the
adaptor. The control programs are all different, but some basic features
are common to all of them.

Figure 5.13 shows the control program for the Netgear WG121 802.11g
wi-fi adaptor. This program has four sections, and the four tabs near the
top of the window are used to switch between them. The Networks
section is shown in Figure 5.13, and this scans for networks and lists
those that are found. In this case just one network has been located.
The information on this page shows that it is operating on channel 11, it
is being received at full strength, and that the connection is operating at
the full 54Mbits per second. It also shows that this network is not using
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Fig.5.16 As one would probably expect, the Settings section is used to
control the operating mode and other important settings

any form of security (encryption). Two of the buttons at the bottom of the
screen enable the band to be scanned again, and the PC to be connected
to the selected network.

The statistics page (Figure 5.14) provides information such as the number
of packets that have been received. There is also a display that provides
a graph showing the amount of activity, and a bargraph that shows the
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Fig.5.17 This control program includes a "passphrase" facility
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percentage of the adaptor's capacity that is being used. The About
section (Figure 5.15) just gives some basic information about the adaptor,
such as its firmware version and driver details. This information will be
needed if you look for updated drivers or firmware on tl-e manufacturer's
web site. Note that details of the current drivers can be obtained from
the relevant section in Device Manager, but the firmware version is unlikely
to be included here.

The Settings section (Figure 5.16) is an important one that controls a
number of vital parameters. You can select Infrastructure mode for
operation with an access point, or Ad Hoc mode for direct connection to
another PC. The ability to define profiles is a standard feature, and one
that is supported by this software. The idea is to have a profile defined
for each network that you use. You can then switch from one network to
another by selecting the appropriate profile.

Obviously a desktop PC will normally be used with a single network. It

could still be useful to define a profile for that network. f there should be
other networks within range, the program will automatically connect to
the one for which there is a profile, and it will ignore the others. If
encryption is introduced at an access point it will be necessary to set the
same encryption in the profile for that access point. ;n this example it
was WEP encryption that was activated at the access point. WEP
encryption with the same network key must therefore be activated on
this adaptor, and the others in the system.
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WEP is actually the only security option offered by this adaptor. and the
others in the system. This renders the WPA option at the access point of
no practical value. In orce- to activate WEP encryption at this adaptor it
is necessary to first tick the Use WEP Encrypt on checkbox. Then 64 -bit
or 128 -bit operation is selected using the small pop-dow-i meru. Like
the access point, this adaptor is made by Netgear, and it offers the same
"passphrase" method of entering the net key. It is just a matter of
operating the upper radio Dutton and entering the same text string that
was used at the access point. The software Then converts this into the
appropriate key and enters it in the text box (Figure 5.17). ManLal entry
of the key is also possible. Operate the lower radio button and type the
network key into the textoox.

Operating the Advanced button brings up another window that offers
further settings (Figure 5.18). There is probably little here that can be
usefully altered though. The two checkboxes enable 802.11 b and
802.11g operation to be enabled or disabled.

Another PC in the example network has a generic PCI adaptor, and this
also has software that can scan for access po nts (Figure 5.19). n order
to make a connection to a network it is just a matter of selecting is entry
in the main part of the window and then operating the Connect button. It
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Fig.5.20 This window is used to enter the WEP key

will be necessary to enter the network key if the access point uses WEP
security (Figure 5.20). In this case there is no "passphrase" option, and
it is a matter of selecting 64 -bit or 128 -bit operation and then typing the
key into the textbox.

The software has support for profiles. and a new profile can be added by
selecting a network and then operating the Add Profile button. If WEP
security is used, it is necessary to add the network key into the window
that pops up. However, the key is stored as part of the profile. and the
network can be accessed thereafter without having to enter the key again.
The newly added profile should be listed on the appropriate page of the
program (Figure 5.21).

Sharing
With the access point set up correctly, the wired and wi-fi links in place,
and everything working nicely. the network is in a sense fully operational.
As things stand it has only one minor drawback, which is that it is not
possible to share any resources such as files and printers. The resource
sharing facilities built into any modern version of Windows are sufficient
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Fig.5.21 A facility to use profiles is included

for most users. so there should be no need to buy any networking
software. However, it is essential to get Windows set uo correctly in
order to get the network to do anything useful.

When Windows is configured and set up correctly, the shared resources
can be used on any PC in the system in the same way as if they were
actually part of that PC and its peripherals. Shared files and folders on
other computers, for example, can be accessed using Wincows Explorer,
or via the standard file browsers built into applications software. They
appear in the My Network places folder, but not all the files and folders
on other PCs in the network will appear here. Resources are only shared
if they are specifically designated as shared resources.

Although most programs will use shared files and folders just as if they
were on a local drive, there are actually a few applications programs that
will not use them, or will do so in a restricted fashion Sometimes
restrictions on the use of shared files are due to security issues. In other
cases it is simply that the speed of the network is inadequate. For
example. burning a CD-ROM using data obtained via a wi-fi linK might
provide an inadequate flow of data, even at fairly low burn speeds. In

order to burn a CD-ROM using data obtained over the network it would
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probably be necessary to copy the data to a local drive first. It would
then be transferred to a CD-ROM from the local drive, after which the file
on the local drive could be deleted.

Disc sharing
Although it would in many ways be easier if all the hard discs in the
system were shared in their entirety, this is definitely not considered to
be a good idea. It is actually much easier to use the network if files that
will be shared are kept in a few special folders. This makes it easy and
quick to find the files that you require. With access to all the folders on
every hard disc in the network it could take a long time to locate the
particular files you require. The sheer number of files and folders would
make finding the right files a bit like "looking for a needle in a haystack".
Another important point is that users of the system will probably not wish
to make all their files available to the network. Most of us would prefer to
keep most files private and only share certain material.

It is particularly important not to share all the files and folders if the network
has an Internet connection, which in practice means practically every
network. The problem with sharing everything in the system, or even
large parts of the system, is that it makes life very easy for anyone who
manages to hack into the network. With large-scale or even total access
to the system, they will probably be able to steal any files that take their
fancy, and damage any files at will. For security reasons it is best to
share the minimum amount of files and folders that permits the network
to be used efficiently.

Naming
Each computer in the network has to be given a computer name, and
each group of computers has a workgroup name. The computers will
appear in file browsers under their computer names, and will look much
the same as folders. On opening the "folder" for a computer on the
network you will only see files and folders that have been designated as
shared resources. All other files and folders on the computer are invisible
to the network, and they can not be accessed by other computers in the
network. Workgroup names are only of significance when workgroups
are networked, but each workgroup must always be named.

When selecting names it is essential to choose a different name for each
PC. Apart from the fact that having two computers operating under the
same name would be confusing for users of the system, it more or less
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guarantees that the network will not operate reliably. Having two PCs
operating under the same name would be equally confusinc for W ndowsl
The names can have up to 15 characters, which should be letters and
numbers. Spaces are nct permitted, but the underline character can be
used. Therefore, naminc a PC "My Old PC" would not be allowed, but it
could be called "My_Old_PC". Although up to 15 characters can be
used, it is more practical to settle for a maximum of eight or so. Use
names that will enable every user of the network to easily associate each
name with the PC it represents.

Network Setup Wizard
Setting up a normal network is largely automatic when using Windows
Vista. The easy way to set up networking on PCs running Windows XP is
to run the Network Setup Wizard. This is buried quite deep in the menu
structure, but it can be accessed by going to the Start menu aid then
selecting Programs, Accessories, Communications, and NetworK Setup
Wizard (Figure 5.22). The Windows XP anc ME versions are slightly
different in points of detail but they are very similar. The Windows XP
version is used as the bas s of this example.

The initial page (Figure 5 23) simply gives a brief explanation of what the
Network Setup Wizard w II do. The next page (Figure 5.24) provides an
opportunity to obtain background information from the Help system. It

also explains that everyff-ing in the networ4 must be fully installed,
connected together, swit:I-ed on, and ready to use. The wizard will not
help with such things as setting up an Internet connection or irstalling
device drivers for Ethernet or wi-fi cards It jus-. sets up the network once
installation has been completed.

On the next page (Figure 5.25) the setup process starts, and the wizard
has detected a shared Internet connection. This is actually provded by
a combined access point, router, and ADSL modem. A different Internet
connection can be selected or the existing one can be used. In this case
there is no alternative available, and the existing Internet connection has
to be used. On the following page (Figure 5.26) the comouter is given
the name that will be used for it on the network, and a brief desDription
can also be added here.

The network (workgroup) name is provided at the next page (Figure
5.27), or you can simply settle for the default name (MSHOME). This
completes the setting up process, and a page that shows the selected
settings is displayed (Figure 5.28) when the Next button is operated.
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Fig.5.22 The Network Setup Wizard is deep in the menu structure

Welcome to the Network Setup
Wizard
This mrefd w,ll help you set up this computer to run on your
network With et nekNOrl, you can

 Share an Internet connection
 Set up Internet Connection Frrewell
 Share tiles and folders
 Share a printer

To continue click Next

I Nen Cancel

Fig.5.23 The Network Setup Wizard starts with the usual Welcome
page
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Network Setup Wizard

Before you continue

Before you continue re.le. the

Then complete the following steps

Install the network cards modems and cables
 Turn on all computers printers ani e4ernal modems
 Connect to the Internet

When you click Nest the wizard will  earth for a shared Internet ccrinection on your nework

<Beck I Nen > Cancel

Fig.5.24 This page gives easy access to the relevant parts of the Help
system

Network Setup Wizard

Do you wont to use the shored connection?

The wizard tound a shared Internet connecnon on the computer 'l_oknown Internet (or nectron Shang
de,mce '

Do you want to use the erstrng shared connection tor this computer's Internet access

ri Yes use the ertong shared connection for this computer's Internet access (recommended)

r No let me choose another way b connect to the Internet

< > I Cancel I

Fig.5.25 The wizard has detected a shared Internet connection
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Network Setup Wizard

Give this computer a description and name

Computer descnpnon 011111111111115 -
Examples Family Room Computer or Monica's Computer

Computer name TAAINPC

Examples FAMILY or MONICA

The current computer name is MYMAJNPC

Learn more about computer name and desCrieteni

<Back I Next >

'40

Cancel

Fig.5.26 Use this page to name the computer and provide a
brief description

Network Setup WIzerd

Name your network

Name your network by specrtying a workgroup name below All computers on your network should
have the same workgroup name

Workgroup name 01111.1
Examples HOME or OFFICE

<Back r Next > Cancel

Fig.5.27 Here the name for the workgroup is entered in the textbox
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Network Settrip Wizard

Heady to apply network settings

The wizard will apply the following wirings This process may take a few minutes to complete and
cannot be interrupted

Seem s
Internet connection settings

onneciing via KS through Unknown Internet Connection Sharng device

Network settings

(Computer description Main PC runnrrg iP
Computer name MYWUNPC

ork group name MSHOME

To eippty these settings dick Net!

<Beck I Next Cancel

Fig.5.28 This window enables the selected settings to be reviewed

Network Setup Wizard

You're almost done
*to

You need to run the Network Setup' izard once on each of the computers on tour network To
rt" run the wizard on computers that ore not running Windows -rP you can use the Windows)tP CO

or a Network Setup Disk

What do you went to de

ii Create a Network Setup Disk.

Use the Network Setup Disk I already have

Use my Windows :kP CD

Just finish Me wizard I don't need to run the wizard on other computers

Ned, I

Fig.5.29 There are various options for setting up the network on the
other PCs in the system
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Network Sett* %Mord

Completing the Network Setup
Wizard
You have successfully set up this computer tor h)me or smell
office networking

For help with home or smell office networking see the following
topics in Help end Support Center

C-,:umenis !older

To see other computers on your network dick S sit end then dick
My Network Pieces

To close this wizard click Finish

Beck I Finish I

Fig.5.30 The wizard confirms that the process has been completed

Windows then does some reconfiguring of itself before displaying the
page shown in Figure 5.29. This gives various options for setting up
networking on the other PCs in the system. You car simply exit the
wizard if the other PCs in the network are running Windows ME and/or
XP, and then run the Network Setup Wizard in the usual way on those
PCs. Finally, the page shown in Figure 5.30 confirms that the process
has been completed.

Sharing folders
A network is only worthwhile if some resources are shared, but it is not
essential to have shared resources on every computer in the network.
In order to share the resources of a computer it is necessary to have the
appropriate type of sharing enabled. Windows XP Home has a new
system of file sharing called "simple file sharing", and this is the default
setting for Windows XP Professional. Simple file sharing can be turned
off in Windows XP Professional by double-clicking the My Computer
icon on the desktop, and the selecting Folder Options from the Tools
menu. Left -click the View tab and then scroll down the list in the main
part of the window until you find the entry that reads "Use simple file
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Folder Options

General View I File Types I Offline Files I

11

Folder views
You can =ply the view (such as Details or Tiles) that ycu
ere using br this folder to all folders

Apply b All Folders

Advanced settings

Reset All Folders

 Hide protected operating system files (Recommended)
El Launch Wider wincows in a separate process

Managing pairs of Web pages and folders
O Show and manage the pair as a single file
O Show both parts and manage them individually
O Show both parts but manage as a single file

el Remember each blder's view settings
 Restore previous 'older windows at logon
 Show Control Panel in My Computer
 Show encrypted cr compressed NTFS tiles in color
el Show My Documents on the Desktop
El Show pop-up description for folder and desktop items

Use simple file sharing (Recommended)

Restore Defaults

OK I Cancel I

Fig.5.31 The "Use simple file sharing" option is suitable for most users

sharing (Recommendedi" (Figure 5 31). Remove the tick from its
checkbox and then operate the Apply and OK buttons. For most purposes
the default setting will suff.ce, and it is assumed here that the simple f le
sharing method is used.

In order to share a folder, first locate it using Windows Explorer, and then
right -click on its entry. From the pop-up menu select Properties, and
then operate the Sharing tab in the properties window (Figure 5.32).
Place a tick in the "Share this folder on the network" checkbox in order
to make the folder available to the network. By default, the contents of
the folder can be read via the network, but they can not be altered. Full
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Photos Properties

General Sharing I Customize

Local sharing and security

To share this folder with other users of this computer only,
drag it to the shared Document folder

To make this folder and its subfolders private so that only
you have access, select the following check box.

Network sharing and security

To share this folder with both network users anc other users
of this computer, select the first check box below and type a
share name

Share this folder on the network

Share name 'PHOTOS

ke Allow network users to change my files

Learn more about sharing and security

OK Cancel

Fig.5.32 Use this window to enable sharing of a folder

access to the folder can be provided by ticking the "Allcw network users
to change my files" checkbox. The folder can be shared under its normal
name, or a different name can be typed into the Shared name textbox.
Operate the Apply and OK buttons to exit the window and make the
changes take effect.

Essentially the same method is used to share a complete disc. However,
on entering the Sharing section of the disc's Properties w ndow you obtain
a warning message (Figure 5.33). If you wish to continue anyway, left -
click the link text and the properties window will then change to the normal
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LOCAL DISK (F:) Properties

General Tools I Hardware Sharing

To protect your computer 'rom unauthorized access. sharing the root pf
a drive is not recommended

tvoy understand the risk but

OK

hare the root of the drive ch:P

Cancel

Fig.5.33 This warning message appears if you try to share a disc

sharing type. It can then be shared in the same way as a folder (Figure
5.34), but in most circumstances this method of sharing is definitely rot
a good idea.

Sharing operates in a different fashion with Windows Vista. The normal
file sharing window only permits sharing with specified users that have
an account and password on that PC. Operating the ' Network and
Sharing Center" link produces the window of Figure 5.35. where file and
folder sharing over a network can be enablec.
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LOCAL DISK (F:) Properties

General I Tools I Hardware Shenng

Local shanng and security

To share this folder with other users of this computer only,
drag it to the Shared Documents folder.

To make this folder and its subfolders private so that only
you have access, select the following check box

11

Network sharing and secunty

To share this folder with both network users and other users
1.0 1 of this computer, select the first check box below and type a

share name

F Share this folder on the network

Learn more about sharing and security.

OK Cancel

Fig.5.34 A disc can be shared, if you are prepared to accept the risks

Network Places
Having shared a disc or folder, the shared resource can then be added
to the Network Places of any PC that will need to access it. In Windows
XP start by double-clicking the My Network Places icon on the desktop
or select the My Network Places entry in the Start menu. The PC used
for this example already has a couple of network places added (Figure
5.36), but when starting "from scratch" the right-hand section of the My
Network Places window will be blank. Left -click "Add a network place"
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Network Tasks

.1 Add a network place

ft mew network con nectnns

/ Set p a horne or smal
ofke netwcd

al, Mew wcrkgroup computws

Mgr Pisces

Desktop

My Compute!

My Documents

Shred Documents

Porters dk1 Fates

Odds

local Network

mp 3 on 29.tz MD PC (Stakpc)

Shared cr-. Main PC (liming xP,
(f.tymarpc)

Fig.5.35 This window allows file and folder sharing over a network

in the upper left-hand section of the window which will launch a new
window. This is just a Welcome screen (Figure 5.37). so operate the
Next button to move on tp The window of Figure 5.38.

Windows will search for new network places, but it will not find very much.
Consequently. you have to choose the option that lets you specify a
network location This moves things on to the window o, Figure 5.39,
where it is advisable to operate the Browse button and then use the file
browser to search for the new network place. The browser p-ovides
access to all available parts of the network, and the required PHOTOS
folder on Mymainpc was easily located (Figure 5.40). Having selected
the correct folder, operate the OK button anc the network address will
be added to the textbox in the main window (Figure 5.41).

A name for the new network place can be added in the textbox at the
next window (Figure 5.42), or you can settle for the suggested default
name. The next window (Figure 5.43) simply informs you that t.le task
has been completed. Tick the checkbox if you wish to open the newly
added folder in Windows Explorer when the Finish button is operated.
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Network irks

.1 Add a network place

yew network ccrneceons

Set tp a rame or smai
°face network

1, ale* workorocp computes

Other Pieces

Desktop

t My Computer

My Document
Shared Documents

.,FYrr.0 irtlFry-

Details

Local Network

mp3 on 2GMt MID PC (Stakpc)

Shared on Man PC rung xP
-r (MYmarlX

rig.5.36 The My Network Places window

Welcome to the Add Network Place Wizard

This wizard helps you sign up tore seance that otters ordure storage space eou
can use this space to store organize and share your documents and pictures
using only a Web browser and Internet connection

You can also use this w,rard to create a shortcut to a Wet site en FTP see or
other netwod location

To continue. dick Ned

I Neer I co__e__jca

Fig.5.37 The Welcome screen for the Network Places Wizard
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it work Place Viarrird

Where do you want to create this network place

cSS

elect a seance provider II you do not hay, a membership wen Ne provider you select the weird wd help you
ease an account To lust create a shortcut click 'Choose another network °cation

B rom providers

MSti u,,,,

Beck II bled ) I Cancei I

Fig.5.38 Windows is unlikely to find the location you require

twork Pksce Wizard

What is Me ndritess of this network piece?

.vpe the address °BM Web .Fte FTF sae or network locetton that this shoe°, well open

turner or network address

hew some etamoles

_71 Browse

tick I I Cancel

Fig.5.39 Use the Browse button to search for the required folder
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The new network
place can be easily
accessed using
Windows Explorer or
the standard
Windows file browser
built into most
application programs.
As one would expect,
it will be found in the
My Network Places
folder, together with
any other network
places that are
installed. In Figure
5.44 the PHOTOS
folder has been

Browse For Folder

Select the network bcation you want to cornett to:

- ) Mporosoft Wndows Networ4
- I, Mshome

5 Marypenf

MYmarlipc

." Shared

SharecDocs

Prnters and Faxes
j Stalcpc

mp3 on 2GHz AND PC (Stak.x)
11 1.2P

Mai e New Fokker] 7D 4,1 Cancel

Fig.5.40 The required folder has been found

Add Network Place Wizard

Whirl is the address of this network plat ni

Type the address of the Web site FTP sae or network location that this shoacutrn11 open

Internet or network address

Browse

x

t Back I Nests I Cancel

Fig.5.41 The correct folder has been selected
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cif Network Place Weird

Whet do you wnnl to canto this place"

Crewe a name for This shortcut that will help yDu efISity iclentny this nehyon place

Akhfinampc \ PHOTOS

Type a name lot ens network place

!PHOTOS on Main PI:

<Beak I nee, I Cancel

Fig.5.42 A name for the network place can be provided here

Completing the Add Network Place Wi2aid

feu am* success/ley cleated this netwce, place

w. T,15 of. Mari. 1,1

A sh Ace, for this piece yen appeal in My Jelwoll, Places

1W Opel this netwon place when I clot Fnusti

To costthis *need Oct Finish

Fig.5.43 This window confirms that the process has been completed
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Fig.5.44 The shared folder is available in file browsers

located in the file browser of Photoshop CS. It can be opened in the
usual way, and then a file can be loaded (Figure 4.45).

Note that it will only be possible to read files unless you opted to permit
changes to files when setting the sharing options for the folder If changes
are permitted, it is then possible to change files in an app ications program
and save the changes in the usual way. Where permission to alter files
has not been given, it is still possible to load and edit tnem. The edited
files must be saved to another folder though. so that the original files are
left untouched.

Things are much more straightforward when using Windows Vista.
Selecting Network from the Start menu produces the window of Figure
5.46, which has icons for the main items of hardware in the network.
Double-clicking an icon shows the resources that are available on that
hardware, including any shared files or folders (see G.27 and G.28 in the
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Fig.5.45 A file from the shared folder has been loaded into Photoshop

15.wintr. v1.4i

'Ay ea.r.
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}
 Ccrnpvte,

 3_$-Cr.
 ;ENCOLV-BC5BAO5

Po.*
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'-er+FOLC-S05E44

Fig.5.46 The Network window of Windows Vista
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Fie Edt view Favorites Tools I

Search Folders

a.1 F a  e:

41 Add a tweaff
Set tp tamp

See Aleo

houbleshoot pereno
NA Get help vett, preittsO

Other Moon

°fled Panel
Starers and Camel 35

_a My rrruments
...I My Piclues

My Compute

Details

Aut.:, W Lasff]et 41_ on MvAlAIFPC

0e0iJet 1220C

Cesk let 1220C Printer

LaSer3et 41

photosmart 7200 series

floosolt 011ke Document Image
Writer

Fig.5.47 The Printers and Faxes window

CI Go

Colour Gallery). In file browsers the network is accessed, as one would
probably expect, via the Network entry.

Printer sharing
Ideally a printer should be shared via a printer server so that it is always
available to any PC in the network. As printer servers are not particularly
cheap, most users opt for the alternative of sharing a printer that is
connected to a PC in the normal way. Windows has built-in sharing
facilities to handle this, but it requires rather more setting up than sharing
folders or a disc. Bear in mind that a printer shared in this way can not
be used when the PC that drives it is switched off. This can mean having
to switch on a PC simply to permit a printer to be usec via the network.

The first task is to determine whether the printer you wish to share has
sharing enabled. It will be assumed here that the PCs in the network are
running Windows XP Go to the PC to which the printer is directly
connected, launch the Windows Control Panel, and tnen double-click
the Printers and Faxes icon. This will produce a window something like
Figure 5.47, but its exact appearance will depend on the particular printers
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hp photosmart 7200 series Properties /JAI
General Sharing I Ports I Advancec I Color Management I About

You can share this pnnter with other users on your network To enable
sharing tot this pnnter dick Share this printer

C Do not share this printer

Share this pnnter

Share name 1PhoiciPrint

Dryers

It this printer is shared with us ars running different versions of
Windows you may want to ins all additional drniers so that tie
users do not have to hnd the pent driver when they conned to the
shared punter

Additional Dtmers

Or Cancel I

Fig.5.48 Sharing is enabled using the appropriate radio button and a
name for the printer is then added in the textbox

and faxes that are installed on the computer Any printers that have
sharing enabled will have a picture of a hand included in their icons.

In this example an HP Photosmart 7200 series printer will be shared,
and as things stand, it is not set for shared operation. To enable sharing,
right -click the printer's icon and select Shar ng from the pop-up menu.
In the new window that appears (Figure 5.48), operate the "Snare this
printer" radio button, and add a name for the printer in the textbox.

At this stage you can operate the Apply and OK buttons if all the PCs in
the network use the same operating system. Matters are complicated
slightly if you will need to use the printer wn.h a PC that has a different
operating system to the one that is normally used with the printer. A
different operating system will almost certainly require a different set of
device drivers. Where appropriate, these drivers must be installed before
proceeding.
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Additional Drivers

You can install additional drivers so that users on the fol owing
systems can download them automatically when they correct.

Environment
 Alpha
 1A64

Intel
Intel

 Intel

Version
Windows NT 4.0
Windows XP
Windows 2000 or YID
Windows 95, 98 and Me
Wridovs NT 4.0 or 2000

Installed
No

No

Yes

No

No

Cancel

1

Fig.5.49 A list of the supported operating systems is displayed

Windows 95, 96 and Me Printer Drivers f;

Please provide a printer driver

Type the path where the tile is located and then click 01,'

Copy tiles from

OK

Cancel

Browse I

Fig.5.50 Indicate the location of the drivers when this window appears
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Fig.5.51 Its icon confirms that the printer is set as a shared
resource

Operating the Additional C rivers button produces a small window, similar
to the one shown in Figure 5.49. This lists all the available device drivers
for the printer, and there is a tick in the checkbox for those that are already
installed. Tick the boxes for any more that need to be installed, and then
operate the OK button. The window of Figure 5.50 then appears, and
you have to direct the installation program to the source for the drivers.
This will usually be the CD-ROM provided with the printer, or files
downloaded from the Internet. Anyway, the usual installation process is
then followed, and you should eventually arrive back at the Printers and
Faxes window, which wil: show that the printer is set up for sharing (Figure
5.51).

Printer installation
Before a shared printer can be used on another PC, it must be installed
on that PC. The installation process for a networked printer is different
to that fora local printer (one driven direct from the PC). Start the process
by going to the Printers and Faxes window in the PC that is accessing
the printer via the network. This has icons for the currently installed
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Fig.5.52 At this stage there is no icon for the Photosmart printer

Welcome to the Add Printer
Wizard

This wizard helps you install a printer or make prister
-.-innectons

you have a Plug and Play pnnter that connects
through a USB port (or any other hot pluggable port
such as IEEE 1394 inhered and so on) you do not
need to use this wizard Click Cancel to dose the
wizard and then plug the printer's cable into your
computer or point the printer toward you computer's
inhered port and turn the printer on Windows will
automatically install the printer tor you

To continue click Ned

Nee ), Cancel

Fig.5.53 The Welcome screen of the Add Printer Wizard
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Add Printer Wizard

Local or Network Printer
The wizard needs to know which type of printer to set up

Select the option that describes the printer you want to use

Local printer attached to this computer

ri A networt printer or a printer attached to another compute

J
To set up a networt printer that is not attached to a pint server
use the 'Local printer' option

( Beck 1-7,1e o > I Cancel

Fig.5.54 The radio button for a network printer is selected

Add Printer Wizard

Specify a Printer
It you don't 4 now the name or addess of the printer you can search fora printer that meets
your needs

What printer do you went to conned to?

Co Browse for a pnnter

Connect to this printer (or to Drowse fore pnnter select this option and did Next)

Name

Example \\sen.enprinter

1 Connect to a pnnter on the Irrernet or on a home or office retwork

URL

Example http llseruer/printers/myprinter/ printer

(Back I Neta> I Cancel I

Fig.5.55 Specify a printer or use the browse option
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Add Printer iNtard

Browse for Printer
When the hst of punters appears select the one you want to use

Pnnter PTAKPC\hp photosmart 7200 series

Shared pnnters

5 AMYMAJNPC\hp LaserJet 1001 hp LaserJet 1000

6 \\MYMAINPC\HP LaserJet 4L HP LaserJet 4L
3 \\STAJ,PC\HP DeskJet 1220C HP DeskJet 12200 Pnnter

STAKPC\HP Des', Jet 1220C HP Desl. Jet 1220C
5 - r,cr1I- t-tr. ,, :nt di

VhSTAKPrIhp photosmart 7200 hp photosmart 7700 series
t.4') MAJNPC

Pnnter information

Comment

Status Reedy Documents welting 0

< Beck I Next ) I Cancel I

Fig.5.56 The correct printer has been found by using the browser

printers and faxes. with no icon at this stage for the Photosmart printer
(Figure 5.52).

Start the installation process by operating the Add Printer link near the
top left-hand corner of the window. This launches the Acd Printer Wizard,
and the first page is, as usual, the Welcome screen (Figure 5.53). At the
next page (Figure 5.54) there is the option of installing a local or network
printer, and in this case it is clearly the radio button for a network printer
that is used.

It is then necessary to indicate the printer you wish to install, and it is
advisable to use the browse option here (Figure 5.55). Having located

=1=131M11111111111111111k
ou are about to correct to a pater on STAYPC..vtch wa autornatvak MLA 3 p(11" dnver or,

L. Pnnter carvers may contan vruses a scrpts that can be hirmfti to you computer I: es tmpatant to be Cet,,,r,
tot Me r,,MPLitrf sham tat palter e trustworthy weld you Ike to contr-ue,

Yes No

Fig.5.57 It should be safe to ignore the standard virus warning
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Add Printer Wtrard

Deteutt Printer
,'our computer will &ways send dccurnents to the default pnriter unless you specify ctherwise

Do you want to use this pnntei as Me default printer,

a Yes

No

I Next> I

Fig.5.58 The printer can be the default unit if desired

Completing the Add Printer
Wizard

cu hove successtulty completed the Add Pnnter vwzord
You specified the following printar setbngs

Name hp photosmart 7?00 serves on STAKC

Default No

Lc cation

Comment

To close this wizard. chcI Finish

< Beck Finish

Fig.5.59 This screen confirms that the networked printer has been
successfully installed
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Pt* ers .rid I' axes

Fie Eck new FaYCntes Tools Help

Back - Search Riders 77-
Aacre,si Prnters aid Fares

See Also

2J Trableribot prntinq
rt, Get help with Printrig

Other Flares

U0001 Panel

Scarners and Cameras

My Documents

j My Mctues
f My Computer

Details

44ko .-4 &ad WO
Acrobat Genenc hp Laserlet 14` Laserlet 41_
Cntler PostSar 1000

hp

photosmett

5 obrcts

Fig.5.60 There is now an icon for the newly installed printer

the correct printer using the browser (Figure 5.56), operate the Next
button. A standard virus warning screen will then appear (Figure 5.57),
but there will presumably be no risk in downloading a driver from one of
your own PCs. Finally, left -click the Yes button to go ahead and install
the device drivers for the printer There is no need to have the drivers
disc for the printer, because the drivers will be obtained from the network
PC that already has them installed. Note that an error message will be
produced if this PC does not have the device drivers for the correct
operating system.

To complete the installation you must decide whether the newly installed
printer should be set as the default type (Figure 5.58). In other words,
should it be set as the printer that will be used unless Windows is
instructed otherwise? Finally, the page of Figure 5.59 nforms you that
the installation has been completed successfully. It is advisable to go
back to the Printers and Faxes window to ensure that an icon for the
newly installed printer is present and correct. In this case everything
has gone to plan and the icon is present (Figure 5.60).
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Print

Pnnter

Name

Status

Type

Where

Comment

Print range

ii P.11

ihp LaserJet 1000

ST - .hoiosmart 7200 servos

Generic PostScrip Printer
hp LaserJet 1000
HP LaserJet 4L

Properties

r- Prur to hle

Copies

Number of copies

OK

? x

Cancel

Fig.5.61 The newly installed printer should be available when using
any Windows application that has a Print facility

The printer can then be used in much the sane way as if it was a local
printer. Of course. it can only be used when tne PC it is connected to is
actually switched on Less obviously, it is likely that "Out of paper",
"Low ink", and similar status or error messages will appear on the screen
of the PC that drives the printer. This is not very conven,ent if you are
using a printer that is in a different room on another floor of the building,
but you lust have to learn to live with this limitation.

The newly networked printer should be listed when you try to print from
an application program (Figure 5 61). Having selected the printer it should
then be possible to launch its properties wirdow (Figure 5 62) so that
the paper type, print quality, etc., can be selected. The amount of data
sent to a printer can be massive. so results are likely to be obtained
more quickly using an 802 119 or wired network connection. Printing
can be noticeably slower when using a poor quality 802 1 lb lint.

Vista sharing
Printer sharing using Windows Vista follows the same general lines as
sharing using Windows XP but there are differences in points of detail.
For example. in the Windows Control Panel it is the Printers icon that is
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arriMPPIFTMPI*Tinflururnitir:6ii.,
p,,peo.)..mymg I Eltects I Sews I Color I Seances I

Punt Test. NO, Set

Paper Opt°,

SOS Is

hs

IM (210 x 297 nun)

r
Source re

IPnnter Auto Select

Typo is

Custom

PrisTn Paper

.17 Minimize Margins

r

Save

FnM Gualrty

.1111MMIIMON

210u 297 ram

elect. render dpi 600

Color input dpi 600

Color output Autonteac

hp PholDgiapny

Help

Cencel Help

Fig.5.62 The Properties window can be accessed in the usual way

double-clicked. The icon for the appropriate printer is then right -clicked,
and the Sharing option is selected from the pop-up menu. This produces
the window of Figure 5.63, where the "Change sharing options" button
is operated. The window then changes to look like Figure 5.64, which is
the Vista equivalent of Figure 5.48. The "Share this printer" checkbox is
then ticked, a network name is entered for the printer, and so on.

Internet sharing
Internet sharing works best with a fast connection that is always on. With
a slow dialup Internet connection it will probably not be worthwhile sharing
a connection. In theory it enables all users to access the Internet at any
time, but in practice the Internet connection will probably not be left
permanently switched on. Because voice and Internet calls can not be
handled simultaneously, a connection to the Internet is normally made
only when it is actually needed.
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OS HP Photosmart 7200 Series Properties

Device Seams

General S+ann9 I Pots -I- Advanced Color Management
ti

About

if you share this Oiler. only users on your network with a
AKA usemame and password for this computer can print tort The

printer will not be avatable when the computer seeps To change
these settings. use the 'tet'A $hsr,^:

CeChange 'hang ciPpcns

Drivers

OK

Fig.5.63 The Sharing section of the Printer Properties window

Another factor to bear in mind is that sharing a 56 kilobit per second
Internet connection provides each user with very little bandwidth. If one
user decides to download a large file, the other users could find that
their Internet access is effectively blocked. Each PC having its own
modem is in many ways a more practical solution. Users have to take it
in turn to access the Internet, but they do at least have a reasonable
connection speed while they are online.

There is a minimal speed problem when sharing a broacband Internet
connection. With (say) an ordinary one or two megabit ADSL connection,
even with four or five users, each person would have an effective
bandwidth of just over 2C0 and 400 kilobits per second respectively.
This is still many times the speed of a 56 kilobit per second dialup
connection.
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ram I -ID OhntinernArt 7N1A Cori., Dresnarttoc

security Devoe Settings

PAdvanced

-gs use re

Share tnis printer

pn-....!c.bs nen1 sorrc.,:terf:

Abort

coor Management

a
:a^ The

To change

Dnvers

# this printer is shared with users running . ?. s s of
..7indows. you may want to install additional drivers sc the
seis do not have to find the pnnt dryer when they connect to
s &-a-ec! :enter

liddbonal

OK

Fig.5.64 This is the Vista equivalent to the XP window of Fig.5.48

As explained in earlier sections of this book, the best way of sharing
some form of broadband Internet connection is to use a router connected
to a broadband modem, or a combined router and broadband modem.
In a wi-fi context it is more likely that a combined access point, broadband
modem, and router, or equivalent separate units, would be used. With
this method the unit containing the modem is left turned on all the time,
making an Internet connection permanently available to any PC in the
system. There is no need to set up Internet sharing on any of the PCs in
the network. With the equipment set up correctly and running, Windows
will automatically find and use the Internet connection. The sharing
process is not readily apparent to users, with each one appearing to
have their own Internet connection.
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Realtek RTL8139/810x Famly Fast Ethernet NIC

General I Advanced Driver I Resources I Power Management

114 Realtek RTL8139/310x Family Fast Ethernet NIC

Driver Provider Realtek Semiconductor Corp

Driver Date 13/04/2004

Driver Version 5 612 413 2004

Digital Signer Microsoft Windows Hardware Compatibility Publis

Driver Details

Update Driver I

Roll Bad Driver

Uninstall

To view details about the driver files

To update the driver for this device

t the device tails after updating the drrver roll back
o the previously installed driver

To uninstall the driver (Advanced)

OK J Cancel

Fig.5.65 A Roll Back Driver option is available in Windows XP

Alternative method
Another way of implementing sharing of a broadband Internet connection
is to have a broadband modem connected to one of the PCs in the
network, and for the other PCs to access the Internet via this PC. There
are two drawbacks to this method. One is simply that the Internet
connection is dependent on the PC that is connected to the modem
being operational. Switch off that PC, and all the other computers in the
network lose their Internet connection. The other problem is that heavy
use of the Internet could p ace a significant drain on the resources of the
PC connected to the modem. Software is used to effectively turn the PC
into a router.
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Realtek RTL8169:8110 Famil, PC1 Gigabit Ethernet NIG (NDIS

Gere-a

-"ION/PI
43.

- -

:-.3vanced
,

Dnver I Deiteis ; Resources 1 Pc..er Management

Realtek RTL8169, 811C Family PCI Gigabit Etheme-
-411 rPC fl1DIS 6.0)

Dnver Provider: Microsoft

Dnver Date: 21/ 06:2006

Dnver Version. 6.1837.926.2C06

Digital Signer: microsoft windows

[ Driver Details

Update Driver...

E,a,:v

Disable

To view details about the dnverfiles.

To update the dnver software for this device.

If the device fails after updating the diner. roll
back to the previously installed dnver.

Disables the selected device.

To untnstall the driver (Advanced;

OK Cancel

Fig.5.66 Windows Vista also has a Roll Back Driver facility

Another point to bear in mind is that the PC connected to the modem, if
fitted with a wi-fi adaptor, does not become a wireless access point. It is
just another PC in the network. The Internet connection is just another
shared resource, much like a shared printer. Therefore, in order to wi-fi
enable the network you will still require an access point.

This software method of sharing an Internet connection has little to
recommend it, and I would never use it. The normal reason for using
this method is to permit an existing USB modem to be used, rather than
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buying one with an Ethernet port or using a combined modem and router.
With the current low cost of computer hardware, any small additional
expense with the hardware method would seem to be well justned.

Anyway, if you should decide to use this method, Windows ME has an
Internet Connection Sharing Wizard that makes the process as
straightforward as possible. This is not usually installed as a standard
part of Windows ME, so you will probably have to go to the Control
Panel and double-click the Add -Remove Programs icon. Operate the
Windows Setup tab and then highlight the entry for Internet Tools. Operate
the Details button so that the individual tools are shown, and tick the box
for Internet Sharing. Operate the OK buttons and the required wizard
will be installed and run. The Windows installation disc is required to
complete this task.

With Windows XP and Vista there is more than one way of tackling Internet
connection sharing. Probably the easiest way is to set up the network in
the appropriate fashion when running the Network Connection Wizard
on each computer. The w zard can be run again in order to change the
network's configuration if you did not opt for connection sharing when
initially setting up the network.

Firmware upgrades
With the system "up and ,unning" it is advisable to check the relevant
manufacturer's web sites 4r -cm time to time in case there are any driver
or firmware updates. These are often needed in order to sort out minor
problems that become apparent when the products are used in earnest
by thousands of users. In some cases there are definite faults in the
original software or firmware. Often the problems are more obscure,
and typically they only occur when certain combinations of hardware or
hardware and software are used.

Where a network is running well it is not necessarily a good ideal..o install
firmware updates, but it is probably as well to install any improved drivers
that are available. There is little risk involved in using updated drivers.
and the Roll Back Driver feature of Windows XP makes it easy to return
to the previous drivers if the new ones should prove to be problematic.
The Roll Back Driver facility is accessed by going to the relevant entry in
Device Manager, right -c icking it, selecting Froperties from the pop-up
window, and then operating the Driver tab in tl-e Properties window. Then
operate the Roll Back Driver button near the bottom of the window (Figure
5.65). Windows Vista has essentially the same Roll Back Driver facility
(Figure 5,66) In theory, the Update Driver button in the same window is
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Fig.5.67 The DG834's control software includes an Upgrade section

used when installing a newer driver. In practice it is more usual for the
updated driver to be installed via its own installation program. Always
follow the installation instructions provided by the manufacturer.

It is advisable not to upgrade the firmware unless some real benefit will
be gained in doing so. There is a slight risk involved when upgrading
firmware. If the process should go wrong it is possible that the upgraded
unit would be left unusable. It might then be necessary to return it to the
maker to be repaired. The risk is actually very small. If you should
happen to download the wrong data file, it is likely that the upgrade
routine would spot the error and refuse to go ahead with the upgrade.

The main danger is that something will interrupt the process, resulting in
the unit having a combination of old and new firmware. This is almost
certain to leave it in an unusable state. You would have to be very unlucky
indeed for a power cut to occur during the few seconds it takes to
complete an upgrade. There is probably a greater risk of interrupting
the upgrade by accidentally knocking a connector out of place or
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Fig.5.88 Operate the OK button when this warning message appears

switching something off During the upgrade, keep still and touch none
of the equipment or wiring.

Note that with some units i: is not possible to go back to an earlier version
of the firmware. I am not sure why this should be the case, but where
there is no way back to the original version it would definitely not be a
good idea to upgrade the firmware if the current version is working well.
Upgrading would involve a slight risk of introducing bugs into a unit that
previously worked flawlessly. with no way of going back to a fully working
version of the firmware. It might be worth the slight risk if the new firmware
has added features such as improved security options, but it is otherwise
not worth the risk. It is definitely a case of it ain't broke, don't fix it".

If you find a firmware upgrade and decide to go ahead with it. there are
two normal methods of upgrading firmware The simpler of the two is
where the downloaded tile is an executable program that contains
embedded data. A file of this type will have an exe extension, and will be
categorised as an "Application" in Windows Explorer. With this type of
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upgrade you just run the program and it updates the firmware. You can
use the Run option in the Start menu, but double-clicking its entry in
Windows Explorer is easier.

The unit that is being upgraded will usually have to be connected to the
PC in a direct manner. For example, a USB wi-fi adaptor would probably
have to be upgraded via its USB interface and not by way of a wi-fi link
from another PC in the system. With something like an access point it
might be necessary to use a wired (Ethernet) connection rather than a
wi-fi link. Always read the "fine print" before carrying out a firmware
upgrade, and make sure that everything is being done in accordance
with the manufacturer's recommendations.

With the second method of upgrading, the file you download is the data
for the flash memory in the device that is being upgraded A program is
needed in order to program the data into whatever you are upgrading.
A suitable program might have been supplied with the equipment, or it
might be available as a download. It is also possible that the configuration
software supplied with the unit has a facility for performing firmware
upgrades. It is again a matter of finding the upgrade instructions and
following them "to the letter".

In the case of the DG834G access point, the upgrade file I downloaded
from the web site was a Zip file that had to be decompressed to extract
its contents. A program such as WinZip is needed to do this, and
programs such as this are widely available on the Internet. The extracted
files were instructions in the form of an Adobe PDF file, and the image
file containing the new data, The DG834G's web -based configuration
program is used to perform the upgrade, and it has a Router Upgrade
section specifically for this purpose (Figure 5.67).

The upgrade is performed by operating the Browse button, and then
using the file browser to locate and select the appropriate file. It is unlikely
that the program will go ahead with the upgrade if the wrong file is
selected, but it would be as well to avoid errors just in case. With the
right file selected, it just a matter of operating the Upload button, followed
by the OK button when a warning message appears (Figure 5.68). This
message just points out that all Internet connections will be terminated
so that the upgrade can proceed. Writing to flash memory can be quite
slow, so it might take a minute or two for the upload tc be completed.
The upgraded device is then ready to be put back into service again.
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Points to remember

Read the manufacturer's installation guide before installing any new
hardware. It can be time consuming to sort things out if you get the
installation of the device divers wrong. Before installing any supporting
software it is advisable to check the manufacturer's web ste for updated
drivers, support software, and firmware.

The easy way of setting up a PC to operate with networking is to run the
Windows Network Setuo Wizard on each PC in the system. However,
once this has set up the PCs to use networking, there is still some work
to do in order to implement file and printer sharing across the network.

Each PC in the network is given a name so that it is easily located when
using other PCs in the system. Make sure that each PC is given a different
name. The network as a whole is also given a name.

Files and folders are easily shared using the built-in facilities of Windows
XP or Vista. By default, folders are not shared. Consequently, you must
enable sharing for any fclder that you wish to make available to the
network. Then add the folder to the My Network Places of any PC that
will use the folder

It is possible to share an entire hard disc. but 'or security reasons it is not
a good idea to do so if the network is connected to the Internet.

Any printer that is installed on a PC in the network can usually be shared
and used by any other PC in the network. However, the printer can only
be shared using a PC that is running an operating system for which a
suitable printer driver is available. This should not be a problem if all the
PCs are running a modern version of Windows, but Linux and other
operating systems might not be supported.

The Internet connectior of one PC can be shared with other PCs in the
network, but this is an inefficient way of handling things. A modem
connected to a router is a much better way of sharing an Internet
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connection, and these days it is unlikely to cost significantly more than
the alternatives.

There is a very slight risk of rendering a unit unusable when upgrading
its firmware. Unless a firmware upgrade will provide useful new features,
it is probably not worthwhile upgrading a unit that functions perfectly.
Always follow the manufacturer's upgrade instructions "to the letter".
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Troubleshooting
and optimising

Problems, problems
In an ideal world installing any computer equipment would be a "piece
of cake", with everything going according to plan. Things are not usually
that straightforward in the real world, and there are often minor ":eething
problems to sort out. The likelihood of initial problems with a wi-fi system
are that much greater, since the task will offer involve several computers
and the installation of a few items of equipment. The situation is
exacerbated by the fact that the performance of a wi-fi system is far from
predictable.

Fortunately, most problems with new computer equipment, including
the wi-fi variety, can be sorted out reasonably quickly and easily. As with
any form of troubleshoot ng, the most rapic path to success is to go
about things in a systematic and logical fashion rather than using a more
random approach. It also helps to bear in mind that most problems with
newly installed equipment have simple causes. Problems are often
caused by silly things such as something not being plugged in properly,
something not being switched on, or the reboot needed to complete
installation having beer forgotten. Always check for obvious causes
such as these before getting deeply embroiled with checks of a more
complex nature.

Try it
It would be helpful if there was an easy way of working ou: whet -ter a wi-
fi link from point A to point B would work prcperly. Something close to
the theoretical maximum operating range should be obtained if there
are not too many major obstructions betwee-i the two aerials. By major
obstructions I mean wal s. ceilings, floors, central heating radiators, and

6
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substantial items of furniture. Objects outside the path between the aerials
can cause problems by reflecting the signals. but you would be unlucky
if this factor seriously shortened the range of the system.

Of course, in practice it is unlikely that there will be a clear path from the
access point's aerial to any other aerial in the system. After all, one of
the main reasons for using wi-fi equipment is to avoid having to take
cables through walls, floors. etc. Walls, floors, ceilings, are the main
causes of reduced range when wi-fi equipment is used indoors, but large
items of furniture or any other substantial objects that c et in the way will
absorb some of the signal and reduce the operating range.

Large metal objects such as radiators go beyond absorbing some of the
signal, and tend to block it completely. The metal framework of some
buildings can give similar problems. It is possible that other items will
act as reflectors to provide a path around metal objects, but this is unlikely
to provide good results. It pays to bear in mind relatively small objects, if
sufficiently close to an aerial, can significantly reduce the range of the
system.

Ultimately there is only one way to determine whether a link can be
successfully established between any two points in a building, and that
is to try it and see. Provided the range is less than the theoretical indoor
figure for the standard you are using, it should be possible to obtain a
link. However, near the maximum range it might not be possible to obtain
operation at maximum speed.

Of course, in situations where it is not possible to avo d having a large
piece of metal between the two aerials it is probably not worth trying a
wi-fi link. This is especially so if the link will be required to operate over
anything more than a very modest range.

A wired connection is the more practical proposition in these
circumstances. It will be more difficult to install, but at least it will actually
work, and at a very high speed. It should also be totally reliable.
Fortunately, in the real -world you are unlikely to encounter a metal
obstacle large enough to block or severely attenuate a wi-fi signal.

Planning
The chances of problems occurring can be minimised by carefully
planning the system, rather than just placing everything for maximum
convenience. The most convenient place for the access point might be
at one corner of the building, but this is the worst position in terms of
performance. Any wi-fi devices on the other side of the building will be a
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long way from the access point. By positioring the access point near
the middle of the building you ensure that no wi-fi enabled gadget can
be much more than about half the width of the building from the access
point.

In theory a range of up to about 20 metres can be obtained ndoors
when using 802.11g equipment, and the range is much higher at about
60 metres for 802.11b links. These are the maximum ranges for operation
at top speed incidentally. Even assuming that these ranges will not quite
be achieved in practice, ar 802.11g link should still give full coverage in
a building up to about 25 to 30 metres square. Obviously the access
point must be close to the centre of the building in order to achieve this
level of coverage.

This should be adequate 'or most purposes, but accepting the lower
speed of an 802.11b link gives much greater range. A building of around
80 to 100 metres squae should be within the capabilities of a well
designed 802.11b system Remember that the 802.11b and 802.11g
standards are compatibe. It is therefore possible to use an 802.11g
access point with 802.11g adaptors for PCs that are close to the access
point, and 802.11b adaptors for those that are further away. This gives
high-speed transfers for the PCs that are close to the access point, but
retains the longer range needed for those that are further away.

Simple problems
It would be unrealistic to expect a perfect signal every time when installing
wi-fi equipment. The performance of wi-fi links is not totally precictable,
you might make a mistake when installing and setting up the system, or
if you are very unlucky a component in the network could be faulty. As
pointed out previously, whei troubleshooting on any computer equipment
it is essential to go about things in a logical fashion and ycu should also
try to avoid jumping to corclusions. Do not immediately assume that a
lack of signal is due to range problems, especially when there is no
signal at all. There coulc indeed be a problem with the range of the link
being inadequate, but it could just be that there is some simple problem
with the equipment.

Is everything plugged in and connected properly? When install ng new
equipment it is easy to cet impatient and rush things. This is usually a
mistake and it invites problems with things not being plugged in, switched
on, or set up correctly. When hastily installing equipment it is easy to
knock one lead out of place while installing anther Systematically check
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that everything is connected properly, switched on, and that the settings
are correct.

Make sure that everything is working on the same channel. Wi-fi devices
are designed not to respond to equipment on other channels, and a link
will therefore fail to work at all unless the two units are set to operate on
the same channel. Some wi-fi systems have a tendency to "wander",
and can end up on the wrong channel and connected to the wrong
network. Wi-fi enabled laptop and notebook computers are particularly
good at latching onto the wrong network. There should be a utility
program that shows the available networks and enables the correct one
to be selected (see G.15 in the Colour Gallery).

It seems to be a feature of networking equipment that it sometimes "loses
the plot". Actually, it is not unknown for this to happen with wired
networks. The standard solution is to switch everything off and then
power -up the system again. Switch on the access po nt first, then any
devices that use a wired network, and finally switch on the wi-fi units.

Moving experience
The UHF (ultra -high frequency) radio signals used by wi-fi equipment
have very short wavelengths, and this can result in signal strengths varying
considerably if one of the aerials is moved a small distance. Even moving
an aerial a few centimetres can produce a significant change in signal
strength. One reason for this is that quite small objects in the wrong
place can partially block the signal. You might occasionally find that
what was a very good signal suddenly becomes a noticeably weaker
one. The most likely cause is that something placed closed to one of
the aerials is absorbing the signal.

Another problem is due to reflected signals that combine with the main
signal. It is possible that the two signals will combine in a fashion that
produces a boost in signal, but it is just as likely that they will have a
cancelling effect, giving a reduction in the signal level. In an extreme
case there can be one or more "blind" spots where there is no significant
signal. Again, something being moved to just the wrong place can
produce a sudden decrease in the signal level. Even a person moving
close to or away from a wi-fi aerial can result in a significant change in
the signal level.

The cure in both cases is to move the aerial in an attempt to obtain a
better signal level. This should not be a problem with an external wi-fi
interface that connects to the PC via a cable. With an interface mounted
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Fig.6.1 The aerial is in there somewhere!

on some form of portable computer it might be a trifle inconvenient, but
it should still be possible to move the device in an attempt to obtain a
better signal. Moving the aerial is clearly going to be more difficult if it is
fixed to a substantial piece of equipment such as a desktop PC or a
printer In this respect, PC wi-fi adaptors are very restrictive.

Rather than moving the entire PC and (possibly) redesigning your office
to get the wi-fi link to work well, it would probably be better to get ar
extension cable to permit the aerial to be positioned away from :he PC.
Having the aerial right next to the earthed metal case of the PC is far
from ideal. Despite
your best efforts it

may well be in
amongst some
cables as well (Figure
6.1), and these will
make matters worse.
The truth of the matter
is that the rear of a PC
is just about the worst
place to have a wi-fi
aerial. Moving the
aerial away from the
cables and the PC's
case will often provide
much improved
results.

The problems are
much the same with a
USB wi-fi adaptor that
plugs straight into the
back of the PC. A
USB extension cable enab es the unit to be used away from the PC and
will often give much better results. Note that this does not require the
usual A to B lead of the type used with printers, scanners, ard most
other USB peripherals. An A to A cable of the type used to link two PCs
is not the right type either -hese contain some electronics and are quite
expensive. It is a simple and inexpensive A to A extension cable that is
needed. Bear in mind that USB does not support long cables, ard fitting
several extension cables together to produce one really long lead will
not give reliable results.. The absolute maximum cable length is 5 metres,
and in some circumstances it can be just 3 metres.
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Fig.6.2 This section only gives the signal strength via a text entry

Signal strength
It is clearly more than a little helpful to have some form of signal strength
monitor so that you can see how changes in the positions of the aerial
affect reception. Without the aid of a signal strength monitor there is
little chance of adjusting a link for optimum results. The software supplied
with a wi-fi adaptor usually includes a utility that shcws the available
access points, together with some information about each one. This
should include the names of the networks, the channels they are
occupying, and the signal strength of each one

Some form of graphic indication of signal strength is best, since it enables
the reading to be seen at a glance. Many wi-fi adaptors are supplied
with software that includes a bargraph, or something similar, to indicate
the signal strength. A few either lack any form of signal strength meter
or provide a reading via a text display. Figure 6.2 shows the monitor
program for a cheap generic 802.11b PCI card. This is better than nothing
in that it does provide a signal strength reading. but it is in the form of a
text entry that gives a reading from 0 to 100 percent.

Fortunately. in this case another section of the program (Figure 6.3) has
two bargraphs that show the quality of the link and the signal strength,
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Fig.6.3 Here bargraphs indicate signal strength and link quality

so it pays to check through all the facilities offered by the support software
It might seem unnecessary to have indications of both signal strength
and link quality. but good signal strength does not guarantee a high
quality link. A lot of electrical noise or inter'erence from another wi-fi
system can result in poor results despite excellent signal strength.

There are programs available that provide a signal strength meter, and
probably the best know free program of this type is Boingo, which can
be downloaded from.

http://www.boingo.com/download.html

This is actually intended as an aid to finding and connecting to wireless
hotspots, but it has a graphic signal strength indicator for each access
point that is located In Figure 6.4 just the one access point has been
found. and the bargraph strength meter shows that a strong signal is
being received. This program will not work with all wi-fi adaptor cards,
and the Boingo web site lists the compatible cards. It worked fine when

I tried it with a cheap generic card, so it is probably worth trying the
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Fig.6.4 The Boingo program has a small signal -strength bargraph

program even if your card is not listed. After all, it costs nothing to try the
program and it is easily uninstalled if it fails to work with your wi-fi card.

When using a signal strength indicator it is as well to bear in mind that
most of them do not update the display very frequently. Consequently, it
might seem as though a change in the position of an aerial has had no
effect. when the lack of response from the program is simply because it
has not refreshed the display. After moving an aerial it is therefore
necessary to wait a few seconds to see if there is any change to the
indicated signal strength.

There are hardware gadgets (Figure 6.5) that are useful for showing the
signal strengths of wi-fi access points. These are primarily designed as
a means of locating wi-fi hotspots and finding a location that gives a
good signal strength. However, most devices of this type are also suitable
for use when setting up a wi-fi network, where you are faced with
essentially the same problem. At one time a wi-fi hotspot locator was a
fairly expensive piece of equipment, but prices have fallen in line with
other wi-fi equipment and electronic gadgets in genera . Some of these
units are now surprisingly cheap.
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Access point
It can sometimes happen tnat poor results are obtained from all The wi-fi
units in the system, even those that seem to be well positioned for good
results. The most likely cause of this is the access point and its aerial
being placed where nearby obstructions are absorbing much of the
signal. Moving it to a diffe-elt location might give greatly improved results.

Although the space between a PC and a monitor or printer will often be
the most convenient place for the access point, havinc the aerial in
amongst large electronic devices is likely to give poor results. The earthed
metal case of a PC is likely to block the signa to and from large parts of
the building. Results are likely to be better with the access point on top
of the PC or positioned a metre or two away from it.

It is advisable not to
have the aerial right
next to a wall. Placing
the access point on
the floor is unlikely to
give optimum results
either Hiding it out of
sight inside a
cupboard is almost
certain to give a

significant reduction
in performance.
Positioning the
access point on a
table or desk where it
is not very close to
walls, PCs, monitors,
etc., is likely to give
the best results.

Of course, the
positioning of the
access point is less
critical if the system is
only required to
operate over short
distances. It is then
likely that acceptable
results would indeed

Fig.6.5 A wi-fi signal locator and signal
strength meter
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be obtained with it placed in a cupboard, between two large tower PCs,
or whatever. The greater the range you are trying to achieve, the more
carefully the aerials have to be positioned, with particular care being
taken over the positioning of the access point. If the access point does
not operate efficiently, the performance of the whole system will suffer.

Change channel
In theory it does not matter which channel you use for your wi-fi network.
The small change in frequency from one channel to the next should
have no significant effect on results. In practice, a change in channel
will often produce greatly improved results from a network that is
underperforming. Although one channel has no technical advantage
over any other channel, in a real -world situation some will usually work
much better than others.

The differences in performance are almost certainly due to some channels
containing more noise than others do. Another wi-fi network some
distance away might not produce a resolvable signal. but it could still
cause significant interference across several channels. This interference
will be too weak to give problems at short ranges, but at long ranges the
signal levels drop and the system becomes much more susceptible to
interference from other systems.

Wi-fi adaptors are usually supplied with a program which lists the access
points that are detected. In most cases your access point will be the
only one that is listed, but inevitably some users will find that a few of
their neighbours have wi-fi systems, and that these are listed as well. Try
looking for access points with your own unit switched off This will prevent
it from blotting out signals from nearby systems, and increase the chances
of detecting any that are present. If you live in a heavily populated area
it is quite possible that several wi-fi networks will be locwed. It is possible
to detect up to half a dozen wi-fi networks if I switch off my own network.

Clearly neither party will obtain really good results if the same channel is
used for two systems. Less obviously, using adjacent channels will not
improve matters very much, since wi-fi signals spread across several
channels. If there are one or two other wi-fi systems in the area, use a
channel that is as far removed as possible from the channel or channels
that are currently in use. If there is really no alternative to using a channel
that is already in use, or a channel that is close to one that is occupied,try
to find a part of the band where there are only weak signals. Some
negotiation with your neighbours might be needed in order to get
everyone using well separated channels.
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Of course, equipment other than the wi-fi variety uses the 2.4GHz band,
and it is possible that shorter than expected range is due to interference
from one of these devices. Again, a change in channel night cure the
problem. Moving up or dcwn by one channel is unlikely to make much
difference, because wi-fi and many other devices spread signals across
several channels. A shift cf about half a dozen channels is more likely to
give an improvement. If necessary, try them all in order to find the one
that gives optimum results. In order to change the channel used by the
network it is first a matter of changing the channel used by the access
point. The other units are then made to scan the band and find the
access point again.

Most electronic gadgets generate electrical noise that covers a wide range
of frequencies. The high operating frequency of wi-fi equipment means
that it operates in a range :hat is well clear of most general radio noise,
which is predominantly at frequencies below 100MHz. However, some
gadgets produce a significant signal at frequencies of more than a
gigahertz. Having the access point close to a microwave oven is not a
good idea, and it is probably best not to have it right next to a monitor.

Boosting range
After a lot of repositioning of aerials and the access point it might become
clear that the system is basically working, but the local terrain is such
that one or two of the links will not work at maximum speed. This is
unlikely to happen where the system is working comfortably within the
theoretical range. but is clearly a possibility i= you are trying to operate
links near or beyond the normal limits. There are wi-fi options available
in these circumstances, and the simplest one is to try using a directional
aerial that provides gain. Vii-fi aerials offering high gains do not seem to
be available. and they might fall outside the regulations governing the
2.4GHz band, so do not expect this method to provide a massive
improvement.

Another option is to use one of the repeater units that are designed to be
used between the access point and the remote unit. These are also
known as "range extenders". A wi-fi repeater made by Belkin is shown
in Figure 6.6. These can substantially extend the range of a system, but
there is a significant additional cost involved in using a repeater, and
finding a suitable unit could prove difficult. Before buying one it is

essential to ensure that it will work with the rest of your system. Also,
these units operate by receiving packets of data and then etransmitting
them on the same channel. This inabil ty to send and receive
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Fig.6.6 A wi-fi repeater (range extender) made by Belkin

simultaneously tends to slow things down. Consequently, the
performance of the link might not be vastly better than that of the unaided
version.

A third option is to use two access points. This is normally done by
having the two units linked by a wired connection, and having them
operate on different channels at opposite ends of the band in order to
minimise interference between what are really two linked but otherwise
separate wi-fi networks. One obvious drawback is that it is not a totally
wi-fi solution since a cable is needed to link the two access points.
Another obvious drawback is that it involves the substantial added cost
of a second access point.
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Being pragmatic about it when an improved aerial is insufficient to provide
a really good link, the best options are probably to just settle for a -elatively
slow link, or to use a wired link if speed is important. Remember that a
slow link is perfectly adequate if it is only needed to share a broadband
Internet connection. The cther options involve significant added expense
and provide what has to be regarded as something less than a perfect
solution.

Now you see it
With any equipment ycu can get everything apparently installed and
working nicely, only to fird that some while later it ceases to function
correctly. There could be a hardware fault of course, but in most cases
it is just that a lead has become detached, or something of tnis type.
Networks tend to have a number of external peripheral devices and
connecting leads, making them vulnerable to basic problems such as
detached leads, switches that get accidentally knocked to the off position,
and so on.

Wi-fi networks might have fewer cables and external peripherals, but
they are not usually devoid of them. Wi-fi networks have the added
vulnerability of aerials that can be knocked out of position or work loose.
Check for basic faults first, rather than jumping to the conclusion that an
item of hardware has become faulty. It is also worth checking that the
supporting software is still installed correctly and fully working. The
chances of this being :he root of the trouble are much higher if any
software has recently been installed or uninstalled. It is probably worth
uninstalling and reinstalling the software to see if this produces an
improvement.

If a wi-fi link works well after installation, but does not function the next
time you switch on the PC. there could be a hardware fault but it is more
likely that the problem is in the software. After the a quick check for
something simple such as a power lead that has come unplugged, the
usual approach is to uninstall the hardware and then reinstall it from
scratch.

It is not usually necessary to physically disconnect or remove any
hardware from the PC. Jninstalling and reinstalling the drivers is usually
sufficient. Having removed the drivers it is a good idea to shut down
Windows and reboot the system before trying to reinstall the drivers. If

you have not already checked the manufacturer's web site for updated
drivers, it would definitely be a good idea to do so at this stage.
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Fig.6.7 The Windows XP Control Panel in Category View

Removing drivers
In order to remove a device driver under Windows XP and Vista it is a
matter of going into Device Manager. left -clicking on the -elevant entry to
highlight it and then operating the Remove button. In order to access
Device Manager, first select Control Panel from the Start rrenu. By default,
this produces the Control Panel in Category View in Windows XP (Figure
6.7), and essentially the same version in Windows Vista (Figure 6.8). In
both cases the next step is to left -click the Classic View ink near the top
left-hand corner of the window. This gives the traditional version of the
Control panel, complete with icons for various categories. The Vista
version is shown in Figure 6.9, but the XP version is esse itially the same.
The exact appearance depends on the hardware and software installed
on the computer

With both operating systems the next step is the same, and it is to double-
click the System icon. With Windows Vista this changes the window to
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OK Cancel

Fig.6.12 The General section of the System Properties window will
probably appear by default

look like Figure 6.10, and there is a Device Manager link near the top left-
hand corner of the window. Left -clicking this link produces the Windows
Vista version of the Device Manager utility (Figure 6.11). With Windows
XR double-clicking the system icon produces the System Properties
window (Figure 6.12). Once the System Properties window is on the
screen select the Hardware tab, which will change the window to look
like Figure 6.13. Finally, operate the Device Manager button near the
middle of the window.

Wi-fi adaptors are normally in the Network Adaptors section (Figure 6.14)
of Device Manager. Right -clicking the wi-fi adaptor's entry will produce
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System Properties

System Restore Automatic Updates

General Computer Name Hardware
Remote

Advanced

Device Manager

112...k.' The Device Manager lists all the hardware devices installed on
your computer Use the Device Manager to change the properties
of any device

Device Manager

Dnver Signing lets you make sure that installed drivers are
compatible with Windows Windows Update lets you set up how
Windows connects to Windows Update for drivers

Driver Signing

Harcl...are Profiles

Windows Update

. Hardware profiles provide away for you to set up and store
4440 different hardware configurations

Hardware Pr Dfiles

OK Cancel

Fig.6.13 Operate the Device Manager button in the upper section of
this window

a small popup menu (Figure 6.15), where the Uninstall option is selected.
Essentially the same facilities can be obtained by doub e -clicking on the
entry in Device Manager. This produces the property window for the
device (Figure 6.15), and selecting the Driver tab switches the window to
look something like Figure 6.16. As one would probably expect, the
Uninstall option is used to completely remove the device driver. Note
that with Plug and Play devices the drivers can only be uninstalled if the
hardware is present in the PC and active. With the hardware absent or
disabled, it will not have an entry in Device Manager. A warning message
like the one in Figure 6.17 appears when the Uninstall button is operated.
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Fig.6.14 Again, the computer's hardware will be listed, and it is the
Network adapters section that is of interest
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Fig.6.15 Right -clicking an entry produces a pop-up menu where an
Uninstall option is available
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802.11b WLAN PCI Properties

General I Advanced I Driver I Resources
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Device type Network adapters

Manufacturer 802 1lb Technology Corp

Location PCI Slot 5 (PCI bus 0 device 12. function 0)

Device status

This device is working property

It you are having problems with this device. click Troubleshoot to start
the troubleshooter

Troubleshoot

Device usage

'Use this device (enable)

OK Cancel

Fig.6.16 Each device has its own property window

Left -click the Yes button in order to proceed and uninstall the device
drivers. The entry for the uninstalled device should then disappear from
the list in Device Manager

Reinstalling
With the drivers uninstalled and the PC rebooted, the installation process
can be repeated. In theory, installing the drivers should be no more
successful at the second or third attempt than it was the first time. In
practice it is often the case that one or two extra attempts provides a
cure and gets the hardware working. Check the installation manual and
make sure that you go through the installation process correctly.
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802.11bWLAN PCI Properties

General I Advanced Driver I Resources

14 802 llb WLAN PC

Driver Provider OEM

Driver Date 28/07/2003

Driver Version 1 7 0 0

Digital Signer Not digitally signed
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Update Driver

Roll Back Driver

Uninstall

To view details about the driver files

To update the driver for this device

t the device tails after updating the drier, roll beck
to the previously installed driver

To uninstall the driver (Advanced)

OK Cancel

Fig.6.17 The Driver section includes an Uninstall button

In cases where following tne manufacturer's instructions does not have
the desired effect, it might be worth trying a different approach. For
example, if installing the hardware first and then the software does not
get the everything working properly, try installing the software first and
then the hardware. Some installation instructions do not match up with
the supplied software, and generic devices are particularly prore to this
problem.

A common problem is that Windows can not automatically detect the
drivers, and it does not find them even if you direct it to the appropriate
folder The usual cause is that the folder does not contain the information
file that Windows requires, or even the driver files as such Examining
the contents of the folder _sing Windows Explorer will often show that it
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Confirm Device Removal

.114 802 11 b WLAN PCI

Warning You are about to uninstall this device from your system

OK Cancel

Fig.6.18 Operating the Uninstall button produces a warning message

contains an executable program file (one having an exe extension). There
might also be a file that contains the real installation instructions. When
trying to install problematic hardware it is worth searching the installation
disc for a text or Adobe PDF file that contains more up-to-date installation
instructions. Text and PDF files respectively have txt and pdf extensions.

Sometimes the executable file is a self -extracting archive. Double-clicking
its entry in Windows Explorer will run the file. and a program embedded
within it will then decompress the files and place them n the folder that
you select. Windows should then be able to install the hardware if you
direct it to that folder during the installation process. More usually, running
the program file results in the drivers being automatically installed on
the hard disc drive. You then have to reboot the PC so that Windows can
complete the installation process. A further reboot might then be required
in order to make the hardware fully operational.

Country setting
When installing wi-fi equipment it is normal for the user to specify the
country in which the equipment will be used. This step is included when
installing many pieces of software. and it is normally done simply to
ensure that menus, etc.. use the appropriate language. It has this function
when installing the support software for wi-fi equipment, but it also sets
up the hardware so that it operates with the appropriate parameters for
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802.11P WLAN PC1 Properties

General Advanced I Driver I Resources

The following properties a -e available for this network adapter Click the
property you want to change on the left and then select its value on the
right

Property

Antenna Rx Diversity
Antenna Tx Diversity
Authentication Type
CAM when AC Power
Channel

Fragment Threshold
Local Administration MAC Network Addre
Network Type
Power Saving Mode
Preamble Type
RTS Threshold
SSID
Transmit Rate

Value

IEUROPE(Channel 1 -13: w

OK Carcel

Fig.6.19 A number of settings might be available from the device's
properties window

the country in which the equipment is being used. Although the two
radio bands used for wi-fi equipment are the same for all countries. the
regulations are different fcr each country. Fcr instance. the channelling
operates differently from one country to another.

This makes it very important to select the right country when installing
wi-fi equipment. Making a mistake here could result in the equipment
operating in an illegal fashion, and it might not work properly with
equipment that is set up correctly. Note that when installing many
programs there is no UK English option, so the US English option has to
be used. The US option must not be used when installing wi-fi equipment
in the UK. There should either be a UK option or one called something
like "Europe Channels 1 - 13". This is the option that must be used
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Fr Edt Nee Favorites Tcds Advanced Help

J Bad Search folders -.-
addess h Networa Ccrneclons
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Local Area Connection
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Eluded
Patel, R118131a310a Farnh, Fast Ethernet

...1411.41

Internet Gateway

Ircenxt
O on

LAN or He Speed Inter.,

Fig.6.20 Windows XP has a facility to repair the selected network
connection, but there is no guarantee that this will solve
the problem

It is worth checking the main settings of any adaptor that gives problems.
There might be a control program, but it is common to have the settings
controlled via an extension of the normal Windows facilities. To access
the control software it is first a matter of right -clicking the adaptors entry
in Device Manager. Then the Properties option is selected from the pop-
up menu. The Properties window should have a section called something
like Settings or Advanced, which enables parameters such as the default
channel and country setting to be altered. Figure 6.19 shows the
Advanced section for the Properties window for a generic PCI 802.11b
adapter.

It is not a good idea to "play" with settings you do not understand, but
the country setting can be checked, and corrected if it is wrong. It is a
good idea to check that the default channel matches that used by the
access point. Using the wrong channel is unlikely to prevent the adaptor
from communicating with the access point, because the control software
usually scans for signals. It should therefore locate the default access
point and join the network. However, having the correct default channel
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Connect to a netr,ork

Turn cn actk.ity animation

Turn off notFication of netv,crks

Diagnose and repair

Net...crk. and Sharing Center

Fig.6.21 A network repad facility is also available with Windows Vista

should reduce the nsk cf problems with the adaptor strLgglinc to find
the access point.

Repairing a connection
It does sometimes happen that a unit in the network loses its network
connection and has difficulty re-establishing contact. This can be due to
the system "losing the plot" rather than any physical problem. If there is
a physical problem such as a detached lead, then this must be fixed
before proceeding further With the lead reccnnected it is by nc means
certain that proper contact with the network will be established. It is

easier to get the contro ling software confused than it is to get things
working again.

The normal way of re-establishing contact is to switch off the device that
is giving problems, wait a 'ew seconds, and then switch it on again. In
an extreme case it could be necessary to switch off everything in the
network, and then powe- r up again, one device at a time, starting with
the access point. Fortunately, it is very rare 'or the network to get into
such a state that it requires a complete restart to sort things out.

Windows XP has a repair feature that will try to re-establish contact if a
network connection fails. There is no guarantee that it will work, but
there is nothing to lose by trying it. Start by going to the Network
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program. If any manual installation of this type was needed, go through
the process again, checking that the settings are all correct. You need a
username and password in order to sign onto the broadband network.
Have these been entered correctly? It is best to assume that they are
both case -sensitive, and something like "RobertPenfold" will not do as a
username if the ISP specifies it as "robertpenfold". Rather confusingly
perhaps, some ISPs supply a user ID and a login ID. It is the latter that is
used when logging onto the system.

New broadband accounts have a start date, or "go live" date as it is

often termed. The broadband connection will not be set up for use until
that date is reached, and your telephone line will not be connected to
the appropriate equipment at the exchange, so there is no point in trying
to use it until then. The connection will go live at some time on the start
date, but it is unlikely that you will be given an exact time. It could be
well into the day before the new broadband connection can be used.
Most ISPs will telephone or Email you when the connection is ready for
use.

Note that when changing from one ISP to another it is still necessary to
wait until the new connection has gone live before it can be used. Until
then your telephone line will either be connected to the wrong equipment
at the exchange, or to no broadband equipment at all. Most ISPs now
make it easy to change to a different broadband supplier, and the
downtime during the switchover can be a small as an hour or two. The
downtime could be several weeks if you end up having to end one
broadband agreement before you can sign on to a new one.

The front panels of broadband modems usually lack any controls, but
have plenty of indicator lights. The modem shown in G.29 in the Colour
Gallery has five of them. These lights are not purely for decoration, and
tell you whether the various ports are properly connected something.
You have found the source of the problem if you connect something to
the modem and the appropriate light fails to respond.

If the usual checks, reinstallation, etc., fail to cure the problem, it is as
well to check through the supplied documentation for a troubleshooting
guide, and to follow any advice it provides. Most of these guides are
really just token efforts that do not really help very much, but there might
be one or two useful suggestions. It is time to call the Helpline if the
troubleshooting guide does not provide any useful help.
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Points to remember

Many wi-fi problems have simple solutions. Particularly where no signal
at all is received, look for something very basic such as a piece of
equipment not being plugged in or switched on, an aerial knocked out
of position, or incorrect settings in the software.

Problems with inadequate range are less likely to be encountered if the
system is carefully planned rather than just being "thrown' together The
access point should be near the middle of the building. This ensures
that you do not end up with the access point on the opposite side of the
building to one or more wi-fi enabled units.

Ultimately there is only one way to determine whether a link can be
established between the access point and each wi-fi enabled device,
and that it to try it in practice. When operating well within the theoretical
limits you would be very unlucky if a link operating at or close to the
maximum transfer rate could not be established. Things naturally become
iffier when trying to operate near the theoretical maximum range.

Changing the channel used by the network will often give an improvement
with a system that is not providing the expected range. This is presumably
due to some channels containing more noise than others. The default
channel is channel 11, and one could reasonably expect this r.o be the
most used, which in turn is likely give it the highest noise level Moving
away from the default channel can give noticeably better results.

The short wavelengths of wi-fi radio signals can give qute we'l defined
"blind" spots where there is little or no reception from the access point.
Moving one or both aerials will often give a strong signal and fast :ransfers,
even if there was an inadequate signal level previously. When optimising
the positions of the aerials it is very useful to have a program that gives
an indication of signal strength.

Aerials do not work well when they are in very close proximity to walls,
large computers, pieces of furniture, etc. Try to get the aerials where
they are at least a few hi_ndred millimetres away from any large object.
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This is especially important for the access point's aerial. If the access
point does not work effectively, the whole wi-fi network can not perform
well. Remember that everything communicates via the access point.

Because wi-fi equipment operates at extremely figh frequencies it is
free from much of the electrical noise generated by household gadgets.
Even so, it is advisable not to have the access point positioned right next
to any electronic units, and it should definitely be positioned well away
from microwave ovens.

Problems with poor performance might be due to the local environment
not being conducive to good radio propagation. An improved aerial
should give a significant boost in performance, and there are other options
such as multiple access points and repeaters. However, it might be
more practical to simply accept a slower operating speed or opt for a
wired link if high speed is essential.

With problem hardware it can be necessary to uninstall and reinstall the
driver software once or twice in order to get everything working properly.
The instructions supplied in the installation manual are not always correct.
Look on the installation disc for more up-to-date instructions.

Make sure that the adaptor has the correct country setting. It might not
work properly with the rest of the system if the wrong country setting is
used, and it might operate in a fashion that is not legal in the UK.
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